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Foreword

Thousands of years of history, dating back to the Paleolithic Era, have 
taught humans the value of working together. Several strong  warriors 
were required to work together to bring down a wooly mammoth for 
food and clothing. Specialists needed to learn how to grow food or 
pray for crops, while others depended on their talents. Human his-
tory is full of examples of people working together to overcome seem-
ingly insurmountable challenges. The building of the Great Pyramid 
of Giza or the Temples of Ancient Greece, curating the Hanging 
Gardens of Babylon, constructing the Freedom Tower in New York 
City through the accuracy of Wikipedia and the  richness of Twitter 
and Facebook—all of these amazing accomplishments in human his-
tory came to be only because of the coordinated work of many. In 
my own home many years ago, the phrase “many hands makes light 
work” was met with groans, as it was shorthand for “kids help out with 
chores.” However, as we have entered a 21st century with  ubiquitous 
connectivity and an “always on” mentality, the idea of everyone being 
available to contribute some of their discretionary time to a com-
mon cause is not too far-fetched. In fact, it’s becoming the norm. We 
saw the rise of SMS displaced temporarily by Farmville updates, and 
then on to WhatsApp, SnapChat, Instagram and Pinterest. People 
working together to share information and improve each other’s lives 
through a collective effort. While it may be premature to dismiss 
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x Foreword

Garret Hardin’s Tragedy of the Commons – in which individuals act 
selfishly contrarian to the best interests of a group – it’s safe to say 
that technology has leveled the playing field and enabled a more col-
laborative model of collective contribution where everyone can “win” 
in their own unique way.

There are thousands of examples throughout human history to 
illustrate the value of a diverse group of people focused on a chal-
lenge. If we were to pore through that hypothetical list, I would imag-
ine that much time would elapse before software testing came in to 
view. Fortunately, Mukesh and Rajini have done the heavy lifting 
to create a framework for all of us to use to successfully apply these 
 collaborative crowdsourcing techniques to improve the quality of our 
software. This book is unique in explaining how to combine the power 
of crowdsourcing with the craft of software testing to share practi-
cal experience, lessons learned, and provide guidance for others to 
hit the ground running. The rich set of examples provided here helps 
set the context for all practitioners to help improve understanding of a 
fast moving field. The depth of experience comes through with guid-
ance on how to build a platform, create an ecosystem, and avoid the 
many potential problems and pitfalls that present a threat to success-
ful crowdsource testing initiatives. The Did-You-Know  conclusion 
offers pragmatic suggestions and offers a synopsis of advice to move 
forward on crowdsourced testing.

Quality is an amorphous, ephemeral condition, especially in 
 software—and very hard to achieve in an increasingly online and 
mobile world. High quality requires meeting the needs and require-
ments of a broad and diverse set of people—and to do so requires 
a diverse set of analysts—a crowd—to help ensure everyone’s needs 
are met. This book offers a formula for helping everyone be success-
ful in leveraging the crowd to improve the quality of the software 
experience.

Ross Smith
Director of Test, Skype Division, Microsoft
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Overview

Many hands make light work.

None of us is as smart as all of us.

The market is always right.

These statements very succinctly reflect the sentiment of this book on 
leveraging the wisdom of the crowd in software testing. Crowdsourcing 
practices across domains can be traced back at least three centuries. 
Although it is such an age-old practice, it started taking formal shape 
in its current name only in the last decade, thanks to the penetra-
tion of the Internet, social technologies, the agile style of development, 
mobile and cloud computing, and the application-intensive software 
development focus. The crowdsourcing market was estimated to be 
US$500 million in 2011 and was projected to have an approximately 
75% growth over 2010. Over two thirds of this growth was attributed 
to Internet services, media, entertainment, and technology.1

Global outreach, quick time to market, and a feature-rich design 
are some of the major drivers in today’s market in determining a 
product’s success. Product companies are constantly on the lookout 
for innovative development and testing techniques to take charge of 
these driving forces. One such paradigm software testing technique 
gaining popularity is crowdsourced testing. The scale, flexibility, 
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 cost-effectiveness, and fast turnaround it has to offer are all being 
spoken about at length, in several forums. While there are some 
resources online to refer to, on what crowd testing is all about and 
how to leverage it, there is no one comprehensive book as of today on 
crowdsourced testing that talks about practices, case studies, and the 
future of this technique. This book is intended to fill that void and 
serve as the go-to material for anyone wanting to leverage the wisdom 
of the crowd in software testing.

Specifically, while there are several online resources to understand 
the concept of crowdsourcing and examples of how it works in its 
 various forms, there aren’t formal resources to guide a tester, a test 
team, or a management team on what it takes to implement crowd-
sourcing in a software testing effort. We have been researching a lot 
on this area at QA InfoTech, presenting our experiences in confer-
ences such as StarEast and StarWest and implementing crowdsourced 
testing for our clients at relevant places to supplement the core team’s 
testing efforts. All of these together have been a major source of 
 inspiration to write this book, which will serve as a practical guide 
for anyone wanting to adopt crowdsourcing for their software testing 
needs. The book is comprehensive enough to talk about the history of 
crowdsourcing and crowdsourced testing, implementation practices, 
and future trends. It provides the reader with a holistic and practi-
cal view of the topic and talks about building a career in this space. 
Since it also covers future trends, this material will be applicable for 
readers into the future as well. As practitioners in the software testing 
discipline, we hope to bring out in this book our experiences, includ-
ing some niche points such as defect management specific to crowd-
sourced testing and building a career in crowdsourced testing, which 
we have gained over the years through hands-on implementation. The 
book is divided into 10 chapters, and in this overview, you will read a 
brief outline of what is covered in each of them.

Chapter 1: Introducing the Crowd

Crowd forms the crux of this book. Leverage the Wisdom of the Crowd 
in Software Testing starts off defining who forms the crowd and why 
the crowd is of particular interest to us. It then talks about the history 
or timeline of when the crowd gained significance and how books 
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such as Leveraging the Wisdom of Crowds have been instrumental in 
helping the industry understand this concept. It also talks about the 
history of crowdsourcing in the software product development world 
and the core characteristics or traits of a crowd that make it very 
valuable in this domain. Setting this baseline early on in the book is 
important to help you gradually move into understanding the scope of 
crowdsourcing and specifically crowdsourced testing.

Chapter 2: An Overview into Crowdsourcing

This chapter takes you from understanding what forms a crowd to 
understanding what crowdsourcing is. It talks about the definition 
of crowdsourcing, the surge in popularity of this concept, the varied 
forms of crowdsourcing with intuitive examples, and introduces you 
to crowdsourced testing. As part of crowdsourced testing, it also gives 
examples to help you understand the practical implementation.

Chapter 3: Why Leverage the Crowd for Software Testing?

From this chapter on, the book starts focusing heavily on crowd-
sourced testing. In this chapter, specifically, we talk about where 
quality stands as of today and why crowdsourced testing is relevant to 
the world of software quality at this time, as opposed to a few years 
back or a few years into the future. In this context, we also discuss 
a case study from Facebook on how it works with the crowd on an 
ongoing basis to test for its updates and new features. The focus also 
is on talking about various test attributes (functional, performance, 
security, globalization, compatibility, usability, accessibility, etc.) and 
discusses how crowdsourced testing is relevant to each of them.

Chapter 4: Is Crowdsourced Testing a No-Brainer Solution to 
All Quality Problems?

Crowdsourced testing, while very powerful and effective, has its own 
limitations, like any other solution. This chapter talks about the chal-
lenges, limitations, and situations when crowdsourced testing will not 
work. These constraints could be from technology, logistics, or effec-
tiveness angles. Understanding these is important, as they form our 
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problem statement for implementing an effective solution that will be 
discussed in subsequent chapters.

Chapter 5: How to Successfully Implement Crowdsourced Testing?

Having talked about the constraints in leveraging crowdsourced 
 testing, this chapter is the core and essence of the book, as it talks 
about how to successfully implement a crowdtest effort. It talks about 
best practices in implementation, answering several questions such as 
what, when, and how to crowdsource, in a test effort. It covers best 
practices in mitigating the constraints and challenges discussed ear-
lier, including solutions such as a crowdsourcing platform that can be 
built to test software products in the cloud. Several case studies that 
discuss how crowdsourced testing was adopted in both product and 
services companies are elaborated on in this chapter. We also look at 
the various engagement models in which crowdsourced testing can be 
implemented.

Chapter 6: Defect Management in Crowdsourced Testing

Defect management is a beast of its own in software quality engineer-
ing. It makes or breaks the quality of the product and the reputation of 
the test team. While defect management has its own challenges even 
in a centralized test team, one can only imagine what it would entail in 
a crowdsourced test effort, where the team is most often de- centralized 
and does not have insights into the team’s executional practices. This 
chapter solely addresses effective defect management in crowdsourced 
testing, discussing how to keep the effort simple yet effective so it is a 
win-win situation for both the crowd and the test organization.

Chapter 7: Win Your Team’s Support in Implementing 
Crowdsourced Testing

A test team, although convinced about crowdsourced testing, can face 
hurdles in implementing it at various levels—from its  stakeholders, 
from other team members, from end users, etc. This chapter focuses 
on identifying such blocks and how to successfully win the team’s 
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confidence in implementing a crowdsourced test effort. This is a pro-
cess that might take time and several iterations. The overhead may also 
be high, all the way from talking with the stakeholders to addressing 
their concerns to doing pilots to convince them on sample results that 
the effort can yield. However, without the support of the stakeholders, 
a crowdsourced test effort may not even take off or may fail miserably 
even in areas where it can potentially scale well. Given the importance 
of this activity, one full chapter has been dedicated to this topic.

Chapter 8: Let’s Understand Crowdsourced Testing Holistically

By now, after reading through the first seven chapters, you will have a 
very detailed idea on what crowdsourced testing is all about and how 
to implement it successfully. This chapter serves as a wrap-up note 
helping the tester step back from all the details and look at the land-
scape holistically to differentiate myths from facts and emerge with a 
clear understanding of crowdsourced testing. You will be able to draw 
the distinction by now as to what is a myth and what is a fact. This 
chapter also touches upon career opportunities that an individual has 
as a crowd tester, which will help you make useful and critical choices 
in one’s career progression in the field of software testing. Thus, this 
chapter will serve as a refresher/summary helping you look back on 
the information from each chapter as a useful guide into career plan-
ning in the field of crowdsourced testing.

Chapter 9: Future of Crowdsourced Testing

We get close to wrapping up this guide to crowdsourced testing by 
talking about the future of this area. Herein we look at who can lever-
age this technique—service companies, product companies, the gen-
eral public, etc., what to expect in terms of trends in this area moving 
forward (say, two to three years down the line), what technologies will 
continue to give this practice its required facelift, and the forecasted 
market size of crowdsourcing and crowdsourced testing. Through this 
chapter, you will get not just a detailed understanding on implement-
ing a crowdsourced test effort, but more importantly, a view into both 
the business and the engineering aspects of crowdsourced testing.
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Chapter 10: Building an Ecosystem around Crowdsourced Testing

While all along in this book, you will have gained comprehension of 
what crowdsourced testing is and how to implement it in a project, 
this chapter, the conclusion, is slightly offbeat. Herein, we look at the 
need to build a crowdsourced testing ecosystem, who the players of 
such an ecosystem would be, and who would need to champion such 
an effort of building an ecosystem. This ecosystem is in itself a futur-
istic trend, and given its importance, we have dedicated one chapter 
to it. Given the scale and reach of crowdsourced testing, its value can 
further be maximized by building an ecosystem that brings together 
the crowd testers, seekers, a platform, a knowledge repository, and 
the right tools. That is the core focus of this chapter, gearing you to 
become an active participant in the development of such an ecosystem 
and getting you excited about the future of this discipline.

 



1

1
IntroducIng the crowd

Before the beginning of great brilliance, there must be chaos. 
Before a brilliant person begins something great, they must look 
foolish in the crowd.2

Software is no new term in the current-day world. It has evolved to 
 revolutionize every discipline, both at an enterprise level and at a com-
mon man level. Technologies, engineering practices, team engagement, 
and collaboration models have continued to change over time to adapt 
to the need of the day, to bring in optimized solutions in delivering 
software on time, within the defined budget, and of exceptional quality.

As engineering practices evolve, so have the software testing prac-
tices that form a significant part of the larger set of development 
efforts. Software testing has been exposed to a lot of challenges in 
the last decade—if we were to see these challenges as opportunities, 
the scale, scope, tool set, and team level visibility of the testing dis-
cipline have increased manifold. Testing has had to keep pace with 
the newer technologies that the product team adopts and understand 
how they might impact testing to devise a holistic test strategy from 
manual and automated testing fronts. Testing teams are engaged in 
the product life cycle much earlier than they used to be, testing for 
functionality and compatibility across supported platforms; areas 
such as accessibility and usability are getting a lot more attention; 
globalization is an important piece of the testing pie; security now 
extends beyond the basic web application testing level. All of these 
have opened a whole new window of opportunities for the testing 
team to align with the rest of the product team.

As we talk about the changes in the software development world, one 
noticeable new change that the industry is embracing in recent years 
is “leveraging the crowd,” be it in product design, development, or 
testing. To establish our baseline and a common understanding, let us 
focus in this chapter on what we mean by the term crowd, the history 



2 Leveraging the Crowd in Software teSting 

of both crowdsourcing in general and crowdsourcing in product 
 development, and the traits of a crowd that make it relevant to be 
engaged at various stages in the software engineering process.

What Is a Crowd?

There are varied definitions of this term that are floated around these 
days, especially after the term crowdsourcing became popular. While we 
will look at the varied forms of crowd and align them with the forms 
of crowdsourcing in subsequent chapters, we will herein look at a very 
simple definition of crowd to introduce the group to you. A crowd is a 
gathering of people, of varying numbers, who act in an extempore and 
independent manner. They are not necessarily tied to any organization, 
do not have any special accreditations, and typically lack organization. 
However, the term crowd could also be used to refer to a group of people 
with a common trait or characteristic. The origin of this word dates 
back to the year 1275 and has been a commonly used word since then. 
A few examples of using this term in a statement include:

• A crowd has gathered in front of the shopping mall.
• The elated crowd cheered the singer at the show.
• There was a large crowd from Berkeley in the SFO downtown 

to watch the fireworks.

The term crowd can also be used to refer to a group of things, 
though this is not a very common case in regular usage. For example:

• A crowd of new shops have opened in the Great American 
Mall in Phoenix.

• The marketplace is crowded with advertisements of various 
brands.

The word crowd is thus used in both its noun and verb forms to refer 
to both animate and inanimate objects to describe a large number of 
a certain thing.

History of Crowdsourcing

As you read this book, you will be interested in knowing that the 
term crowdsourcing is now officially part of the Oxford Dictionary.3 
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3introduCing the Crowd

The term crowdsourcing is relatively new; it started gaining  attention 
in 2006 when Jeff Howe coined this term in his article “The Rise 
of Crowdsourcing.” Looking back at the history of the activ-
ity involved in crowdsourcing, which is leveraging the crowd to 
source  information or solve a problem, the concept has been in 
practice long before the term started gaining popularity or use, in 
the  current-day technology world. For example, one source dates 
the use of crowdsourcing to 1714,4 when the British government 
announced a prize for anyone who could reliably calculate longi-
tude. This article also cites other examples, including a competi-
tion in France initiated by King Louis IV for making alkali from 
sea salt. In the 19th century, the Oxford Dictionary used a crowd 
(of  about 800 users) to catalog  its words. All of these examples 
clearly show how  crowdsourcing has been in use in varied countries 
and forms to solve issues that merely could not be done in-house 
with a team of experts.

In 2004, crowdsourcing started getting a lot of attention globally 
when James Surowiecki wrote a book called The Wisdom of Crowds. 
This is a very interesting book and one of the highly suggested reading 
materials for anyone who is new to crowdsourcing. As one of the early 
books written on this topic, this is still an authority in understanding 
why and how the crowd’s collective intelligence is important in solv-
ing problems. James presents a lot of interesting examples in his book 
to explain the concept of crowd wisdom, but his introductory case 
on the weight of the ox is more than sufficient to summarize his case 
in point. He talks about an exercise where Francis Galton, in 1907, 
leveraged the crowd to find an ox’s weight. Galton had 800 people 
guessing the weight of an ox after it was slaughtered. Of the 787 valid 
entries that he received, the average weight of the ox turned out to 
be 1197 pounds, while the actual weight was indeed very close, at 
1198 pounds. This is a starter case with which James talks about the 
 collective wisdom of the crowd and how it surpasses even individual 
inputs from experts (in this case, estimates from individual cattle 
experts). This book from James followed by the article from Jeff Howe 
created a lot of buzz for crowdsourcing between 2004 and 2006. This 
base they created has been instrumental in experimenting with the 
use of crowdsourcing in several domains and for a multitude of uses 
in the last eight years.
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In case you wonder whether the examples quoted by James 
Surowiecki are the only ones that are backed by testimony of the power 
and wisdom of the crowd, there are other examples too to  mention 
here. Recently, Gideon Rosenblatt, who was reading The Wisdom of 
Crowds, was inspired to try a similar exercise to validate the cases that 
James was talking about. He kicked off an exercise similar to guess-
ing the weight of the ox—this time it was guessing the number of 
cereal pieces in a glass vase full of them.5 Gideon leveraged the social 
computing technologies to reach out to the crowd in conducting his 
experiment; in this case, he used Google+. After an initial short trial 
with about 500 guesses, he increased the limits and got a total of 2238 
valid guesses. He conducted the experiment one more time with a 
clearer image to ensure he was able to collect results that were reliable. 
The second time around he got 436 valid guesses. On analyzing the 
results further, he concluded that the median number of cereal pieces 
guessed by the first set of participants turned out to be 402, while from 
the second experiment the result was 450. The exact number of cereal 
pieces in the vase was 467. While the numbers here are not as precise 
as what they turned out to be back in 1907 when the ox weight guess-
ing event happened, this additionally adds to our underlying school of 
thought over the course of this book that the collective  wisdom of the 
crowd can be very powerful in eliciting answers, solving problems if 
the factors within which the crowd works are conducive to help them 
bring out their best. We will talk about those factors in detail in our 
subsequent chapters, but these examples will help form your base in 
understanding the power of the crowd.

History of Crowdsourcing in Software Product Development

In the previous section, we saw examples of how crowdsourcing has 
long existed before the term gained popularity and visibility among 
the masses. They were all practical problems that needed to be solved 
to create value to the general public or studies that were taken up to 
prove the power of the crowd. But what is the history of  crowdsourcing 
in the world of software product development?

Beta testing is a very popular instance of crowdsourced testing. 
If we look at the history of beta testing, it dates back to the 1950s 
when IBM first coined this term to perform hardware testing at 
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the second level—a level outside of the team that develops the  product. 
While IBM dropped usage of this term in the 1960s, the term had 
already taken such deep roots that several organizations started 
using it. So, in one sense the use of crowdsourcing, specifically crowd 
 testing in the hardware world, started with IBM, making its way into 
the software world too. To this day, it is a strongly suggested and used 
testing technique to get product feedback from a select group of end 
users who have the domain knowledge and prior experience using the 
product’s earlier versions. Beta programs were conducted not just for 
testing a built software to find existing defects, but also to get end 
user suggestions to incorporate in subsequent releases. The year that 
James released his book The Wisdom of Crowds Gartner published a 
report that Microsoft (specifically Windows) is the biggest beta tester 
in history.

So, while we are able to map the origins of crowd testing to the 
beta programs, how did crowd development efforts start? Herein, it 
is worth briefly looking at the history of open-source software devel-
opment. The freeware programs started in the software world in the 
early 1980s when the free software movement was launched. It would 
interest you to know that even before the free software phase, open-
source software existed in its own shape and form dating back to the 
1950s. During this period, any software that was created was based 
on the principles of openness, where the source code would be dis-
tributed along with the software, empowering organizations to make 
code changes as needed to create functional software that aligns with 
their hardware and operating system (OS) needs. If we look at this in 
the current-day information technology jargon, open-source software 
was encouraged back then to allow organizations to take on the pro-
fessional services activity themselves. So, this can be looked at as the 
origin of crowdsourcing in the software development world.

In all direct reference to the open-source movement, it started tak-
ing shape with the introduction of Linux in 1991. Linux is a very 
popular example of crowdsourcing in software development to this 
day and how volunteer developers work on contributing to the code 
base on an ongoing basis. While the work done as part of the Linux 
projects have a direct mapping to crowdsourcing from our viewpoint, 
it wasn’t until 1998, when the Open Source Initiative was initiated, 
that this movement gained formal recognition.
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From an implementation standpoint, these events give us a sense 
that crowdsourcing in the product development world, be it in the 
design, development, or testing phases, has existed since the 1950s, 
although it started getting formal recognition only in the last decade. 
And while organizations have leveraged it in possible ways over the 
last decade, there is still quite some ambiguity, fear of the unknown, 
lack of overall buy-in, need for better proof that crowdsourcing can 
be  leveraged for a varied set of scenarios, etc., that still limit the 
industry-wide official acceptance of this concept. This book will be 
a step in that direction, de-mystifying a lot of such open questions 
and  providing clarity with live examples of how organizations have 
benefited from crowdsourcing, specifically crowdsourced testing, 
encouraging better industry-wide acceptance and application of this 
concept in the  coming years.

What Are the Traits of the Crowd That Make It Relevant to 
Be Engaged in Various Stages of Product Development?

The term crowd is magical—it has a simple meaning, but the power 
of the crowd is extremely high. A typical user of a product is also part 
of a crowd when you look at the overall group of end users. To that 
effect, if we were to look at the traits of a crowd that make it relevant 
to engage in product development (be it in the design, development, 
content creation, or testing stages), the following core points emerge:

End user mind-set: The crowd can be gathered from a part 
of the organization or from a representative base of end 
users,  external to the organization. Depending on the type 
of  product/application that is being built, if it is from an 
 external  representative user base, it brings very rich criteria 
to the table, which is the end user mind-set. This is a trait 
that the  organization cannot match even if it brings the most 
expensive testers on board. For example, an organization that 
is building a K–12 math software decides to go to a nearby 
school, to have a crowd of students and teachers use the prod-
uct for a specific period of time and provide feedback. The 
richness and practicality in the feedback from, say, a second-
grader may not be matched by even a test architect on the 
team, given that the second-grader is a realistic end user. 
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This feedback from representative end users is used not just at 
the testing phase, but should more importantly be included in 
the subsequent planning and design phases as well, to build a 
product that aligns with end user needs.

Subject matter expertise: The crowd can be a group of people 
with the required subject matter expertise in working on a 
product to address the team’s constraints, including lack of 
very specific subject matter experts and lack of time and bud-
get to handle everything in-house. While one would expect 
the internal team to build the required subject matter expertise 
in building a product, it is not always feasible to have a fully 
staffed team working on the project at all times. There may 
be situations where experts are not available, finding the right 
expert may be an issue, and it may not make financial sense to 
have the expert in-house for the entire duration of the project. 
The crowd is a sought-after solution in such cases since one 
can find the right crowd on an on-demand basis to address the 
organization’s domain expertise needs. For example, let’s say 
an organization in North America is  building a global prod-
uct and has created localized versions of its solution. It does 
not have the right expertise to verify the content in specific 
languages, for example, Balinese. The requirement here may 
not be long term, but verifying the content before product 
release is an important step to ensure overall product success. 
Given the trait of the crowd where the representative group of 
people has the required subject matter expertise in this case, 
the crowd is a very relevant solution to leverage. Similarly, the 
crowd can be a community of open-source developers. For 
example, Linux is a popular case of  community-contributed 
code for the open-source  operating system. The crowd 
herein has very rich subject  matter  expertise that is helping 
it contribute to the source code development as well as code 
verification.

The testing attitude: This trait of the crowd is specifically aligned 
to the product’s testing needs. Every user (that together forms 
the crowd), when chosen as a representative base for a prod-
uct, will bring an important element of the testing attitude 
to the table. For example, if you are an avid smartphone user, 
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you will have inherent traits of a tester in the smartphone 
market, such as the ones below:

A thirst to understand how things work: You will be 
interested in knowing how things work, and to under-
stand this, you will play around with the product pro-
actively, think of ways to improve user experience, 
share your thoughts in relevant forums, be excited 
about opportunities where you can beta test the prod-
uct, etc. This analysis mind-set often makes the crowd 
a great testing team.

A sense of inquisitiveness/curiosity: In line with the point 
above, the crowd is a curious bunch of people that wants 
to understand what options are available in the market, 
what features are coming out in the next release, how 
this product fares against competition, etc. Such curi-
osity makes the crowd a very valuable group of people 
with a testing mind-set in evaluating the product.

An enhanced set of observations: The crowd typically 
does not have full visibility into the system’s inter-
nals. As an external group that validates and verifies 
the product or rather uses the product from realistic 
end user angles, the product team is able to elicit a 
more enhanced set of observations than what it could 
 generate from within the team.

A questioning mind-set: This is a trait in succession to how 
things work and the curiosity pieces discussed above. The 
crowd typically has a questioning mind-set, where it does 
not want to accept anything at face value. It wants to ques-
tion claims made by an organization, which is a great trait 
for eliciting better and richer product feedback. For example, 
the organization may make claims about the performance of 
a product, its page load time, response time, etc. The crowd 
will not rely on these numbers. It will actually gauge what the 
product performance is, at run time, to determine whether it 
is acceptable or not.

Using crowdsourcing in software product development is only a 
part of the overall pie. Crowdsourcing stretches itself into various other 
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forms/facets in engaging with users in solving a range of  problems. 
The examples we discussed in this chapter, especially around the his-
tory of crowdsourcing, give us an understanding of the early use of 
crowdsourcing to solve community problems and invent new solu-
tions. In continuation to those, in the current day, we have specific 
forms of crowdsourcing that are leveraged not just to benefit software 
organizations, but more importantly to bring in the crowd to help 
 create solutions that are important to the community—for example, 
in areas such as education, healthcare, societal uplift, etc. These are 
the forms and the varied manifestations of crowdsourcing that we 
will see in Chapter 2, which will also then set the base for us to start 
 delving into the specifics of crowdsourced testing.

Did You Know?D-1,D-2

• Crowdsourcing is also referred to by other names, such as fan 
sourcing, crowd casting, open sourcing, and mass collaboration.

• Examples of who uses crowdsourcing include Amazon, 
Netflix, Wikipedia, and DuPont.

• Estimates say that about 1 million workers have been paid 
$1–2 billion for crowdsourcing projects.

• A crowdsourcing contest for Coca-Cola’s energy drink brand, 
Burn, yielded 135 rich video entries in just 5 weeks. Here are 
its tips for successful crowd content creation:
• Don’t plan for a viral campaign.
• Do it with consumers.
• Aim for strong emotional reactions.
• Seed! Don’t wait for people to discover it.
• Create a consistent and shareable experience.

• Get your timing right.
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2
An Overview intO 

CrOwdsOurCing

You Perform, We Provide the Platform

We looked at what a crowd is in Chapter 1. Although the focus of 
this book is crowdsourced testing, crowdsourcing has a much larger 
meaning that we should understand. Crowdsourcing is growing leaps 
and bounds in its scope and reach, given the growth in technology 
that facilitates putting together a crowdsourced team. Crowdsourced 
testing is only a subset of the larger crowdsourcing umbrella.

What Is Crowdsourcing?

There is no one universal definition for the term crowdsourcing; 
 however, there are zillions of definitions that float online on what 
this term means, as it has a very simple and intuitive meaning based 
on its name and the activities it entails. Some of the more popular 
 definitions include the following:

Crowdsourcing is the practice of obtaining needed services, ideas, 
or content by soliciting contributions from a large group of people, and 
especially from an online community, rather than from  traditional 
employees or suppliers.6

Jeff Howe defines it as “the act of a company or institution tak-
ing a function once performed by employees and outsourcing it to an 
undefined (and generally large) network of people in the form of an 
open call. This can take the form of peer-production (when the job is 
performed collaboratively), but is also often undertaken by sole indi-
viduals. The crucial prerequisite is the use of the open call format and 
the large network of potential laborers.”7
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Enrique Estellés-Arolas and Fernando González Ladrón-de-
Guevara’s definition of crowdsourcing, after reviewing and  consolidating 
over 40 definitions, is as follows:

Crowdsourcing is a type of participative online activity in which an indi-
vidual, an institution, a non-profit organization, or company proposes to 
a group of individuals of varying knowledge, heterogeneity, and number, 
via a flexible open call, the voluntary undertaking of a task. The undertak-
ing of the task, of variable complexity and modularity, and in which the 
crowd should participate bringing their work, money, knowledge and/or 
experience, always entails mutual benefit. The user will receive the satis-
faction of a given type of need, be it economic, social recognition, self-
esteem, or the development of individual skills, while the crowdsourcer 
will obtain and utilize to their advantage what the user has brought to 
the venture, whose form will depend on the type of activity undertaken.8

Another simple definition of crowdsourcing reads: “Crowdsourcing 
is the practice of obtaining needed services, ideas, or content by 
soliciting contributions from a large group of people, and especially 
from an online community, rather than from traditional employees 
or suppliers.” We have taken this definition from Wikipedia9 for 
the simple reason that Wikipedia itself is an excellent example of 
 successful crowdsourcing, where the crowd voluntarily contributes 
to the content.

If we were to draw the true essence of crowdsourcing and put it 
very simply, it is nothing but a set of tasks that are completed by a 
large group of people external to the core team. The tasks can be very 
diverse in nature, all the way from development to testing to get-
ting the crowd’s input through their votes, having the crowd solve 
problems, encouraging them to fund for specific projects, etc. But at 
a high level the definition is very simple, where the main phrases to 
remember are “set of tasks,” “large group of people,” and “external to 
the core team.”

Understanding the Varied Forms of Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing, when put to implementation in the real world, can take 
varied forms, depending on how it is put to use. This is where the set 
of tasks we talk about in the crowdsourcing definition come into play. 
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Depending on the type of task that we engage the crowd for, 
 crowdsourcing can largely take up one of the following forms:

 1. Crowd creation
 2. Crowd voting
 3. Crowd wisdom
 4. Crowd funding

These don’t necessarily form an exhaustive list of all of crowdsourcing, 
as this is a relatively new technique in the IT field that is continuing 
to evolve by the day. However, the list is large enough to give you a 
comprehensive meaning of crowdsourcing and empower you to lever-
age and customize each of the listed items for your individual project 
needs. Let us look at each of these crowdsourcing types in detail with 
examples. But before we do that, we need to understand one additional 
point: crowd motivators. When you engage a crowd to do a task, they 
are not really your employees. There is often no legal binding that you 
have, in working with them. There are some exceptions here, though in 
terms of a nondisclosure agreement (NDA) that can be signed with a 
specific crowd, especially when a private beta effort is in progress. Terms 
and conditions may be laid out especially around code of conduct of the 
crowd, but enforcing any violation legally is often so much more difficult 
in crowdsourcing as opposed to an insourced or an outsourced project. 
So, if the crowd is not directly your employee base, what is its motiva-
tion in working for you? The motivators can be varying in nature—they 
could be monetary returns, curiosity and interest in a company’s products 
and direction, community participation, brand loyalty, sense of inclusion 
and transparency in a company’s products, or simply pure fun. More 
than one factor could also motivate the crowd. Crowd motivators are an 
important element to understand, and we will touch upon this in mul-
tiple places over the course of this book. The reason we introduce this 
element now is that as we move on to understanding the crowdsourcing 
types, we will look at the following five elements for each of them:

 1. The definition of the crowdsourcing type
 2. Common uses
 3. Who benefits from this model
 4. What are the crowd motivators
 5. Popular examples implemented under this type of crowdsourcing
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We will look at very basic and intuitive definitions from a theory 
standpoint and delve into the meaning through examples.

Crowd Creation

As the name suggests, this type of crowdsourcing leverages the crowd 
to create content. The content can be anything to meet the needs of 
the person requesting it to be created—it could be content specific to 
be used on a company’s products and portals, or it can be something 
as complex as code that is developed open source. For the sake of sim-
plicity, even code is considered content in this case. Crowd  creation 
comes in very handy when the subject matter expertise of the crowd 
is valuable regardless of the domain you operate in. Some areas where 
this is commonly used include software development, translations, 
and photography, and in all these areas, the crowd creates content that 
will be consumed either by organizations or by the crowd themselves. 
If you look at motivating factors, these typically include money, fun, 
and commitment to a certain organization that drives the crowd to 
create content. So, what could be relevant examples from our current-
day world that we can relate to, in this case? Linux is a very popular 
one where the crowd creates code on an evolving basis. iStockPhoto 
is another widely known case, where the crowd shares its content 
( photographs in this case), which is then consumed either by organi-
zations or by the crowd. Similarly, 99designs is another great example 
where organizations invite the crowd to submit designs that they can 
use for varied purposes. A common scenario here is for organizations 
to leverage the crowd to design their logos. This is a very effective 
model, especially in the case of start-ups that want to have a good set 
of design options to choose from but at the same time do not have the 
required funds to engage expensive professional designers.

Pictorially, seen below are a couple of good examples of crowd cre-
ation, from companies such as Ben & Jerry’s and Dunkin’ Donuts, 
where they invite the crowd to give them input on new flavors they 
would like to see from these companies (Figure 2.1). This feedback 
the crowd provides is invaluable in their process of deciding new fla-
vors, as it comes directly from the end users. This kind of feedback 
would be very difficult for companies to collect, even if they were to 
hire expensive product designers (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.1 Ben & Jerry’s—a real-world example of crowd creation.32

Figure 2.2 Dunkin’ Donuts—a real-world example of crowd creation.33
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These newer techniques are more feasible in the current day, thanks 
to the growth in the social computing world, mobile world, and 
infrastructure world—be it the cloud offerings, using  applications 
such as Facebook or LinkedIn, wherein the company or person seek-
ing input from the crowd has a platform to connect with them, and 
finally, the mind-boggling growth of mobile devices and the appli-
cations built for mobile devices, which make crowdsourcing very 
feasible for all entities involved. This holds true not just for crowd 
creation, but all forms of crowdsourcing that follow over the next 
few sections.

Crowd Voting

All of these crowdsourcing techniques are very straightforward 
in  deciphering the meaning they hold. As the name suggests, this 
is one where the crowd is invited to vote on specific questions, 
polls, and surveys that an organization or an individual has trig-
gered. According to Jeff Howe, the person who coined the term 
crowdsourcing, this is the most popular of its varied manifestations. 
He  talks about a 1:10:89 rule, in which 1% of the crowd creates, 
10% votes, and 89% consumes content. Crowd voting comes in very 
handy when organizations deal with a large volume of data and 
need help in sifting through such data to make logical sense. This is 
becoming increasingly common these days where organizations are 
attempting to solve big data issues—big data is a rapidly growing 
discipline and works on the principles of data engines, analytics, 
and machine-based learning/unlearning to draw meaningful results 
from large data sets. While big data engineering is a growing and 
promising space, crowd voting comes in as a quick interim solution 
to invite the crowd to vote and help sort through the available data. 
Typical areas of use include reality shows on media and voting/poll 
contests on social networks (typically conducted by retail organi-
zations). Results from these voting efforts are often used by the 
organization that initiated the survey or for whom the survey was 
conducted. The core motivators for the crowd to participate in such 
an effort include fun, brand loyalty, and community involvement. 
Money is usually not a driving force in crowd voting. The process 
is so simple that someone from the crowd can finish the voting 
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process in as little as 5 minutes, and with the platforms available to 
enable the crowd to participate (be it their mobile devices or social 
networks), the input from the crowd comes in within very short 
periods of time. Even if an organization hires a group of experts 
to help it make the call on the question at hand, the results would 
not be as representative, as quick, and as accurate as to what the 
crowd provides. Some prevalent examples of crowd voting include 
the following:

American Idol, the popular reality singing show, has the crowd rat-
ing and voting for their favorite contestants. Similarly,  threadless.com  
is another great example where the crowd votes on t-shirt designs 
to decide which ones go in to production. Pictorially speaking, here 
are some interesting examples from the beverage company Vitamin 
Water34 and the apparel brand Limited (picture taken from one 
of the author’s, Rajini’s, Facebook profile) that we can relate to 
in our  day-to-day world that belong to the crowd voting category 
(Figures 2.3 and 2.4).

Figure 2.3 Real-world voting and polling examples for crowd voting.
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Crowd Wisdom

The word wisdom is used a lot in the context of crowdsourcing. The mes-
sage to bear in mind here is that the collective wisdom of the crowd 
yields very valuable input and is often very precise and close to accuracy. 
So, if we look at defining crowd wisdom, going by its name again, this 
is where the wisdom or know-how of the crowd is  leveraged to solve 
problems. This technique has a very thin line of difference between the 
earlier one of crowd creation. Herein the crowd does not create content 
per se. It does provide tangible results, be it in terms of answers, defects 
in case of software testing, input, etc.; however, it does not create any-
thing, unlike in the case of crowd  creation. It  provides answers to ques-
tions or provides feedback on something that has already been created. 
For example, in the reality show Who Wants to Be a Millionaire? of the 
set of lifelines available to the contestant (which are asking an expert, 
50-50 choice, and asking the audience), asking the audience fetches the 
right answer 91% of the time compared to asking the expert, who is 
right 65% of the time.10 While it is heartening to see that the wisdom of 
the crowd herein exceeds that of the expert, we are more interested in 
the crowd’s collective wisdom, its precision, richness, and diversity, as 

Figure 2.4 Real-world voting and polling examples for crowd voting.
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opposed to comparing its  outcomes with that of the experts’  outcomes. 
As  mentioned in this case, reality shows tend to be an area where crowd 
wisdom is relied upon a whole lot. Software quality assurance and 
testing, which is the focus of our book, also falls under this umbrella 
of crowd  wisdom. Depending on what crowd wisdom is being used 
for, the crowd  motivators could be money (e.g., in cases such as soft-
ware testing), fun and community  involvement (e.g., in cases such as 
reality shows), or a loyalty for a specific brand/product transparency. 
Exchange markets are also a powerful area where crowd wisdom is 
used. Herein, based on the crowd’s reactions and input, the position-
ing and share price for a certain listing may go up or down. The results 
from a crowd wisdom exercise can be collectively used either by an 
organization or an individual, depending on what use and discipline 
the information is sought for. Pictorially speaking, the SIM exchange 
banner in Figure 2.5 shows how crowd wisdom is used in positioning 
video games and accordingly deciding best-seller positions.

The examples we discussed at the start of this book, on the ox weigh-
ing competition and the cereal counting competition, also fall under 

Figure 2.5 SIM exchange—a real-world example of crowd wisdom.35
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the crowd wisdom category. The interesting point to note about crowd 
wisdom is that the time it takes to gather the wisdom can be alarm-
ingly different from one task to another. This is from the standpoint 
of the crowd. Let us look at this from the varied forms that we have 
discussed so far. In the case of crowd creation, one can safely assume it 
will take a considerable amount of time given that new content is being 
created. Crowd voting can be assumed as one that hardly takes any 
time. However, crowd wisdom can be quite variant in the time it takes 
the crowd to complete the task, depending on the task at hand—for 
example, a software testing task may take quite some time, whereas 
a quick input such as in the case of a reality show or an ox weighing 
competition will hardly take a few minutes. Crowd wisdom is huge 
in its scope and will be the basis of our discussion in the subsequent 
chapters of this book. It might interest you to try some simple exercises 
with a chosen crowd at your end, to prove the case in point about its 
collective wisdom. If so, we suggest you take specific questions to the 
crowd—questions that are not very simple and at the same time not 
very complex in nature. Some examples could include: Which individ-
ual has won the most Oscars so far? On which country’s flag do you see 
a serpent and an eagle? You can ask these as multiple choice questions 
or as open-ended questions. Or if you would like to take this further 
and prove an exercise statistically, you can try an exercise similar to the 
cereal counting one that we discussed earlier, in Chapter 1.

Crowd Funding

The last technique that we will look at under the crowdsourcing umbrella 
is crowd funding. This area, again, as the name goes, is one where the 
crowd funds specific projects. This is still an evolving area and prob-
ably one that is the least mature of the other crowdsourcing models.11 
The idea here is to have the crowd evaluate and fund  projects that it 
believes in and wants to support. The foundation of this model has great 
potential and is very welcoming, as it supports projects, individuals, and 
entities that might otherwise be denied credit or opportunity, if the 
mainstream investing approach is adopted. Often projects of a compel-
ling nature, be they in public welfare, healthcare, infrastructure, or eco-
nomic and social improvement, are kick-started through crowdsourced 
funds. While this could be one extreme of it, on the other side, young 
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entrepreneurs who have a promising idea also often use the crowd fund-
ing model to reach out to their friends, families, and community at large 
to pool funds. It need not just be an individual, but a group of individu-
als who are just starting off a company or bootstrapping a project that 
can also leverage the crowd funding model. Typically, the motivator for 
the crowd that funds the project is money where they get a good return 
on the investment they make. However, a more important motivator 
in this case is their drive for the common good, satisfaction from sup-
porting a not-for-profit cause or giving an opportunity to a deserving 
entrepreneur. As  mentioned earlier, this is a still an up-and-coming 
model, as there are quite some legal implications in raising money in 
public, especially when you are not a public company and are also rais-
ing funds spanning across geographies. The Obama administration 
signed the Crowd Funding JOBS (Jumpstart our Business Startups) 
Act in April 2012, easing the crowd funding process and empowering 
start-ups to raise funds in public, up to a certain amount, without being 
registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).12 The 
other well-known platform for crowd funding is Kickstarter, which 
empowers individuals to expose their projects and raise funds. Several 
such examples of crowd funding platforms are available online, and one 
interesting compilation of such domain-specific platforms to leverage is 
available on alumnifutures.com.13

Is Crowdsourcing the Same as Outsourcing?

Outsourcing has been in existence for quite some time now. Organizations 
have been outsourcing work to vendors for the last three decades or so. 
Industry now has a very mature set of processes and vendors of varying 
sizes and subject matter expertise, making outsourcing an established 
working model in the software  development world. However, with the 
introduction of crowdsourcing, especially where some define crowd-
sourcing as crowd + outsourcing, there is a commonly lingering question 
as to whether crowdsourcing is the same as outsourcing. This is precisely 
why we wanted to have a  separate section to discuss this topic. Having 
looked at what crowdsourcing is in our earlier sections of this chapter, let 
us look at a simple definition on what outsourcing is. Outsourcing, sim-
ply put, is contracting with a third-party organization or individual to get 
a specific job done with external resources instead of internal resources. 
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You can almost look at crowdsourcing and outsourcing to form a Venn 
diagram where there are some elements in common, while there are oth-
ers that are unique to each of them, individually. More specifically, here 
is a  noninvasive list of core points in common and in uniqueness:

In common:
 1. Both involve getting work done from specific entities, 

outside of the core project team.
 2. Both can be applied to organizations of varying scale, size, 

technology, and domain.
 3. Both need the support of the core project team and the 

stakeholder team to succeed.
In uniqueness:

 1. Crowdsourcing can be driven by motivators other than just 
money, whereas outsourcing is almost exclusively driven by 
money (except in cases of a free pilot where the vendor is 
trying to establish its worth to the prospective client).

 2. Crowdsourcing can be done with internal employees of the 
organization (outside of the core project team), whereas 
outsourcing engages people external to the organization.

 3. Crowdsourcing payment models can be quite unique 
in that you could pay the crowd tester per valid bug or 
on a time and materials basis. In outsourcing, typically 
 payments are on time and materials or a fixed-bid basis 
(these days service level agreements are becoming more 
popular, where valid bugs’ count could be one of the 
 payment-deciding parameters).

 4. In crowdsourcing typically you engage with individu-
als rather than with companies (although you have a few 
companies today that specialize in crowdsourced testing 
or offer crowdsourced testing as an add-on service in their 
portfolio). For example, we at QA InfoTech, although 
primarily an independent third-party testing services 
 provider, are not just an outsourcing test vendor, but are 
also open to and have helped our clients with some crowd-
sourced testing solutions. On the contrary, in outsourcing, 
you typically work with companies and only in special 
 scenarios engage with freelance outsourced consultants.
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 5. Crowdsourcing typically does not involve legal  agreements 
except in certain specific scenarios, such as private betas 
where a binding nondisclosure agreement may be asked 
for. Outsourcing is bound by a legal agreement enforce-
able at law.

 6. To reap the true value of a crowdsourced test effort, you 
try to maintain as much independence as possible between 
your crowd testers and also do not expose them to specific  
system internals as you want them testing from a pure end 
user standpoint. In outsourcing, as the team ramps up 
on the product, a healthy practice would be to encourage 
them to become an extended arm of the core team and 
provide them details of system internals to empower them 
to find as many defects as possible.

 7. Specific areas such as test automation, build verification 
test execution, and regressions do not benefit much from 
crowdsourced testing given the lack of proven predictabil-
ity from crowd testers (also bound by the fact that there is 
no legal binding with the crowd team). On the other hand, 
areas such as usability, accessibility, and realistic load test-
ing using live users go a long way with a crowd team. This 
distinction is important to keep in mind in deciding areas 
where crowdsourced testing and outsourced testing would 
complement and supplement each other.

Based on this list, it is evident that crowdsourcing and outsourcing 
have more differences than similarities, and each brings its own value 
to the table. So, there is no denying which is superior over another; 
rather, it is important to understand how each project would ben-
efit from both and plan an implementation strategy to maximize the 
 project’s return on investments.

What Is Crowdsourced Testing and Where Does It Fit in This Picture?

Earlier in this chapter, we saw how crowdsourced testing is a part of 
the crowd wisdom umbrella. Online resources are plentiful these days 
with professional and casual bloggers, authors and writers who share 
their knowledge on varied topics through formal definitions, examples, 
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illustrations, podcasts, etc. Crowdsourcing and crowdsourced testing 
are limelight areas in the recent years with a lot of online discussion 
and definitions. While we will look at our own definition to under-
stand crowdsourced testing in a simple and comprehensive manner, 
here are other popular definitions worth looking at:

Dailycrowdsource.com: “Crowd sourcing is the process of get-
ting work, usually online, from a crowd of people. The word 
is a combination of the words ‘crowd’ and ‘outsourcing’. The 
idea is to take work and outsource it to a crowd of workers.”

  In this above definition, the words crowd and outsourcing 
catch our attention, and as we have discussed in the previous 
section, we now understand the similarities and differences 
between these two terms in getting a holistic view on what 
crowdsourced testing is.

CrowdSourcing.org: “Welcome to the new world of crowd 
sourced testing, an emerging trend in software engineering 
that exploits the benefits, effectiveness, and efficiency of crowd 
sourcing and the cloud platform towards software quality 
assurance and control. With this new form of software test-
ing, the product is put to test under diverse platforms, which 
makes it more representative, reliable, cost-effective, fast, 
and above all, bug-free.

  We have again called out phrases/keywords that are impor-
tant in this definition with a bold font. Involving the crowd 
in testing will definitely increase the product quality’s reli-
ability and make it more end user representative. It is also a 
great add-on solution when the team is operating within time 
and cost constraints. However, what we do not accept in this 
definition is the claim that the product now becomes bug-
free. As testers, we all know that while we need to exercise 
due diligence, and represent end users in finding and elimi-
nating defects as quickly and early as possible in an software 
development life cycle (SDLC), it is not possible to certify any 
product as bug-free. We sign off on a product based on objec-
tive parameters that we define as exit criteria, possibly with 
some known issues and with an understanding that there may 
be issues that the end user will report once the product is live. 
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Our goal in ensuring quality is to be able to deliver a product 
with rich functionality and of exceptional usability and per-
formance that the end user can use in a secure manner. Once 
the product is live, the jury is out with the end users, who can 
even provide suggestions and recommendations to fix in sub-
sequent releases, and the tester is no magician to eliminate all 
bugs 100% and foresee such suggestions in advance.

CrowdsourceTesting.com: “Crowd sourcing your software test-
ing consists of delegating onto a number of internet users the 
task of testing your web or software project while in develop-
ment to ensure that it contains no defects, referred to as bugs.”

  While this definition is fairly representative in understand-
ing what crowdsourced testing is, we would herein prefer using 
the word engaging rather than delegating. As we discussed in 
the previous section in crowdsourcing, you typically engage to 
work with a crowd; you do not delegate work to them in most 
scenarios, as they form a free-flowing group of people who 
test your product like an end user would, to provide feedback. 
While you could delegate specific tasks on to them, you will 
realize that you reap the most success when you engage with 
the crowd rather than delegate to the crowd.

So, how can we define crowdsourced testing in simple phrases to 
help us understand the practical meaning in implementing it? Is it a 
model where you pay testers for valid bugs they find, like what most 
people think it is? While this is also crowdsourced testing, this is not 
the only manifestation it takes. Crowdsourced testing manifests itself 
in varied forms. Simply put, crowdsourced testing is leveraging the 
community at large in testing your product and providing feedback.

This process may or may not involve money, but it typically lever-
ages the crowd for one or more of the following reasons:

 1. The crowd’s testing know-how: While an internal team is 
falling short on testing resources, the crowd could be used to 
address the team’s spike needs or to supplement the internal 
team’s testing efforts on an ongoing basis.

 2. The crowd’s subject matter expertise (SME): You may run 
into a scenario where your domain knowledge internal to the 
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team is limited or can be strengthened with an  external source, 
in which case an SME-driven crowd would be a great addi-
tion to the team. For example, think of medical professors who 
could be testing your medical software and  providing feedback.

 3. The crowd’s end user representation: While the tester typi-
cally represents the end user within the team, nothing can 
equate having a real end user use the product and give feed-
back. In the same example above, think of doctors, nurses, and 
medical practitioners using your medical software to give you 
real-time feedback. You may term this beta testing, dog food-
ing, etc., but the ultimate action involved in getting the end 
user to test your product is the act of crowdsourced testing.

While all three reasons listed above are strong enough to justify 
engaging with the crowd, there is more value in using them for their 
subject matter expertise and end user representation than for their 
testing know-how. You can always source testers internally, but these 
other two areas of end user representation and subject matter exper-
tise are where it will be difficult and expensive to source internal tes-
ters. These are where there is the most bang for the buck in engaging 
with the crowd in your quality assurance activities.

Now, let’s move on to talking about where crowdsourced testing 
fits under the crowdsourcing umbrella. Having looked at the var-
ied forms of crowdsourcing, we now understand that crowdsourced 
testing takes a solid seat under the crowd wisdom umbrella, where 
we leverage the wisdom of the crowds to find issues and solve prob-
lems. There is a thin line of difference here as to whether software 
testing belongs to the crowd creation or crowd wisdom category. 
For example, if the crowd were to create test cases and test plans, 
would it not fall under the crowd creation category? While it is not 
impossible or uncommon to have the crowd create test cases, it is 
not a very valuable use of its time. The true value of the crowd in 
software quality assurance and testing is reaped when it plays with 
the product like how an end user would and provides its feedback. In 
this case, more than creation, it is the crowd’s wisdom that we want 
to target to have it find defects (not create defects), which is why 
the crowd wisdom category wins in pulling software testing under 
its belt, over crowd creation.
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Understanding Crowdsourced Testing through Examples

We said crowdsourced testing is as simple (yet powerful) as leveraging 
the community to test your product and provide feedback. What is 
the community here? What kind of testing can we engage it in? How 
do we build or reach out to the community? Obviously, these are very 
valid questions to be answered in successfully implementing crowd-
sourced testing. While we will focus on some of the implementation 
aspects in great detail in the next couple of chapters, here are simple 
examples on how crowdsourced testing can be flexibly adopted within 
a tester’s testing environment.

 1. Think of working with other employees in your organiza-
tion outside of the core project team. As people who are not 
aware of the product or its system internals in detail, they are 
an excellent bunch of people to leverage as an internal crowd. 
You could leverage them for any of the reasons we discussed 
 earlier—because of their testing experience, domain knowl-
edge, or end user representation. For example, your application 
may be one that is to be used internally and they are the real 
users. Or you may be a building a mobile application that you 
need tested on a range of mobile devices and platforms, where it 
is difficult for you to have all of these devices in your mobile test 
lab. Extending the invite to others in your company expands 
your test coverage and excites the internal crowd as they get to 
see the cool and geeky applications the company is working on, 
making it a win-win scenario for everyone involved.

 2. Explore building a beta team for your product and custom-
izing it to meet your product’s needs. For example, have a 
banker, banker’s client (power users and regular users), admin-
istrator, bank shareholder, and bank executive as part of your 
beta crowd team if you are building a banking application. 
Having such a rich and diverse crowd supplement the test 
efforts of your internal team will go a long way in enriching 
your  product’s quality. This, however, is easier said than done. 
It takes time to build such a careful pool of crowd (that is, a 
trusted crowd) users to help you with your test efforts, so start 
early, engage continuously, and dedicate the required over-
head to work with the crowd team.
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 3. Explore partnerships with organizations and universities to 
bring in the subject matter expertise or specific testing spe-
cialization that you may lack in-house. For example, if you 
are building a global application where the translated content 
is very important to be verified, think about reaching out to 
colleges that offer language courses in specific locales that you 
need your content to be verified in.

One can be very successful in a crowdsourced test effort if adequate 
time and thought are put into planning and implementing the effort 
diligently (Chapter 5 will completely focus on this topic); in addition, 
all it takes is to be creative and think out of the box on what constitutes 
the crowd and how you can build such a crowd to help in your specific 
project. As you can see, all the examples discussed above are not so dif-
ficult solutions to implement. One needs to just explore avenues with an 
open mind to leverage the crowd to test and benefit the project at hand.

In 1952, the American economist Harry Markowitz presented his 
modern portfolio selection theory, in which he talked about  diversification 
of funds in a portfolio to reduce risks and maximize investments. If you 
look at a 401(k) investment portfolio as an example in the current-day 
world, this theory holds very true. This theory has a striking relation-
ship with crowdsourced testing in that one can easily remember crowd-
sourced testing as the application of the portfolio selection theory in 
quality assurance. Pictorially, it can be remembered as seen in Figure 2.6, 
where one brings in a diverse crowd with an increased chance of getting 
diverse feedback to maximize returns and reduce risks.
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Figure 2.6 Crowdsourced testing: portfolio selection theory applied to quality assurance.
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The Rising Popularity of Crowdsourcing

Although a concept/technique/model has been in place for several 
decades or centuries, it sometimes soars in popularity overnight. This 
is exactly what happened with crowdsourcing. We talked about how 
crowdsourcing in varied forms has existed since the 18th century, but it 
was Jeff Howe’s article in 2006 that gave crowdsourcing the attention 
it deserved. Since then, there has been no looking back. Organizations 
as well as the general public have started using crowdsourcing in vari-
ous forms. Interestingly, as we write this book, we were looking up to 
see whether we can include catchy slogans on crowdsourcing. As we 
searched for this, we stumbled on various  crowdsourcing platforms 
where one can submit his or her requests to get catchy slogans on 
specific keywords. Organizations and the general public are now will-
ingly reaching out to the crowd to obtain solutions to their problems 
and questions. While the concept can only attain a certain amount 
of popularity with the person who gave it due attention (Jeff Howe 
in this case), the rest needs to follow by merit of its own strengths, 
benefits, and value-add. That is exactly what has been happening with 
both crowdsourcing and crowdsourced testing. Organizations and 
people realize that, given the constraints they operate within (be it 
timelines, costs, or competition in the marketplace), crowdsourcing 
is an excellent solution (although often a supplemental solution and 
not a stand-alone solution) to leverage. Several success stories are out 
in the marketplace on how crowdsourcing is being used, which adds 
to the market confidence in the concept. Also, this is a model with a 
vast scope not limited by technology, domain, company scale, size, or 
type. This is another main reason for its being increasingly used in the 
last few years. Pictorially speaking, see Figure 2.7.

The other reason for this model to soar is the demand and supply 
factors at play. We will talk about this in greater detail in Chapter 3, but 
keep in mind that given the kinds of products that are being developed, 
end user expectations from products, and global technology penetra-
tion, a solution of this scale has become necessary to help the industry 
play catch-up in its software development and testing practices.

Finally, another very important reason for the rising  popularity 
of crowdsourcing is the factor of empowerment. If the concept 
was introduced alone and the industry did not have facilitating 
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 technologies to leverage the crowd, the model would not have seen 
much light of day. The growth in social technologies and networks, 
cloud computing, increasing demand and supply for mobile com-
puting, introduction of high-end devices, including mobile phones, 
tablets, and e-readers, and increasing use of agile practices that 
demand organizations to consider continuous and iterative develop-
ment models have all necessitated and supported crowdsourcing and 
crowdsourced testing. All of these factors along with crowdsourcing 
form a very cohesive and cooperative chain in bringing the world 
together in global production and consumption of products and ser-
vices. This is only a start, and the scope for crowdsourcing is only 
going to increase in the years to come, which we will briefly touch 
upon in Chapter 9.

Did You Know?D-3,D-4

Crowdsourcing is being used even in highly secure domains, such as 
banking and financial services. Examples include:

• Commonwealth Bank (Australia): Its crowdsourcing project 
IdeaBank enables clients to post, vote, and discuss ideas on 
new innovative products and services.

Product
Companies
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Companies

Technologies Company Scale

Internal
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Figure 2.7 The breadth and depth of crowdsourcing.
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• HSBC (USA): Considered to be the first bank to  crowdsource, 
HSBC launched the first direct lab. The bank now directly 
collaborates with its customers, sharing feedback, creating 
new products, as well as enhancing existing services.

• Danske Idebank (Denmark): It had a crowdsourcing initiative 
called Idebank. The goal was to demonstrate its willingness 
to be a different bank, involving the Danish population in its 
transformation. At the end of the first version of this program 
Danske Bank had 263 ideas, 185 comments, and 3109 votes.

• NyKredit Saving Tips (Denmark): It crowdsourced an initia-
tive called Sparetips. In just 2 months it gathered 400 tips 
that were 100% user generated, without any reward strategy 
or contest.

• Deutsche Bank Drive DB (Germany): It drove a  crowdsourcing 
project, Drive DB, that involved corporate clients.

• DBS Bank (Singapore): It drove a crowdsourcing project, 
Your Bank—Your Design, on Facebook with the aim to  create 
a branch design for generation Y clients.

• Barclays Bank (UK): It started an initiative, Barclaycard Ring 
card, to have its cardholders vote on card features.

Here are some examples of crowdsourcing taken up by big brands 
from across domains:

Nissan: drove a mareketing campaign asking users on social 
media to contribute ideas for the kind of technology to be 
incorporated in their cars

Citroen: launched a facebook application inviting users to 
choose the design for a special edition of the company ’s new 
C1 city car the C1 Connexion

Boehringer Ingelheim: a pharmaceutical company, relied on 
the wisdom of the scientific community, to design a model 
to predict the biological response of molecules, setting aside a 
$20,000 prize pool to be shared amongst contributors

Levi’s: ran a crowdsourcing campaign on instagram getting 
3500+ photo entries. The winner was staged in the 2012 
“Go Forth” ad campaign

Expedia: ran a crowdsourced deals feature to share best deals 
from other travellers to its users. Although the crowd did not 
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share this information, since it was created by the crowd, it 
was considered a form of crowdsourcing

Greggs: the bakery chain asked people on Facebook and Twitter 
to generate ideas for a festive song during the holiday season

Bobbi Brown: a cosmetics brand, ran a facebook campaign ask-
ing its 250,000 fans to vote for the lip color to bring back into 
production
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3
Why Leverage the CroWd 

for SoftWare teSting?

Are You Ready to Stand Out in a Crowd?

Who would not want to stand out in a crowd? While this is an age-old 
idiom in use even today, if we apply this to software testing, crowd-
sourced testing holds excellent potential to help individuals who test 
the software (be they testers, budding testers, end users, or domain 
experts) bring out their best to not just strengthen the quality of the 
product under test, but also empower it to rise and stand out in a 
crowd. Why is this the case and why is crowdsourcing particularly 
relevant to software testing in the current times? This is what we will 
look at in detail in this chapter. To start looking at this, let us first 
understand where quality stands as of today.

A Peek at Software Quality

While it is not the goal of this book to introduce you to what software 
quality is, we will definitely take a quick look at it, to ensure we all 
have the same baseline to start with. Traditionally, the test team has 
always been responsible for software quality. They own software qual-
ity control and assurance, putting themselves in both a reactive and 
a proactive mode in ensuring the product is of exceptional quality in 
meeting and exceeding end user needs in the marketplace. While this 
rule of thumb has not changed and will not change, what is heart-
ening to see in recent years is how quality  is becoming a collective 
ownership. The product team as a whole is playing a role in its own 
space in possible ways in  enhancing  the quality of the product and 
the overall developmental effort. The test team still has its neck on 
the line for any missed issue/defect, but the product team as a whole 
is stepping in to analyze the issue objectively. With the active use of 
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agile developmental models in a large  number of organizations, such 
collective ownership of  product quality is becoming inevitable. This is 
also helping push quality upstream, where the test team is empower-
ing other teams to understand and implement quality in varied ways. 
For example, the tester can work with the:

• Development team in defining unit tests and giving them a 
set of automated tests to be run as part of their local testing 
efforts

• Build team in empowering them to run a set of build verifica-
tion tests to ensure a build is test ready as soon as it is deployed

• Business team in incorporating end user scenarios into the 
product design, based on end user feedback and competitive 
analysis

• Operations and support team in analyzing issues from the 
field before they reach the triage team, filtering out any false 
alarms

Such proactive steps help the tester improve his own role as he is 
strengthening the quality of not just the product, but also the team’s 
efforts and morale. This saves time for everyone and also helps the 
tester focus on more critical and value-added activities in product 
quality, such as competitor product analysis, static code reviews, code 
coverage analysis, exploratory testing, bug bashes, etc., for which he 
may not have had time otherwise.

Quality as a word often has an overloaded meaning. If one starts 
looking at its definition, there are varied versions of it, including defi-
nitions given by gurus in software testing. There are plenty of such 
definitions available online for reference. At a very simplistic level you 
can look at it as ensuring conformance to end user requirements in 
building a product that is scalable, secure, and usable. While several 
other parameters, such as schedule, time, cost, and feature set, play 
a role in the software development life cycle, quality tends to be the 
parameter that the product team attempts to dial up or down to keep 
the other parameters within defined levels. This is where the tester 
is an important torchbearer in ensuring quality is not compromised 
in this power struggle and that collectively the team gives objective 
importance to all parameters at play (Figure 3.1).
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Software Quality in the Current Day and Age

In the earlier section, we looked at how software quality has become 
a collective ownership, with individual teams doing their bit in 
upholding the quality of both the product and their efforts. This is 
a  welcoming change in recent years, and in continuation with this, 
there are other changes in the software quality landscape that we need 
to understand. Time to market is shrinking by the day. Driven by 
both the demanding end user wants and increasing competition in 
the marketplace, faster time to market has become one of the driving 
factors in determining an organization’s success. Similarly, there is a 
close scrutiny on every dollar spent on the product, and the test effort 
is no exception. Every testing dollar spent is also looked at closely to 
understand and justify the return on investment.

Testing as a discipline has an elevated responsibility where a tester 
just cannot test against provided requirements and sign off on his task 
set. A tester is forced to look at the domain specifics of the product to 
understand the varied workflows and see what quality requirements they 
entail. For example, if you are testing a banking software, you need to 
understand workflows from varied user standpoints, banking regulations, 
mandates by the state and national governments, etc., in determining 
overall quality. While the product team as a whole will step in to meet 
the requirements from a domain standpoint, the  tester is no exception 
and cannot continue to survive with just his core  testing skills. Building 
subject matter expertise in the specific domain is becoming inevitable.

The tester also needs to understand what competition brings to the 
table in terms of functionality and performance to gauge how the product 

Schedule Features Quality Resources

Figure 3.1 Parameters at play in a software development life cycle.
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at hand is faring against them in making suitable  recommendations 
internally. Although business teams are specifically tasked with this 
responsibility, this is an important step that the tester can take to dif-
ferentiate himself from other testers and build a niche for himself.

On the marketplace front, the tester is being required to look at end 
user product consumption and usage patterns, and determine an opti-
mized testing matrix, especially taking into account the multitude 
of mobile devices that the product/application is being used on these 
days. The compatibility matrix is far beyond the operating system and 
browser support of yesteryear. Mobile phones, tablets, and e-readers 
have all become very common form factors in accessing and using 
an application, forcing the tester to be on top of such usage patterns 
and determine the priority of the testing matrix along with what tests 
need to be run on each of them to ensure test coverage within the 
time and cost constraints on hand. Similarly, global releases of prod-
ucts and applications have become so common that the tester has to 
continue to focus on globalization and localization testing in building 
a happy customer base across geographies.

In the context of global releases, let us consider an advertisement 
(ad) campaign for better understanding of the issue at hand. Let us say 
a beverage is being launched globally and an ad campaign needs to be 
created for it. The marketing team herein needs to take into account 
the geographies the campaign will be launched in and whether the list 
includes any market that reads right to left. If so, the campaign with 
a sequence of images that reads left to right would send a completely 
opposite message, making it an anticampaign for the brand. While 
there are individual teams, such as the marketing teams in this case, 
that are chartered with these responsibilities, a tester who is an end 
user advocate needs to account for all these global forces at play in his 
test execution effort. See Figure 3.2.

With all of these factors at play, the challenges that a tester faces 
on the job are quite considerable. However, if you look at these as 
opportunities instead of challenges and as a natural evolution in the 
software development and testing discipline, you will start looking 
at the traditional software process holistically and see what can be 
done, what alternate and supplemental solutions can be brought in 
to tackle these challenges, build on these opportunities, and also 
maintain a tester’s sanity.
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The Need for Alternate Solutions to Assure and Control Software Quality

The traditional engagement models adopted in software quality assur-
ance and control primarily revolve around insourced and outsourced 
testing. Insourced quality assurance (QA) is typically made up of a 
core QA team that is part of the larger product organization that 
directly employs them. Such an insourced team could also include 
contractors that are hired to directly work near or in the organization’s 
premises. An outsourced team could be positioned on-site at the prod-
uct company, nearshore at the vendor’s premises, or offshore (be it at 
the product company’s offshore offices or the vendor’s premises). The 
insourced or outsourced team could also be deployed to work on the 
field as and when required. These engagement models that have long 
existed continue to be robust, but are they foolproof given the current 
need is the question we need to answer. With the changing needs 
of quality that we discussed in the previous section, a supplemental 
and newer solution is becoming inevitable. Such a solution needs to 
address or at least partially address the current needs where, along 
with the existing traditional solutions, it provides a foolproof answer 
to today’s  quality  requirements. This is a solution that needs to:

• Bring in enhanced productivity to address the time constraints
• Provide coverage for end user devices and scenarios testing in 

realistic environments

Figure 3.2 A global ad campaign.36
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• Be cost-efficient
• Account for the subject matter expertise or domain knowl-

edge that the product needs and fill any internal gaps that the 
team may face

• Rope in real end users wherever possible in testing the product
• Provide an opportunity to create diversity in the quality efforts 

such that representative product feedback can be obtained

Do we have such a solution as of today? Is it being universally used 
and is it mature enough? Do all organizations know about such a solu-
tion? Is the solution being rightly implemented wherever it is used?

As a curious reader, you may have several such questions, and the 
simple answer to all of these is crowdsourced testing.

Tying the Gap in Quality to the Definition of Crowdsourced Testing

If we tie back the points in the last two sections to our earlier defini-
tion of crowdsourced testing, you will see the alignment evolve. You 
will see that crowdsourced testing is a supplemental, newer solution 
that has been evolving yet maturing over the last years, since Jeff 
Howe coined its name in 2006. This is the solution that will help 
organizations address their needs around enhanced productivity, 
faster time to market, lower costs, stronger subject matter expertise, 
and greater diversity in accounting for end user feedback in product 
testing. While all of these requirements align well with the solution 
on hand, it is important to understand that crowdsourced testing 
is not a stand-alone solution. It is and will continue to remain a 
supplemental solution—a solution that is leveraged in addition to 
the core testing team and outsourced testing team’s efforts. Also, 
while the general market’s direction around product development 
and software quality is what we are discussing, there are situations 
where it will not make sense to crowdsource your testing effort. We 
will talk about this in detail in Chapter 4; at this stage, you will 
mainly need to understand that crowdsourced testing is an effective 
supplemental solution to the traditional test engagement models, 
and it typically succeeds when the product has a large customer 
base that is globally spread, requires strong domain knowledge that 
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is difficult to source and retain internally, and needs to be tested 
on a complex end user matrix that cannot be maintained in-house. 
Given all these requirements, and our earlier discussion point that 
crowdsourced testers can be brought in for their testing, domain/
subject matter expertise, or end user representation, you will see 
that crowdsourced testing is a perfect match for the current day’s 
quality needs.

A Case Study on Facebook Relevant in the World of Agile OperationsC-1

Over the course of this book, you will see in several places that one 
of the main reasons crowdsourced testing has gained prominence in 
recent years is the growth of social networking platforms that have 
greatly helped connect the crowd with the crowd seekers (organiza-
tions that want to leverage crowdsourced testing). While Facebook 
has tremendously helped in fostering crowdsourcing and crowd-
sourced testing through various surveys, polls, and audience con-
nections that organizations have been empowered with, it is also an 
interesting case study for us to look at as to why crowdsourced test-
ing has become a true need of the current day supporting organiza-
tional agility all round. Even as we start discussing the case study, 
we will extend a disclaimer that Facebook does not have a formal 
QA team for its testing efforts. As an independent QA and testing 
services provider, we do not concur with this stand, but we respect 
Facebook’s decision in line with its circumstances. Also, this is a 
point that is beyond the scope of our discussion for our  current 
book, where we will only stick to how Facebook is  leveraging 
the  crowd for its testing and why such scenarios are noteworthy 
for other organizations too in the current day of agile operations.

Scenario

Facebook operates in a perpetual development mode. It has specific 
code releases (that require additional monitoring and testing) that 
happen weekly, while most releases happen twice a day. If we look at 
the software industry at large, the development timelines of organiza-
tions fall into one of the buckets shown in Table 3.1.
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Given that pushes to production are happening at Facebook so 
frequently (which is quite typical in several other organizations 
too), if you look at the reasons for such rapid deployments, they 
can belong to one of the following categories: production fixes, 
major fixes, visible fixes, internal launches, product launches, user 
tests, etc.

Their release cycle in detail is as depicted in Figure 3.3.

Challenges Posed by Scale

Facebook’s scale has increased manyfold ever since its inception. 
The  front end undergoes continous development by hundreds of 
software engineers, committing code changes up to 500 times a day 
in about 3000 files. The code base size has reached around 10 mil-
lion lines of code (LoC) in just about seven years of its existence. 
More than 1 billion users are logging into Facebook at least once 
monthly to connect and share content. Users are uploading upward 
of 2.5 billion content items every day. This level of activity is mind-
boggling, and unless it has a  development process (including test-
ing) that matches it, scaling is going to be extremely difficult, if 
not  impossible. While Facebook’s scale may be unique to it, given 
its popularity and established presence in the marketplace, other 
organizations are possibly in a similar, if not the same, boat, where, 
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Figure 3.3 Facebook deployment cycle.

Table 3.1 Software Development Timelines

WATERFALL OR UNIFIED 
PROCESS

EVOLUTIONARY 
DEVELOPMENT

AGILE 
DEVELOPMENT FACEBOOK

CONTINUOUS 
DEPLOYMENT

Once Months Weeks One day Less than an hour
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in the agile world, they are dealing with several changes frequently, 
interacting with customers on a much more regular basis, and lever-
aging their speed in operations and performance as some of the core 
characteristics to outlive tight competition. Amid all of these, they 
do fully understand that quality cannot be compromised because 
just speed and performance will get them only so far. This is where a 
solution such as crowdsourced testing is very valuable. Again, while 
we reiterate that Facebook still does not have a formal QA team and 
we may not be in agreement with that, we respect its decision of 
working with the crowd in testing its product, which is why we have 
taken it as a case study for scenarios representative of what other 
organizations may also face today in a world where online services, 
direct interaction with the users, and an agile style of operations 
have all become so very inevitable.

Solutioning

Specific to the scale we discussed above and its situation, we will 
purely look at how Facebook is using the crowd. In our earlier defini-
tions of crowdsourced testing, we talked about how it could poten-
tially manifest itself in ways such as leveraging internal employees to 
test (those that are outside the core project), partnering with organi-
zations for their subject matter expertise, and bringing in end users 
or representative end users to test, among some of the more valuable 
forms. Facebook has been leveraging most of these. It has two sets 
of releases going out weekly: one, which is a weekly release, for the 
more secure ones that need additional reviews and testing, starting on 
Sunday afternoons and hitting live by Tuesday, and the other, which 
are daily releases (even up to twice daily). In all of these, there is some-
thing called a default build that is released, which is a build thrown 
open to all Facebook employees (aka the internal crowd) involving 
them to test for the latest updates. In addition to this, when the build 
is released to the user base, there is something called a gatekeeper 
option, allowing the developer to decide the user base that gets to see 
the updates. So, this is almost like a private beta or a selective beta 
that goes out to specific users. The developer can decide based on 
various characteristics such as the user’s geography, profile, etc., as to 
which categories of the user base should see the updates first, before 
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they are thrown open to all of them. Once Facebook is comfortable, 
it throws open the updates to the full user base, and even at that 
point, it seeks feedback from them and actively monitors their activ-
ity through user logs and reports to understand how the changes are 
faring. Facebook also leverages its partners to test for all their updates 
and provide feedback. So, it is clearly leveraging crowdsourced testing 
in all possible ways to help ensure quality, especially when working 
in a mode of perpetual development, and this is a great case for orga-
nizations to understand and emulate in an agile world, helping them 
further augment their internal quality efforts.

Summary

According to the publication that we have referred to for this case 
study, some of the core summary points that are good takeaways for 
all of us include:

• Engineers have firsthand experience in the domain, but also 
need to test innovations on real users to see what works.

• Testing on real users at scale is possible, and provides the most 
precise and immediate feedback.

Leveraging Crowdsourced Testing in Various Testing Areas

As we begin to understand more about crowdsourced testing and 
where it would be relevant and valuable, we will dedicate one chap-
ter on crowdsourced testing implementation practices (Chapter 5). 
Herein we will look at how to go about successfully planning and 
implementing a crowdsourced test effort. In the meantime, as a pre-
cursor, in this section let us see how crowdsourced testing can be 
leveraged for various testing areas, primarily from a manual testing 
angle.

Functional Testing

While this is the main area of focus in a product testing effort and 
is owned by the internal test team, the crowd can be of marginal 
value in testing a product from a functional standpoint. It would be 
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ideal to engage it to play around the product’s functionality from 
an exploratory angle rather than a guided and scripted angle based 
off of requirements. It can provide valuable feedback from a prod-
uct’s end-to-end functionality rather than focusing on module level 
 functionality, which is best taken care of internally. One cannot go 
wrong in leveraging the crowd to test for functionality, whether it 
is brought in from the start of the product life cycle or at a later 
stage. Several teams engage with beta testers that form part of a 
larger crowd they use to provide feedback right from the design and 
planning stages given their subject matter expertise and past usage 
experience, in which case, they are able to give functional feedback 
even at a granular level.

UI Testing

User interface (UI) is a high return area when it comes to engaging 
the crowd. The crowd, especially an end user base-representing crowd, 
can provide strong UI feedback that aligns with its preferences. Since 
it aligns with the crowd’s preferences and touches a softer and intan-
gible aspect of the end user, the crowd can potentially add more value 
in UI testing than even the internal test team. And since UI is an area 
of focus primarily for end user facing pages, screens, and sections, this 
is an area where the crowd adds very high value through its tests and 
feedback. Domain expertise is very important in this case, compared 
to the crowd’s end user representation.

Usability Testing

Usability again is a very subjective area, which touches the softer aspects 
of the end user. Is the application usable enough? Is it intuitive enough? 
While the core test team can adequately test for whether the application 
is usable and intuitive, the crowd can effectively answer whether the 
usability and intuitiveness factors are sufficient. Engaging the crowd to 
provide usability feedback, especially when the application is reason-
ably ready for end-to-end consumption, is definitely a smart move. Here 
the crowd’s end user representation and domain expertise will be very 
handy. Since the usability factor largely depends on the domain under-
standing, this is one test area where subject matter expertise matters 
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more than any other test area. For example, a doctor using a medical 
application would be able to provide much more realistic usability feed-
back than a regular crowd tester with no medical experience.

Accessibility Testing

This is yet another area where the crowd can add a lot of value since 
end user representation is very important here. However, this is a 
very selected crowd—a crowd with strong accessibility testing expe-
rience or a crowd that is more importantly challenged, be it physi-
cal,  mental, or cognitive disabilities. In recent years, accessibility 
has been gaining a lot of stronghold, with governments mandating 
accessibility requirements to build products that are accessible by 
one and all. Section 508 in the United States and DDA in the UK 
are  examples of compulsory accessibility standards that are being 
introduced  globally. While accessibility experts can test a product/
application using checklists developed to confirm adherence to these 
standards, none of these test efforts can match the additional value 
a challenged  person can bring to the table using assistive technolo-
gies and tools such as screen readers, magnifiers, captioning tools, 
etc. Also, typically such  challenged users are able to report not 
just defects in the current  system, but also suggestions for future 
enhancements.

Performance Testing

This is an area that is given a lot of attention and focus in a test strat-
egy in parallel to the core functional aspects. Typically, there is a sep-
arate team that focuses on performance testing the application from 
various angles, including load, stress, capacity and scalability, long 
haul, competitive baselining, etc. While the crowd cannot partake in 
all activities of performance testing due to infrastructure and system 
access limitations, if the product company diligently plans on how 
to use the crowd in this space, it can get some very valuable real-
time feedback on the application’s performance, which only the crowd 
can provide while still in the QA phase. Imagine having 10,000 live 
users from the crowd, from different geographies, infrastructure vari-
ables, and Internet bandwidth accessing the application in real time. 
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This is  something that the internal team can never achieve even 
with the most sophisticated test environments to simulate the load. 
Similarly, page load and request response times on specific end user 
devices in their real-time usage environments are also very useful 
feedback areas to gain input on. While the crowd can add a lot of 
value here, it is important to understand when to engage the crowd 
in performance testing. In the ideal scenario the internal team would 
have conducted one round of performance tests to baseline the appli-
cation’s results before engaging the crowd, so as to minimize ran-
domization and potential false alarms. Not much testing or domain 
expertise is required in providing performance feedback. Testing 
knowledge may come in handy; however, a basic application user with 
reasonable understanding of an application’s performance and testing 
aptitude can be a good crowd tester in this space.

Security Testing

This test area derives marginal value from crowd testing. Security 
testing is a specialized area of focus even for the internal team and 
can turn out to be a very technical area to be handled by the crowd. 
A   regular end user can provide some value here, especially around 
areas of authentication and authorization. However, you cannot 
expect the end user to focus on aspects such as spoofing, tamper-
ing with data, repudiation, attempting denial of service attacks, etc. 
A strong tester from the crowd community may be able to add value 
here, but this is one area where there is better value from the internal 
core testing team rather than the crowd. That said, programs such as 
“bug bounties”14 are becoming popular by the day, where organiza-
tions such as Facebook leverage this technique to invite the crowd 
to test their application from a security angle and provide feedback. 
Bug bounty programs are often an open call to the public and a good 
manifestation of crowdsourced testing.

Globalization Testing

This is a high-value area as far as leveraging the crowd goes. Globalization 
is a very large space encompassing tests around internationalization, 
pseudolocalization, and localization. Localization is in itself a space 
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of its own, covering localization functionality, UI, and translation. 
Since globalization heavily focuses on getting the application ready for 
global consumption and adapting to specific locales, a global crowd, be 
it a tester community or an end user (who primarily has the language 
expertise), can be of tremendous value here. This is especially the case 
when the application is launched in very specific locales that are not 
very commonly used and for which finding testers is not easy. Crowd 
testers herein not only provide functional and UI feedback in specific 
locales, but more importantly, provide translation assistance in confirm-
ing the suitability of the translated content for the market under discus-
sion. LiveMocha is a great example of a language learning content and 
platform provider that leverages the crowd for both creating translated 
content and  verifying it.

Compatibility Testing

Finally, touching on compatibility testing, this is yet another high-
value area where the crowd can add a lot of value. Compatibility 
 testing has lately become very challenging given the complex matri-
ces that applications need to be tested on. Gone are the days where 
compatibility testing was restricted to just a simple operating sys-
tem and browser set. Devices that users access the application on 
are growing by the day, with the mobile revolution that the market 
has been facing in the last decade. Smartphones, e-readers, tablets, 
and laptops, along with their corresponding OS and browser ver-
sions, are mind-boggling to account for, especially within the tight 
timeline and cost constraints the teams  operate within. However, 
compatibility testing cannot be compromised—a fully functional 
and performing  application that fails on compatibility will definitely 
lose market share very soon. In defense of the test team, it is not pos-
sible to stock all devices in-house given the expense and difficulty in 
procuring them. Further, they may soon become obsolete, bringing 
down the overall return on investment in purchasing such devices for 
testing purposes. With all of these in mind, if you turn to the crowd, 
you will see tremendous value in bringing in a crowd (be it testers, 
domain experts, or end users) that possesses such devices and can 
readily use them for short-term testing needs. In addition to that, 
since end users test for compatibility in their realistic environments, 
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the overall value of leveraging the crowd for compatibility testing 
cannot be ignored or emphasized enough.

In this section, we talked about various test areas and how some of 
them are high-value zones in bringing in the crowd and some yield 
marginal value. The product team, more specifically, the test team, 
has to make its call on which areas to leverage the crowd for, spe-
cific to the project’s needs, such that the value is maximized and the 
risk (which we will see in greater detail in Chapter 4) is minimized. 
With all of this discussion in place, while you would appreciate the 
value the crowd brings in, in enhancing software quality, you will 
also need to account for the model’s challenges and limitations to get 
a holistic view into what it offers to your project at hand. Even for 
your own testing environment, the crowd’s value may differ from one 
project to another, so understanding that this is a very custom solution 
every time you use it is a key to succeeding in a crowdsourced testing 
engagement, which is what we will focus on in the rest of this book.

Did You Know?D-5

Having talked about the definitions of crowdsourcing and specifically 
crowd wisdom, let’s take a quick look at comparing and contrasting 
group brainstorming versus crowdsourcing:

Individual Brainstorming –
Studies show individual
brainstorming surpasses

the group both in terms of
quality and quantity of

outcomes

Group Brainstorming
(term coined by Osborn in
1953) Effective strategy but
often hampered by – lack of
patience to think as a group,
failure to think individually
as pressure is on the group,

fear of being evaluated

- Hybrid brainstorming
  combining both
  techniques
- Electronic brainstorming
  aka crowdsourcing

Alternatives to individual
and group brainstorming

to maximize results:
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4
Is CrowdsourCed TesTIng 

a no-BraIner soluTIon To 
all QualITy ProBlems?

Practice doesn’t make perfect. Practice reduces the imperfection.

—Toba Beta
Master of Stupidity 37

No solution is a perfect solution that works in all scenarios and at 
all times. Some solutions just cannot be applied in certain scenarios, 
while others need to be customized and applied with care to maxi-
mize benefits and minimize risks. Crowdsourced testing also sails the 
same boat and is no exception to this statement that no solution is 
perfect, despite all the strong benefits of this model that we have been 
talking about. As in any situation, it is important to understand the 
problem statement, the potential solutions, and weigh the pros and 
cons of each solution before deciding the best approach to take. Also, 
it is important to practice the solution—try it in smaller chunks before 
going in for a large crowdsourced test effort so you have prior learn-
ing specific to your needs that you can take into account in building a 
crowdsourced testing strategy. In this chapter we will start looking at 
when crowdsourced testing does not work. Understanding this is even 
more important than understanding when it will work. We will then 
look at the challenges and limitations of this model to help under-
stand if it is a solution worth pursuing for your specific needs. A view 
into the challenges and limitations will help you build a mitigation 
and optimization strategy to maximize your return on investment 
from crowdsourced testing.

As a precursor, let us look at when crowdsourced testing succeeds. 
This will help you map your needs to see if crowdsourced testing is 
really what you need.
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While the crowd can bring in value of varying degrees, once you 
have put together a team, it brings in the most value when the team is 
diverse in nature. For example, if you are building a social application, 
you would greatly benefit from a diverse crowd that spans across age 
groups, geographies, educational background, cultural and economic 
diversity, etc., as opposed to having a crowd that is homogeneous. 
Heterogeneity is a key to deriving the most from a crowd testing effort, 
especially when the diversity is what best represents your live end user 
base. When such diversity is brought in, oftentimes it is not possible to 
have a tightly coupled communication link between your crowd testers, 
and incidentally, this is good for your project. As far as possible, main-
tain independence among your crowd testers, as that is when you can 
have them bring out their best in testing your product and providing 
feedback. There may be specific situations, especially in cases such as 
closed beta groups, where you may let your crowd testers talk to each 
other through email distribution lists, conference calls, etc. This is a 
judicious decision you make based on your project’s time and complex-
ity factors where knowledge sharing among the crowd will help bring 
down the overall overhead in managing the team, especially in prod-
ucts that are technically very complex to test. In such cases, it makes 
sense to introduce the crowd members to one another, whereas in most 
other cases the crowd succeeds when there is independence. Imagine a 
scenario where I build an e-commerce site and I bring in the crowd to 
test it. Why would I want crowd tester A to know what scenarios crowd 
tester B tried? This just adds to the communication overhead and, more 
importantly, impedes into tester A’s creativity in testing my product.

Take time to understand if your product is going to benefit from end 
user feedback or is in a complex domain where it is difficult or expensive 
for you to source and retain domain experts within your company. Such 
cases are great candidates to bring in the crowd where you are setting 
them up for success. For example, let’s say I am building a language soft-
ware to teach people specific languages. I have the content created and 
verified by a team of internal experts, but I am looking at bringing in the 
crowd (native language speakers) to verify the content. This is a great sce-
nario to bring in the crowd, as it is not practically feasible, from sourcing 
and expense standpoints, to hire testers with the language knowledge 
and keep them on the team. Similarly, when end user scenarios are diffi-
cult and impractical to simulate in-house, bringing in the crowd is a very 
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successful option to leverage. Let us take the example of having to test 
an application across a range of mobile devices. While several simulator 
options are available these days, specific tests, especially around device-
specific compatibility and performance taking into account the device’s 
form factor, are realistic only when tested with a physical device in live 
end user environments such as Internet bandwidth. It is not a practical 
solution to source and build a mobile test lab with all the needed devices. 
This is a classic case where building a crowd team that is able to test on 
real end user environments is a proven path to success.

Finally, an important factor to ensuring the crowd’s success is to 
identify tasks where you will benefit and also be able to align with the 
crowd’s motivating factors. If you are able to identify such a magic 
mix to satisfy your and the crowd’s needs, you are well on your path 
to succeeding in your crowd testing implementation. We will discuss 
this, along with specific examples, in greater detail in Chapter 5.

What Not to Crowdsource in Your Test Effort

When to apply a solution to a problem is one thing to know. But the 
more critical piece is when not to apply a solution to a problem, as 
failing to see this can have a much more detrimental effect than not 
applying the solution at all. The adverse impact may even outweigh 
the positives that a right solution can bring to the problem. Given the 
importance of this topic, we discuss this even before looking at what 
to crowdsource in your testing effort. When looking at what not to 
crowdsource in your test effort, you will have to analyze scenarios 
from various standpoints, such as:

• Value-add the solution brings to the table from quality, time, 
and cost angles

• Test team and product team morale
• Stakeholder buy-in

Do not crowdsource areas or features that have a lot of  moving 
pieces and are very dynamic in nature: Such tasks may 
make the communication process very cumbersome and pull 
down the team’s morale (both the crowd testers and the internal 
team that is working with the crowd). For example, let’s say in 
the application you are developing you have integration points 
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that are impending from other groups in your  organization 
or from external vendors where traction has been difficult to 
obtain. If the internal team is itself struggling to get a handle 
of such pieces of work, the randomization is only going to fur-
ther increase by bringing in the crowd. In fact, this may just be 
timing issue, where after some time the dust might settle and 
the external dependencies would have greatly reduced. It may 
help to bring in the crowd at such a time.

Do not crowdsource if your intellectual property (IP) is very 
sensitive: Clearly every product or application that is being 
built is the organization’s IP. It would want to hold it high 
from varied angles, be it establishing itself as a leader in the 
marketplace, from legal and competitive angles, leveraging 
it to provide value-add to its clients, etc. Given the need to 
safeguard one’s IP, typically in scenarios where the product’s 
IP is very sensitive or you need to work in a stealth mode, 
the organization needs to be very wary of using a crowd test 
team. Unless you have a very controlled crowd test team 
(sometimes referred to as a trusted crowd) in place, it will 
become very difficult to validate your crowd’s identity—for 
example, a crowd tester could very well even be a competitor 
of yours wanting to understand your feature set and imple-
mentation details. So, make a call if your IP is highly sensitive 
and needs to be in stealth at certain stages in your software 
development life cycle or, for that matter, even throughout 
the release cycle to determine whether or not you should take 
the crowd testing route.

Environment-specific complexity: We discussed earlier that in 
complex end user environments, it is very valuable to leverage 
a crowd test team. On the flip side, if the test environment is 
very complex and cannot be scaled yet for the crowd’s access, 
then it does not make sense to crowd test your effort, at least 
for the time being, until such complexities are ironed out.

Tasks that require regular turnaround: Testing tasks are often 
quite diverse in nature in terms of their size, complexity, 
and frequency. Some tasks are specifically very frequent and 
recurring in nature, such as build verification tests that are 
run even on a daily basis based on the build release frequency. 
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These are tasks that are formal and need a regular turnaround 
from the test team and, in fact, areas where the test team 
needs to closely collaborate with the development and the 
build/operations teams. For such tasks, bringing in the crowd 
would be a total mismatch adversely affecting the overall 
value-add and the morale of everyone involved.

Core testing tasks: Again, going by what we discussed in the 
previous point, some testing tasks are very formal and recur-
ring in nature. Some are very core to the overall testing process 
and integrate so tightly with the product and the core team 
that it would not be wise to loosely couple them from the core 
effort so as to use the crowd in testing them. These tasks, for 
example, test automation, initial performance, security and 
integration baselining, test-driven development work, core 
regression test pass execution, etc., are best retained internally 
(whether with the core team or the outsourced team) from 
return on investment (ROI) and team morale standpoints. 
On a slightly different note, tasks that are mundane in nature 
and that do not require a lot of diversity from the crowd are 
also best retained internally to avoid the overhead of working 
with a crowd test team. For example, running a regression test 
pass (not regressing specific bugs, but running a full suite of 
planned regression tests, whether manually or through auto-
mation) is best done by the internal team.

As we look at what not to crowdsource in your test effort, here’s a 
live example worth considering. This is a study that was conducted 
by  the University of Texas, Austin, for a usability test that it con-
ducted with both an internal team and an external crowd usability 
team. This was a university website that it wanted testing to be done 
on and for which it brought in the two teams for their usability stud-
ies. The outcome of the study is shown in Table 4.1.

The similarities and differences in the issues identified by the two 
groups are as seen in Table 4.2. Given that the internal usability test 
team comprised ongoing users of the website, it was able to find more 
complex issues, such as invisible tools, missing links, etc., while the crowd 
 usability team found more intuitiveness-related issues, such as unclear 
navigation and difficulty in finding specific features such as search.
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If you analyze the pros and cons of using an external crowd team 
in this situation, you can easily come up with a list like that shown 
in Table 4.3.

As takeaways from this study,15 both teams added value in their 
own ways. In fact, in this specific example, the internal team was also 

Table 4.1 In-House vs. External Crowd Usability Testing: Premise

LAB USABILITY TEST CROWDSOURCED USABILITY TEST

Participants 5 55 (of which 14 were later found 
to be spammers)

Participant demographics Students Crowd workers
Age range 24–33 19–51
Education level Bachelor’s degree and master’s 

degree 
All levels

Experience with similar 
websites 

Yes: 100% Yes: 77%
No: 23%

Speed Approximately 30 minutes per 
session

Less than 4 hours total

Participant costs None $2.92 for pilot tests
$23.41 for final tests
(Average: $0.48/tester)

Table 4.3 Pros and Cons of External Crowd Usability Testing

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

More participants Lower-quality feedback
High speed Less interaction
Low cost Spammers
Various backgrounds Less focused user groups

Table 4.2 In-House vs. External Crowd Usability Testing: Results

MAJOR PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED LAB USABILITY TEST CROWDSOURCING USABILITY TEST

Font size too small × ×
Out-of-date information × ×
Menu overlap × ×
Irrelevant picture × ×
Invisible tools ×
Information not cross-linked ×
Lack of sort function ×
Navigation unclear ×
Search box difficult to locate ×
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a classic crowd candidate, where we have discussed earlier that you 
can also leverage an internal team for your crowdsourced test effort. 
However, one thing to keep in mind is that in this usability study, 
the kind of questions asked need to be a customized list specific to 
the group of people. You cannot use the same questions for the inter-
nal and the external crowd because the levels of know-how about the 
product/application are different in both cases. The customization 
will help you leverage that know-how and get specific feedback, thus 
increasing your overall test coverage and results.

Challenges and Limitations of a Crowdsourced Test Effort

Looking at areas where crowdsourced testing might not work is one 
thing. Given that crowdsourced testing is largely applicable in a wide 
range of other areas, as seen in earlier chapters, one must recognize 
the challenges and limitations of the model. Understanding these and 
working on an approach that will mitigate them will go a long way 
in implementing a successful crowdsourced test effort. Such due dili-
gence on the part of the team that takes on crowdsourced testing will 
also serve as a precedence to other groups in an organization, help 
win stakeholder approval much faster, and increase overall internal 
confidence in the test effort.

Most challenges of crowdsourced testing are typically centered on 
logistics and management, while some are people morale and buy-in 
related. On a quality implementation front, one of the biggest concerns 
is how to tie in the test effort from a crowdsourced team into the core 
team’s overall test effort and map it to the test strategy to determine 
whether the exit criteria have been met adequately. With growing global 
teams these challenges are often imminent, even with core test teams, 
which now gets further amplified when you have disparate crowd tes-
ters across the globe working independently of each other, especially 
when there is no formal and legal binding between the crowd team 
and the organization. This thus becomes a big challenge for the test 
manager or director who is driving the test strategy in preparation for 
product sign-off. Looking at it from another angle, internalizing the 
input from the crowd and mapping it to the larger test strategy and what 
should be the working priorities of the product team based on issues 
reported by the crowd are practical challenges to face. Seth Eliot, in his 
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presentation on testing in production (leveraging end users for testing) 
at Software Test Conference 2011,16 presents varied examples of crowd-
sourced testing. He talks about how Swayable.com, a crowd voting plat-
form, leverages end users to provide feedback on its site (Figure 4.1). 
The page asking for end-to-end user feedback is shown in Figure 4.2.

While it is exciting to see the site get end-to-end user feedback 
through crowdsourced testing, the challenges it faces and needs to 
address are sifting through the voluminous feedback it receives from 
users and translating it into actionable work items for the team. 
Especially when open-ended statements such as “What do you like on 
this home page?” and “What would you change on this home page?” 
are asked, the receiver cannot fully rely on automated intelligence to 
process the results. Specific individuals along with a combination of 
tools to analyze patterns in user responses will be needed to handle 
the huge set of feedback, within the limited time on hand.

The other main challenge is around building the right crowd test 
team. Although we discuss in our definitions that crowdsourced  testing 
is all about bringing in the community at large to test your product, 

Figure 4.1 Swayable.com—a crowd voting platform.

 

http://www.crcnetbase.com/action/showImage?doi=10.1201/b17483-5&iName=master.img-000.jpg&w=300&h=254
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this is much easier said than done. Identifying the  crowdsourced test 
team can be quite a challenge because although you want diversity, 
you also want the right crowd testing your product, failing which the 
overhead of managing the crowd goes up with no significant returns 
from the test effort. The other side of the issue here is sustaining the 
identified crowd. This is particularly challenging since the crowd 
members are not legally bound to work for the organization and can 
exit the project anytime they are not interested or motivated. So, sus-
taining the crowd’s interest and motivation is a huge challenge for 
the test team. Another challenge here is building a trusted crowd. 
Although most often you may not directly know your crowd team, 
in specific cases, especially when you have concerns around product 
security and IP, it is better to leverage a trusted crowd that you have 
worked with in the past and who understand your space really well to 
get the feedback you value.

Figure 4.2 How Swayable.com leverages crowd testing.
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Let’s take some examples here, again from Seth Eliot’s  presentation. 
He talks about how A/B testing, for instance, is a very feasible lever-
aging crowd tester, as seen in Figure 4.3.

This kind of testing is very powerful, especially when decisions need 
to be made about design choices, feature inclusions, etc. This is similar 
to crowd voting in some sense, where the crowd need not think through 
too much about the solution, but can just base its response on its initial 
gut. However, this is where it gets challenging for the organization that 
is crowdsourcing. How does it go about choosing the right crowd here? 
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Figure 4.3 A/B testing is an excellent area in which to leverage the crowd.
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If I have a wrong crowd that is not relevant for me, evaluating my 
design and giving me wrong feedback, based on which I decide my 
action plans, am I not being misguided by the crowd’s input? In such 
open-ended crowd tests, timing is another challenge. How do I know 
for how long I should keep my A/B tests open to the crowd? Recently, 
there was an example from Google, where the A/B test results were 
drastically different when they extended the testing duration and had 
it run for more time. Had Google made a feature decision based on the 
results of the first round of A/B tests, the impact would have been quite 
adverse for Google’s business.17

Seth also talks in his presentation about a live case where Amazon 
took end user input in deciding whether to go with a feature that cur-
rently is widely used in the online shopping domain. This is the case 
where an Amazon employee wanted to introduce a recommendations 
(collaborative filtering engine) feature to offer suggestions to the end 
user, on additional items to buy, based on what the end user is looking 
for and what similar other users had bought. In his opinion, this would 
help sell more items; however, there was resistance for it at an executive 
level because it might distract end users and affect their conversion rates. 
Amazon ran a test leveraging the crowd to decide which route to take. 
The results were overwhelmingly powerful and guided it to the path of 
incorporating a collaborative filtering engine. Here, again, one of the 
challenges Amazon might have faced is identifying the right crowd for 
this experiment—people who are Internet savvy, online shoppers, and in 
this case, specifically new parents. If we take Google’s previous example, 
Amazon too would have herein faced the challenge on how long the test 
should have been run to get representative end user results (Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4 Amazon.com—an early adopter of crowdsourced testing.
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The next thing to look at is communication. Communication and 
associated overhead can become a mounting challenge in a crowd-
sourced test effort from two angles:

 1. Keeping the entire crowd test team updated on important 
changes in the product. In the current-day agile world, when 
things are so dynamic and fast paced, keeping everyone in 
sync on the changes is difficult even internally. If so, have 
you thought through the scale of communication challenges 
you may face when you have to keep the crowd team as well 
updated? While infrastructure and technology have eased the 
process of communication significantly, the onus is still on 
people to decide what, when, and how to communicate, and 
when you deal with a large team such as a crowd test team, 
communication can soon become a nightmare.

 2. On the same note, since communication needs to be two-
way, the challenge is around you not only updating the crowd 
with important aspects of the product that it needs to know, 
but also ensuring the crowd is responsive in communicating 
back to you. Its responses around test results, defects, regres-
sions, and any other questions you may have on its status or 
test efforts need to be timely and precise yet comprehensive. 
Getting everyone to provide timely and detailed updates can 
soon be an unmanageable challenge.

From a security angle, a crowdsourced test effort may face tough 
challenges on the ground. Safeguarding one’s IP, trying to determine 
who forms your crowd, and whether they have any links with your 
competitors, are hard challenges that you will have to encounter, gauge 
the risks and benefits specific to your project, and analyze mitigation 
strategies for, before you proceed with a full-fledged crowd test effort.

Effective crowdsourcing needs the right amount of time and 
resources. Despite the fact that the crowd often works independently, 
as an organization that is spearheading the crowdsourced test effort, 
you will need to set aside the required amount of time and resources 
(people who manage the effort, required hardware and software setup 
typically over the cloud) to engage with the crowd. In the current-day 
agile world, where time and resources are of essence,  organizations 
may practically find it challenging to support a crowdsourced test 
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effort and may have to devote these resources to other internal test 
tasks that are of higher priority, although they understand the value 
the crowd can deliver.

Finally, working with your stakeholders and convincing them that 
crowdsourced testing is going to reap benefits and add value that out-
weighs all the challenges discussed above is probably the toughest of 
them all. Stakeholders are typically concerned around all points men-
tioned above and, in addition, are also looking at the internal team’s 
morale. Unless the test effort is driven by a series of educated deci-
sions, the internal test team (inclusive of the outsourced test team) 
may feel threatened when the crowd comes into the picture. Losing 
out on their confidence and support for project execution is one of the 
biggest fears for stakeholders, as the internal team forms the backbone 
of the project at the end of the day. All of these are very valid chal-
lenges that you would rather face up front, and work on building a 
mitigation plan instead of haphazardly encountering them over the 
course of the project. So, at this stage, understand these from just 
what the challenges could potentially be. We will discuss solutions 
that map to each of these challenges in detail in Chapter 5.

Flipping coins, if we look at this from the crowd’s angle, while 
it may face some of the challenges, especially around communica-
tion and wholehearted support from the core test team to empower 
it to succeed, one major challenge it may face is motivation at its own 
level. What is beginning to happen lately is that amateur crowd tes-
ters are beginning to flood the market. They may come in with an 
intention of making some quick money with quick and dirty testing, 
so they can target some low-hanging defects in the product. This may 
totally de-motivate a seasoned tester who is genuinely working toward 
finding deeper product issues and who is not necessarily reporting as 
many defects as some of these newer testers. So, it can soon become a 
battle of quality versus quantity, which is not good for the entire test 
effort that is under way. On the same note, another challenge that the 
crowdsourcing company often faces is pricing for crowd testers. If the 
reward involved is money, what payment strategy should it adopt? 
Should it pay on a time and material basis, or should it pay them on 
a service level agreement (SLA) basis driven by specific metrics such 
as number, priority, and severity of bugs found? Most often the latter 
case is adopted, but deciding on this depends on the kind of project, 
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what areas are being handed off to the crowd for testing, whether the 
crowd is a private beta test crowd or an open public crowd, etc. This 
may be a challenging decision for the organization as it starts this 
effort, but this is an area where it will soon get a good handle, as it 
crowdsources a few test projects and gains hands-on experience on 
what model best suits it.

In this chapter, we have mainly focused on preparing you to be 
mindful of specific areas of crowdsourced testing that you need to 
watch out for—be they areas and times when it would not work or 
challenges/problems that you need to face. Preparing you with these 
points up front will help you develop an unbiased and objective view 
into crowdsourced testing and better handle the implementation 
plan with thought-through strategies to mitigate these challenges. 
This will be the focus of our discussion in Chapter 5.

Did You Know?

While we looked in detail at the challenges and limitations of 
 crowdsourced testing in this chapter, we would like to leave you pon-
dering over one core point: the difference between acting and using. 
Although a crowd user can be brought in for his testing, end user, or 
subject matter expertise skills, we have already seen that the value in 
engaging with him is maximized only when he is an end user or a 
subject matter expert. Arguably, his end user representation is what 
brings in the most value. While the other representations of a crowd 
user are also useful, the most important thing to keep in mind is the 
differentiation between a user and an actor. As a user, you are letting 
him use the product and provide feedback; whereas as an actor, you 
are still providing him a script in some shape or form to act like a user. 
Being cognizant of this difference will go a long way in mitigating the 
model’s limitations and surfacing its core value in a test project.
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5
How to SucceSSfully 

Implement crowdSourced 
teStIng

“Putting Our Differences to Work” by Debbe Kennedy

When asked to come up with their thoughts on leadership best  practices, 
tips, and insights at a Leadership by Example session in 2010, partici-
pants shared several messages.18

This one by Debbe particularly caught our attention specific to our 
context on crowdsourced testing. Let us put our differences to work in 
the context of bringing diversity into the workplace in enhancing the 
feedback from end users for the product under test. While we have 
already seen that the crowd succeeds and, in turn, the product benefits 
when we bring diversity into the mix, just diversity alone is not suf-
ficient in getting you the desired results. We mentioned in Chapter 4 
that, despite the benefits crowdsourced testing bears, it has its own set 
of challenges and limitations that need to be addressed so as to reap the 
best that the model has to offer. Along with the diversity in the crowd 
team, the internal team that is driving this effort has to focus on creat-
ing and implementing a robust plan (a plan driven by best practices) in 
building a successful crowdsourced testing effort. In the same leader-
ship session, an anonymous entry read: “A vision without a plan is a 
hallucination.”

This, again, is a very apt saying specific to our needs, because 
oftentimes the belief is that crowdsourced testing can be put together 
as a last-minute task with not much advanced planning and you can 
still benefit from the effort. The truth is that this results in more 
chaos than value, and if at all you are able to derive value from such 
a haphazardly put together effort, it is more so due to chance and not 
mastery or skill that can be replicated.
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While the crowd that is working on a testing assignment can choose 
its own technique to test the product, decide how much time to spend 
on the testing effort, and make some of these parameters’ choices on its 
own, the overall plan for crowdsourced testing is a very educated deci-
sion that the organization makes. It has to understand the what, when, 
and how to crowdsource in a testing effort. These are very important 
decisions that need to be carefully made, and over time, best practices 
around these need to be built to align to your needs. Also, these best 
practices need to be a customized list that you revisit for every such test 
undertaking because the same set may not be applicable across organi-
zations, across groups, or even between different projects in the same 
group. If the team that is driving the crowdsourced test effort keeps 
this in mind as a high-level set of guidelines and is open to incorpo-
rating newer practices to meet the needs of every crowdsourced test 
effort, it will be well on it path to success (Figure 5.1).

Best Practices in Implementing a Successful Crowdsourced Test Effort

We will focus on three main questions in this section:

What do we crowdsource in our testing effort?
When do we crowdsource our testing effort?
How do we crowdsource our testing effort?

Figure 5.1 Crowdsourced testing—let’s march into a successful implementation.
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Understanding these three areas will give us a very good and 
 comprehensive idea on implementing a crowdsourced test effort. Also, 
if we were to prioritize this set of three questions, it is important to 
first understand the when element. Once we do this, the what and 
how will automatically follow.

When Do We Crowdsource Our Testing Effort?

If you look at this question closely and recall the definitions and exam-
ples of crowdsourced testing that we have looked at so far, you will be 
able to see that a product may not be ready for the crowd’s viewing at 
all times. You need to make a careful choice about when to bring in 
the crowd from the standpoints of effectiveness of effort and results, 
product readiness, and team and crowd’s morale. Here are some key 
points to keep in mind in this space. Crowdsource your testing when:

 1. Your product is reasonably ready and functioning end to 
end: Crowdsourced testing benefits a lot from getting real 
end user feedback on features that they use the most. Since 
typically the end user-facing features and associated integra-
tions fall in place together when the product is almost ready 
for end-to-end testing, it makes sense to bring in the crowd 
at this stage. This is a stage where the product is intuitive 
enough to be played around with and tested on, rather than 
having the crowd read through product documents to under-
stand the system. In fact, you want your crowd to have a com-
plete end user perspective, and you want to empower them to 
understand the system as they use it. This is the main reason 
to bring them in later in the game. For example, we at QA 
InfoTech leverage the crowd as and when needed for various 
scenarios, and one very popular case is bringing in the visu-
ally challenged users when the product is reasonably ready 
end to end for getting their realistic accessibility user feed-
back. While we have a team of accessibility testers working 
on our assignments, such a crowd that is made up of the visu-
ally challenged (for which we work with organizations like 
the Blind Relief Association in India) paired with our trained 
accessibility test experts gives us feedback that is very valuable 
and practical, covering all aspects of accessibility (Figure 5.2).
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 2. Your internal team has the time and resources to work 
on the crowd team’s feedback: Feedback that comes in 
from the crowd test team needs to be internalized in the 
product team and acted upon as soon as possible, similar 
to internal defects that are logged. Oftentimes the internal 
team is busy with its other product development priorities. 
This leads to delays in following up on the feedback that 
the crowd has provided. It is very important to avoid this 
scenario, for two reasons: first, valuable feedback from the 
crowd, which is often real end user issues, is being unat-
tended due to such delays; second, and more importantly, if 
the crowd gets a vibe that its feedback is not being acted on, 
it may be de-motivated to test your product. This is espe-
cially true in cases where the crowd may be testing your 
product because of its brand loyalty and a sense of inclusion 
that it is getting to see your product before its release, etc., 
and is not being paid any monetary compensation. In such 
cases, the crowd is even more sensitive to factors such as 
these where its feedback is not being looked into, and it may 
lose interest in the test effort and soon disintegrate. This is 
very detrimental to your crowd testing effort, as you have 
taken painstaking steps to put together a crowd team—a 
crowd that is diverse, trustworthy, and valuable. So, make 
it a priority to bring in the crowd only when you know that 
the crowd’s feedback can be internally acted upon within a 
reasonable time.

Figure 5.2 Visually challenged user with an accessibility tester at QA InfoTech.
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 3. You do not have time or resources for a formal in- or 
 outsourced test effort: Your organization may be a start-
up that does not have resources to put together a formal test 
effort. You may be a large organization, but your release cycle 
at a certain time may be so very short that you have not had 
the time to put together a formal test effort. In cases such as 
these, crowdsourced testing comes in very handy. Although 
this is not the ideal solution and crowdsourced testing can-
not replace a formal test effort (at least at this time), it is a 
good backup option to get some amount of test coverage, 
rather than having a product released without any quality 
coverage at all. For example, in the case below, Microsoft was 
launching an application named Popfly a few years back (this 
application is no longer existent in the marketplace). As big a 
company as Microsoft is, it launched it on a beta testing mode 
largely leveraging the crowd to test the application given the 
short release cycle. Regardless of the reasons why such imme-
diate and spike crowdsourced testing may be taken on, orga-
nizations need to understand that this is only a temporary 
solution. A formal test effort by an internal team (whether 
insourced or outsourced, but one that has a binding responsi-
bility on the product’s quality) that takes responsibility for the 
product’s quality cannot be eliminated for the sake of engag-
ing with a crowd test team (Figure 5.3).

 4. Your content files are ready: If you are planning to leverage 
the crowd mainly for its subject matter expertise in a certain 
area on the basis of which your content is developed, then 
the right time for you to bring in the crowd is when the con-
tent files are ready. This is also the case when your crowd is 
brought in to verify content in a certain locale (where it takes 
on translation or linguistic verification). Here, again, the tim-
ing of engaging with the crowd is important, and it does not 
help to bring the crowd onto the team in advance.

 5. Ongoing feedback from an SME team is valuable: If you 
have a group of subject matter experts (SMEs) in the crowd 
who you typically engage with from the very beginning so that 
they provide you feedback on not just your implemented prod-
uct but also your design, architecture, feature set, etc., it makes 
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perfect sense to engage with them throughout the life cycle. 
But keep in mind that in such cases, the crowd is a very select 
handpicked crowd with whom you may sign a nondisclosure 
agreement (NDA) to ensure your product’s intellectual prop-
erty (IP) is secure. Taking the example of Microsoft again, it 
has a very active SME community that often represents end 
users in providing ongoing feedback to its products, such as 
Visual Studio, Share Point, etc. This is a community of crowd 
testers that actively engages in various stages of the develop-
ment cycle, often bound by an NDA, getting to see the prod-
uct from inception to final implementation. From the crowd 
standpoint, as regular users of these products, an early peek 
into these newer builds gives them an edge in the marketplace 
in leveraging the software for their needs (Figure 5.4).

What Do We Crowdsource in Our Testing Effort?

In Chapter 4, we talked about what not to crowdsource in a testing 
effort. While that would have laid some initial ground for your under-
standing in this area, let’s specifically now look at what to crowd-
source in your testing effort, which will help you understand areas 
that benefit the most from crowdsourced testing.

Figure 5.3 Leveraging the crowd when time is of essence.38
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 1. Pick areas where end user feedback would be very valuable 
(specifically, end user facing features and associated areas): 
For example, front-end features and associated user experi-
ence are a great space where the crowd can provide valuable 
feedback. If your product is in a very competitive space, and 
you have a loyal user base, leverage them to ask for feedback 
on what they would like to see in a new version’s design and 
feature set. Nothing can match the feedback you directly get 
from the field.

 2. Pick areas where the crowd’s subject matter expertise or 
local presence is very valuable: Areas such as content test-
ing (where, say, for example, you bring in a doctor to provide 
feedback on the usability of a medical application), compat-
ibility testing (where the crowd participates in testing your 
product for live compatibility across devices, platforms, ver-
sions, Internet bandwidths, etc.), localization testing (includ-
ing linguistic verification), and performance testing (where 
the crowd takes on device level performance testing in real 
end user environments) are where the crowd can add a lot of 
value. If you are able to source together the right crowd to get 
feedback on these areas, your product will greatly benefit with 
this live feedback that supplements the internal test team’s 
efforts (Figures 5.5 and 5.6).

Figure 5.4 Leveraging the crowd for ongoing SME feedback.39
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 3. Pick areas where you can align any gaps in your testing 
strategy: One of the challenges we talked about in Chapter 4 
was around the crowd’s efforts not aligning with the test 
strategy, making it a very random choice of tasks to execute. 
To mitigate this challenge, it is important for the test manage-
ment team to periodically understand what the internal test 
coverage is (both from insourced and outsourced test teams) 
and map it with the larger test strategy to understand what 

Figure 5.5 Leveraging the crowd (e.g., professors) for content grading.40

Figure 5.6 Leveraging the crowd for linguistic verification across locales.41
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the gaps are. The gaps should not be assigned to the crowd 
as is. A further analysis needs to be done to see if these are 
tasks where the crowd will succeed and accordingly assign it 
to them. Also, on an ongoing basis, load balancing and task 
shuffling need to be taken up to determine whether teams are 
assigned tasks where they will succeed, and accordingly make, 
any changes as needed. This will create a win-win scenario 
for everyone since the results will now be in line with the test 
strategy and you will also have a motivated team that works on 
tasks that empower it to succeed.

How Do We Crowdsource Our Testing Effort?

Having looked at the questions of when and what to crowdsource 
in a test effort, let’s move on to look at the third question: How do 
we crowdsource our testing effort? By now you may have spent time 
thinking about the what and when of crowdsourcing specific to your 
test needs. In this section, there are several point to consider:

 1. Think about how to put together a crowd team: We earlier 
talked about one of the challenges being hiring and sustaining 
the right crowd team. This can be as simple as bringing in a 
small and relevant extended team from outside your core team 
but still within your organization to test your product, while on 
the other end of the spectrum, it could be as complex as bring-
ing in global crowd testers whom you have never seen, met, or 
interacted with before. You need to think about how to reach 
out to the global crowd to be able to pick your relevant testers. 
Are you going to run a promotion on your website? This may 
get you some attention, but not as much as you need. Think 
creatively on how to market your needs to draw the attention of 
your relevant crowd. Think of running a promotion campaign 
on your LinkedIn or Facebook page; promote your message on 
the need for crowd testers on Twitter or any other social plat-
form that you have a presence on with active followers. These 
are excellent places where you have built your brand loyalty 
that you should now leverage. Tap in to your past crowd test-
ing team if you have had one such program. If you are a large 
organization, run an internal campaign to find crowd testers. 
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Once you have drawn their attention, keep the registration 
process simple. You want to engage with the crowd as soon as 
you can and do not want to be wasting time and losing out on 
the members’ interest by asking them a number of questions 
about themselves. However, in some specific scenarios where 
you are running a private beta or your IP needs confidential-
ity, you may want to interact with your crowd testers and also 
gauge their appropriateness to work on your product by a short 
interview, say, on Skype or a video platform, for you to confirm 
their genuineness—this is what we call the trusted crowd. This 
is a crowd that you have directly vetted and handpicked like 
your internal team, although it may not have been as rigorous 
as that. Building such a trusted team is becoming more and 
more important by the day, especially in cases where there is 
payment involved for the testing they do for you. Building the 
right crowd team is not an easy task; it requires regular moni-
toring, even at times when the crowd is not working on your 
project, to ensure your database of crowd testers is not obsolete.

 2. Identify the right person to drive the crowd testing effort: 
Crowd testing is not a process that involves throwing tasks over 
the fence to a team of testers who will work on your needs and 
return results. Although you want to let the crowd operate cre-
atively and independently in it space, it is important to have a 
dedicated person or a team (if it is a larger effort) drive your 
crowd testing effort. This person is typically a program/project 
manager or a tester who is passionate about engaging the crowd 
to improve the product’s richness and quality. This is a person 
who is excited about working with the crowd, who can draw 
meaningful inferences from crowd actions that may sometimes 
be randomizing, who can serve as a good liaison between the 
internal team and the crowd and be result oriented with both 
groups of people, who can motivate the crowd and keep its 
excitement level about the product high, who is savvy enough 
on what, when, and how much to communicate with the crowd, 
and who has very good and effective communication skills.

 3. Empower the person driving the crowd test effort to 
 succeed: Having identified the right person or team to take 
charge of the crowd testing effort, it is important to now 
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empower this person to succeed. Keep in mind that if he/the 
team succeeds, your crowd as well as your overall crowd test 
effort succeeds. So aspects such as the right tools for commu-
nication (use of knowledge management systems, wiki kind 
of portals, etc.), the cloud to enable ease of sharing builds, vir-
tual private clouds as needed to promote security and control 
access, etc., all need to be looked at in this stage. While the 
person identified should be able to drive and make choices on 
most of these fronts, from your side, see if any management 
help is needed to expedite permissions, as some of these may 
be needed at very short notice to reach out to the crowd.

 4. Decide if your crowd needs to communicate with one 
another: We had earlier discussed that the crowd is most suc-
cessful when it operates independently. However, there could 
be scenarios when it makes sense to facilitate communication 
among the crowd players. For example, imagine you are con-
ducting a  private beta with a very select group of crowd users/tes-
ters and your product is still under development where you want 
to give them ongoing updates on newer features, functionality, 
and answer queries they may have, especially when your prod-
uct is architecturally complex in nature. In such cases, it makes 
sense to have the crowd participate in a group  conference call 
using, say, a web video platform where they get direct updates 
from you and are also able to get a view into questions that oth-
ers have, which will expedite their understanding of your sys-
tem. This is especially the case when the crowd is an SME team 
that works with you throughout your development life cycle, 
engaged from even the early days of design. On the other hand, 
if you consider a case where you are building a very intuitive 
and easy-to-understand web application (say, a social network-
ing application) for which you have built a global crowd team, it 
does not make any sense to get the crowd to communicate with 
one another. This will only increase your overhead, will not give 
you any value, and in fact, will bring down the resultant value 
as the crowd will trespass into each other’s  creativity if they are 
allowed to cross-communicate. Deciding on whether the crowd 
should communicate with each other or not is thus a very selec-
tive choice that needs to be taken up on a case-by-case basis.
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 5. Win your stakeholder’s approval: Like in any project, 
 winning the stakeholder’s approval is a key for a crowd-
sourced test effort. This is such an important space that we 
have dedicated a separate chapter for this topic (Chapter 7), 
along with winning the rest of the team’s support. At this 
stage keep in mind that the stakeholders often have several 
concerns in bringing in a crowdsourced test team due to their 
lack of understanding on what crowdsourcing is all about or 
due to some very genuine concerns (most of which we dis-
cussed under the section on challenges in crowdsourced test-
ing in Chapter 4). We will discuss this topic in detail along 
with winning your overall team’s support into the crowd test-
ing effort in Chapter 7.

 6. Identify your crowd’s motivators: We have already discussed 
that money is not the only variable that motivates the crowd. 
There could be several other variables, such as transparency 
into your products before market release, brand loyalty, com-
munity fun, etc. Determining the motivators and categorizing 
them in buckets will help you determine groups of crowd tes-
ters, what tasks to engage them on, and how to sustain their 
interest levels and better engage them in the long run. In fact, 
there are quite a bit of psychological and software angles in 
crowd user management where you can leverage management 
theories such as Maslow’s hierarchy of needs to build a good 
motivation matrix. At a high level, if you look at the matrix 
in Figure 5.7, the self-actualization, self-esteem, and safety 
buckets are typically excellent motivators for the crowd when 
you take on crowdsourced testing because these are driven by 
one’s quest for professional excellence, money, and a sense of 
satisfaction getting to see the product before the market does. 
For example, the ones we have underlined in Figure 5.7 are 
typically drivers that motivate the crowd.

 7. Pick tasks that motivate your crowd: Having identified your 
crowd and what motivates it, you also need to look into what 
tasks to assign the crowed such that its members would be 
motivated to work on them. We have already looked at what 
to crowd test, but it would be a wise call to randomly pick 
those tasks and assign them to the crowd. For example, let’s say 
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your testing needs span localization and mobile performance 
 testing areas and you have linguistic experts from remote parts 
of Africa that have signed up for crowd testing. However, they 
do not have access to mobile devices of your needs. It only 
makes sense for you to assign the localization testing to them, 
whereas you need to look at some other group of testers/users 
for the mobile performance testing. Mapping tasks to the 
crowd’s capabilities and motivators will go a long way in set-
ting you up for success. We will discuss this in greater detail 
when we move on to the next section to talk about examples 
and a work model that will set you up for success.

Examples: Practical Implementations of Crowdsourced Testing

Nothing explains a concept better than examples. While we have 
seen some examples along the way on crowdsourced testing and its 
implementation, we’ll devote this section to examples. We’ll look at 
varied forms in which crowdsourced testing has been used, varied 
organizations (services, products) that have used it, and why and how 
they were successful in specific cases, which will give you a very good 
 picture of the model’s implementation at work.

At QA InfoTech, we are a test outsourcing services provider. 
However, we have augmented our services portfolio to include crowd-
sourced testing in varied forms to benefit both our clients and us, and 
below are some scenarios where we have been using this model.

Self-Actualization – Pursue Inner
Talent, Creativity, Fulfillment

Self-Esteem –Achievement, Mastery,
Recognition, Respect

Belonging – Friends, Family, Spouse, Lover

Figure 5.7 Maslow’s hierarchy of needs in determining crowd’s motivators.42
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We have recently built a crowdsourced testing platform to help us 
take the benefits of the crowd to our clients who may have a need 
to test varied mobile devices, locales, and performance bandwidths 
covering test areas such as functionality, UI, usability, accessibility, 
globalization, and performance. This is a platform that empowers a 
crowd tester working remotely to execute his tasks in an organized 
manner. Some of the core features this platform provides include:

 1. Enable a tester to register himself on our crowd test platform
 2. View past, current, and upcoming events (crowd test activi-

ties) and register for events of his choice
 3. Start the testing process for a registered event when the event 

opens
 4. View bugs logged by others (to minimize chances of duplicate 

bugs), log a new bug, and view his overall bug statistics
 5. View the overall money earned on individual and group crowd 

test events
 6. View the star testers who are doing very well on varied crowd 

test events
 7. Administrative features around managing the overall platform

The platform’s features have been designed keeping in mind that 
the crowd would be a remote team and that there would be chal-
lenges around communication, getting responses from the members, 
and motivating the crowd on an ongoing basis to continue testing on 
our platform, especially if they have now become a trusted crowd that 
we can rely on.

When we built this platform, we obviously had a team of testers 
validate and verify the implementation in case of any product devel-
opment life cycle. However, we also went a step ahead to bring in 
our internal crowd (QA InfoTech’s employees) to test this platform. 
We made it a 2.5-hour event over a weekend, had our internal crowd 
register for the event by paying a small subscription fee, and used that 
money to finally distribute the prize money to the winners. The results 
from this exercise were phenomenal. We had testers from varied  levels 
in the organization take a stab at the platform, with their major moti-
vators being earning some small additional income (if they win the 
contest), having fun with their coworkers, gaining visibility across the 
entire company, and above all, a willingness to help the company.
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Figures  5.8 to 5.11 are some snapshots from the platform (the 
 platform is internal to the organization at this time and will be 
launched to the crowd community soon).

The results from the exercise were very encouraging, where we 
had over 200 testers join in, and within 2.5 hours, they reported 

Figure 5.8 Portal’s home page listing the various crowd testing events.

Figure 5.9 Event listing in detail.
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over 3000 issues. It was thus a herculean task for the triage team to sift 
through all of them to filter out valid issues and rank them to determine 
the winners. The case in point here is that this was a powerful exercise 
demonstrating the wisdom of crowds, which yielded us great success 
even when done internally in the organization. All it called for was the 
right planning, setting the right expectations with the crowd, stake-
holder buy-in, and a team to drive the effort end to end. This was a great 

Figure 5.10 Defects dashboard.

Figure 5.11 Money dashboard.
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success of an external crowdsourced testing platform that was tested by 
an internal crowd.

Similarly, a few other cases where we have using crowdsourced 
testing at our company include:

 1. Leveraging the visually challenged people from the Blind Relief 
Association in India. We have trained these people from a soft-
ware testing angle to take on accessibility testing. These people 
are now a representative set of end users and testers who, along 
with our accessibility test experts, are able to generate a lot of 
value for our clients (discussed further earlier in this chapter).

 2. Pooling in our internal testers/employees for mobile testing 
on a varied set of devices (smartphones, tablets, e-readers, 
etc.) through a rental model. Depending on the device and 
the time the employee gives his device for testing, we deter-
mine the rental compensation to be given out. This helps us 
enhance our test coverage for our clients, without investing in 
expensive devices where the return on investment is not very 
high, given that they become obsolete quite soon.

 3. Content grading for specific subject matter expertise sourcing 
experts across domains (such as doctors, professors) through 
our partnerships with various universities.

These show you specific cases of how we have leveraged crowd-
sourced testing across its manifestations (internal sourcing, sourcing 
subject experts and end users through partnerships) and how it was 
done by a services company of not a very large scale (we are about 
700 people strong as of this writing).

Moving on to look at product companies, several companies have 
been using crowdsourced testing, not necessarily now, but for the last 
several years, although it was called varied names (beta testing— 
public, private, etc.). We all know how Gmail was in beta for a really 
long time. That is nothing but crowd testing, and Google is known to 
release new ideas quickly to the audience and have them in beta for 
quite sometime to leverage end user feedback.

We have talked quite a bit about crowd motivators, and that it is 
important to identify the right motivators and align tasks that match 
with the crowd’s motivational pieces. To make this easier to implement 
at the workplace, here is a model that has been used by a test director, 
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Ross Smith, at Microsoft on quite a few internal crowdsourced testing 
projects. Microsoft is a big believer in crowdsourced testing, via both 
beta testing (public and private) and using its internal crowd of diverse 
users. So, understanding how this model is used there will definitely 
help ease our understanding of the motivational pieces in a crowd-
sourced test implementation. This model is represented in Figure 5.12.

Going by the Y-axis in the figure, in-job behavior is a behavior 
that the employee demonstrates as part of his core job responsibilities. 
Organizational citizenship behavior is something that a person demon-
strates as a good Samaritan in the organization—something that is not 
required as part of his core responsibilities, but he is willing to demon-
strate due to his goodwill for and vested interest in the organization.

On the X-axis, let us look at work skills:

 1. Core work skills are skills that a vast majority of the popula-
tion would have—for example, the ability to speak a certain 
language, to know how to use the Internet for regular web 
browsing.

 2. Unique work skills are skills that an individual possesses for 
which he has been tasked with the job at hand—for example, 
the individual’s experience with a certain test automation 
tool, experience with a certain programming language.

 3. Future work skills are skills that an individual needs to grow 
into through formal and informal education, work experience, 
etc.—for example, learning a new programming language or 
a tool or a technique.

In-Job
Behaviors

Core
Work Skills

Unique
Work Skills

Future
Work Skills

Organizational
Citizenship
Behaviors

Figure 5.12 Model to help determine successful engagements with the crowd.43
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In Ross’s model, he talks about how productivity games yield 
 maximum success when they are built for:

 1. In-job behavior working on future work skills
 2. Organization citizenship behavior working on core work skills

For the sake of our discussion on crowd, we are more interested in the 
second scenario of organization citizenship behavior; to be fool-proof, 
though, let’s look at an example for the in-job behavior as well. Let’s 
take an example of a typist who already types at a certain speed per 
hour. If a game were to be built for the typist to type at that speed + x, 
the game’s results are going to be conflicting with the person’s core job 
responsibilities, and thus confusing to the player on what kind of per-
formance to demonstrate. Since typing is a unique skill for the typist, it 
does not make sense to build productivity games in this space. Rather, 
if the typist is challenged with a future work skill where he or she does 
not just type out content but also drafts content in some scenarios, it is 
a clear avenue for growth. Building a game in this space will make it 
both exciting and motivating for the individual with specific outcomes 
and rewards to expect. Ross’s full paper, “The Future of Work Is Play,” 
is available on a site that he runs focusing on management innovation.44

Extending this same concept to practical use, Microsoft has suc-
cessfully leveraged its internal crowd in two scenarios for phenomenal 
test results:

 1. Language quality game: During Windows 7 testing, 
Microsoft leveraged its diverse set of international employ-
ees for localization testing across 36 languages. This was 
in addition to its core linguistic testing efforts, yielding it a 
huge success of over 4600 players that voluntarily signed up, 
530,000+ screens that were reviewed, and 6700+ bugs that 
were reported. Here the crowd’s motivators were getting to 
see Windows 7 before it was released to the market and a 
loyalty in contributing to their own company.

 2. Communicate hope: Players across Microsoft were lever-
aged for dog fooding (beta testing) Office Communicator, 
an enterprise messaging tool, with an incentive of contribut-
ing to disaster relief agencies through the points they earn. 
Herein, the motivator that was touched was a soft one on 
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the  crowd’s philanthropic and social cause wants, to direct 
their test efforts into tangible contributions for disaster relief 
agencies of their choice.

In both these cases, Microsoft leveraged the core skills and the 
organizational citizenship behavior of its diverse internal crowd to 
bring in additional test coverage on top of the formal testing efforts.

Several other companies, such as Netflix, Amazon, and Google, 
use crowdsourced testing regularly, whether in the form of contests or 
beta testing projects.

Engagement Models in Leveraging a Crowdsourced Test Effort

Using the right engagement model is an important factor for success. 
In ongoing project execution, the question would be around whether 
to engage a full-time internal team or to bring in contractors. If the 
work is being outsourced, the question would be around whether to 
have the team on-site, nearshore, or offshore. While some of these 
questions typically do not arise in a crowdsourced test effort, as the 
team is almost always remotely located, there is a different question to 
answer here. This question is around the engagement model when it 
comes to compensating them. We have discussed in quite a few places 
over the course of the book so far that money is not always the motiva-
tor that drives the crowd to contribute to the testing effort. However, 
in situations where money is involved, what are the engagement mod-
els that are used? The most commonly used model is the service level 
agreement (SLA)-driven pay per use kind of model where the crowd 
tester is paid based on the deliverables submitted. Herein, the deliver-
able that is largely used to determine how much the tester will be paid 
is defects. The number of defects is not a significant consideration 
when compared to the validity of the defects. $X per valid defect is 
the most commonly used model so that the company leveraging the 
crowd has control on the ROI it is reaping, especially when it has 
not seen these crowd testers and when they work remotely. There are 
a few other protocols the organization has to clear up front in this 
space. Unlike the traditional testers who have access to the defect 
database where they can see who filed what defect and when, these 
crowd testers usually work in isolation. So, what if a tester were to file 
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a defect that has already been reported by another tester. The defect 
may be a perfectly valid one, but since it has already been found by 
someone else, it is a duplicate. Does this affect how the tester is paid, 
or do you still pay him because it is a unique valid defect from his 
standpoint. These are important scenarios the organization needs to 
sort out before engaging with the crowd. We will look at these in 
greater detail in Chapter 6 on defect management in crowdsourced 
testing. For now, keep in mind that paying testers for valid bugs they 
file is one of the most popular engagement models. The other models, 
which are not so very popular but which are still in use, include:

 1. Pay by the hour (similar to a time and material contract in a 
vendor relationship): This can be used when you are using the 
crowd to give you other artifacts than just defects, such as test 
cases, plans, etc. Or in situations where you know they are 
going to add value by the suggestions and feedback they have 
for your product, especially when they are a known crowd 
(more like a private beta), this model will work well, so you 
don’t have to track each defect from a payment standpoint and 
can use those numbers just to gauge their performance.

 2. Pay a predetermined flat amount (similar to a fixed-bid 
 contract in a vendor relationship): Typically, this is not a very 
common model in crowdsourced testing, since you do not want 
to commit a flat price to a crowd that is not working under 
your direct control. Mapping its value to the efforts it puts 
in will be a challenge if you were to go this route. However, 
here again, if you really know the crowd to be a subject matter 
expert, and, say, for example, you want it to take on linguistic 
verification, you could explore paying it a fixed price or based 
on the number of words to verify, as opposed to defects found.

These two models are not so commonly used in crowdsourced test-
ing mainly because the organization does not have objective ways to 
measure the crowd’s performance when the payment is left open ended; 
this is why the pay per valid bug found is a more popular engagement 
model. Understand who your crowd is, what tasks you would engage 
it on, for how long, the ease of sharing your defect database with your 
crowd, what past relationship you have with it, etc., in determining 
the right payment engagement model that will work for you.
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As we close this chapter, it is worth the reiteration that although 
a crowdsourced testing effort may be an informal one (in terms of 
how the crowd tests your product/application), it takes a lot of careful 
planning in implementing the test effort. These practices also mitigate 
all the challenges that we have discussed so far, helping an organiza-
tion reap the maximum ROI from the crowd, and all the examples 
we have seen in this chapter are added cases that help reinforce that 
crowdsourced testing is indeed possible even with the tight constraints 
that most projects operate within.

Did You Know?D-6

The right level of engagement is important not just for internal 
employees, but also for the crowd. Here are three quick takeaways on 
building an effective engagement strategy with the crowd:

Find the area of
"shared value"

Drive a seamless
feedback loop

Involve your
crowd in your

successes
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6
Defect ManageMent in 
crowDsourceD testing

Just because you’ve counted all the trees doesn’t mean you’ve 
seen the forest.

—Anonymous45

The quote very effectively sums up the mind-set of why you need 
crowd testers testing your product and reporting issues. No doubt 
that you may have a very capable test team (be it internal, outsourced, 
or a combination of both). However, the additional test coverage 
that the crowd brings in due to its test expertise, domain know-how, 
or end user representation is of great value add, as we have seen 
in the previous chapters. When it comes to implementation prac-
tices in engaging with a crowd, we saw a core set of best practices 
in Chapter 5. However, given the importance of defect manage-
ment, we decided to dedicate one chapter purely to crowdsourced 
testing defect management. This is an area that can often make or 
break a test team’s relationship with the rest of the product team and 
also impact product quality, either positively or negatively, making 
this a very important area of discussion. We will start off talking 
about some core problems and challenges in any defect manage-
ment effort, and then move on to defect management, specifically in 
the crowdsourced testing space. To promote easier understanding, 
we will organize this chapter as a series of questions and answers, 
anticipating the questions you all may have as readers.

What Is Defect Management?

A tester testing a product or an application, reporting defects, and 
regressing fixed issues is often considered to be doing defect manage-
ment. But in a tester’s role this is only one part of the overall defect 
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management cycle. This is a very important piece, because the filed 
defect is what initiates the entire defect management cycle. The defect 
then flows from filing to triage to fixing (if the bug has been accepted 
for a fix) to sanity testing at the developer’s end to regression at the 
tester’s end, before the defect’s life is complete. Another important 
step could also be to create test cases specific to this defect if it does 
not map to an existing test case. This due diligence from the tester 
helps ensure the defect has been addressed fully, including consider-
ing it for subsequent milestones and releases, by including the new 
test as part of the regression suite. Pictorially, this life cycle is shown 
in Figure 6.1.

What Are Some Core Challenges in Defect 
Management in a Product Team?

Defect management is an important cord that ties the entire team 
together. As previously mentioned, it can either make or break not 
just the quality of the product, but also the team’s morale and bonding 

NEW

ACCEPT

Developer
accepts bug

Developer
fixes bug

Developer
accepts bug

Issue is
resolved

Issue is
not fixed

Reporter verifies
the solution

Bug is reopened

NEEDINFO

REOPEN VERIFIED

RESOLVED Verified: Program
Management

Triage team
confirm bug fix

Figure 6.1 Defect management life cycle.19
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among themselves. Defect management is thus a product team’s task 
as a whole and not just that of the test team, although the test team 
has a larger share to play.

From an implementation level, the challenges are often around:

 1. Establishing process understanding: Defect management 
calls for the right level of process understanding among the 
entire product team. In most teams, a process may not have 
even been defined, which can lead to a lot of chaos, when each 
team player follows his own processes. Defect management 
is a life cycle that calls for a very detailed implementation 
plan that the entire product team needs to understand. This is 
critical because bugs are filed not just by testers. Oftentimes, 
there are others, including the developers themselves, who file 
defects, and it is important for everyone to understand what 
the processes are to maintain consistency in the defect man-
agement life cycle.

 2. Implementing the defined processes consistently: Just  having 
an implementation plan is not sufficient. In most teams, the 
challenge is around consistently adhering to the defined pro-
cesses. The team has to buy in to the  usefulness of the processes, 
which will help successfully roll them out. Oftentimes, teams 
start off with a bang and very soon start drifting away from 
the defined limits, especially when  multiple disciplines across 
geographies are expected to use them.

 3. Making the right decisions in a proactive manner as an 
individual and as a group: While processes are a defined 
set of guidelines to help bring consistency and discipline 
into the implementation plan, team members need to use 
their individual decision-making capabilities in specific 
scenarios rather than sticking to guidelines to the T. This 
is more of a challenge when teams are working remotely 
and decisions need to be made on the fly. For instance, a 
triage team (that reviews bugs and decides on the course 
of action) may be running lean on a given day. The per-
son who is around will have to make the right decision 
on behalf of the team, taking into account the interests of 
the entire product team and, more importantly, the quality 
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of the product under development. Similarly, a tester who 
is working remotely has to be judicious on what to include 
in a bug, whether to club a few issues together, and make 
his own call rather than completely relying on the process 
guideline.

 4. Maintaining thoroughness in filing defects: This is an 
important step in defect management. The entire team has 
to understand what needs to be included in a defect to make 
it precise and complete yet not overwhelming to the reader. 
This is a skill that is developed over time taking into account 
what the group needs and the group’s working style. As a 
person who is reporting the defect, though, one has to think 
through to see what the reader as well as the developer (who 
fixes the bug) will need, to include them proactively. For 
example, if I am working remotely, would including a video 
of the defect reproduction make it easier for the team to see 
the issue rather than just providing a series of written steps/
instructions to follow? While finding defects calls for special 
skills, thoroughness in defect filing and subsequent manage-
ment goes a long way in differentiating a top-notch tester 
from the rest.

 5. Sticking to a prompt and timely handshake in handling 
defects: It is becoming increasingly important in the best 
interest of the product and the team to have timelines and 
service level agreements (SLAs) around timelines in defect 
management included in the process guidelines. The team 
has to be disciplined in following them too, as in the absence 
of such discipline, there could be instances where an action 
is pending on a certain person that is holding up the entire 
defect management process. Say, for instance, the developer 
has fixed the bug while the tester has not taken the time to 
regress it; the process all of a sudden is halted due to the 
dependency on a single individual, which again affects both 
the product quality and the team’s morale. While processes 
can build in some flexibility to accommodate the team’s 
dynamics, a rigid SLA is often important to ensure prompt-
ness and a smooth handshake among team members in defect 
management.
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From a team psychology standpoint, the challenges are around:

 1. Bringing in a personal element to defect management 
and losing objectivity: The product team often is very 
attached to every defect that it files. A team that is not sea-
soned and mature can quickly lose objectivity around defect 
reporting and can take every bug very personally. A tes-
ter might feel offended if a bug he reported is not taken 
up for a fix. A developer might feel discouraged looking 
at bugs in his module and may take them personally as a 
representation of his bad work on the product develop-
ment side. A  requirements bug might offend the business 
team since it defined the requirements. At all levels, even 
people with several years of experience might sometimes 
lose sight of the big picture and take defect management 
to a totally personal level, which is very detrimental to the 
product quality and team morale. The triage team herein 
plays a very important role in ensuring that the right checks 
and balances are in place on an ongoing basis, and that the 
team maintains objectivity in the overall defect manage-
ment process. For instance, if a defect has not been taken 
up for a fix, the tester needs to understand the constraints 
within which the triage team made a decision, rather than 
 looking  at it  as  a  personal offense to him and the defect 
he filed.

 2. Considering defect management as an overhead: Given 
the steps involved in defect management, especially setting 
up a triage team and ensuring it meets regularly at varying 
frequencies, depending on the stage in the product life cycle 
and the commitment it takes from several team members to 
get this engine running smoothly, the team may soon lose 
its motivation and see this exercise as an overhead. This is 
all the more true when the filed defects lack clarity, are false 
alarms, the reporters get very defensive about their bugs, etc. 
The test and product management team herein need to step in 
to ensure the process is foolproof and, at the same time, not 
very overwhelming for the participants to maximize on the 
return on investment (ROI).
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Is Defect Management Any Different in a Crowdsourced Test Effort?

While the concept of defect management and the core practices 
remain the same even in a crowdsourced test effort, there are some 
differences one needs to keep in mind. The differences mainly stem 
from the following areas:

 1. A possible remote location of the crowd testers: Unless an 
internal crowd in the same location of the core team is lever-
aged, in most cases even when the company’s own employees 
form the crowd team, they are located remotely from the core 
project team. Defect management calls for its own discipline 
and rigor, which makes it more challenging to enforce in a 
crowd test effort.

 2. Crowd testers are not bound by the internal defect 
 management processes: There is no legal binding in engag-
ing with the crowd except for a nondisclosure agreement 
(NDA) that is signed in some cases. Defect management 
processes that are enforced on an internal team are difficult 
to enforce with an external crowd because of this reason. 
That said, the crowd that is participating is a motivated 
crowd that comes in to test due to its loyalty, commitment, 
and sometimes money that it gets from you. So, its mem-
bers may be willing to leverage the existing defect manage-
ment processes to help you and themselves with a smooth 
testing cycle.

 3. Crowd testers are not always exposed to defects filed by 
 others: An internal team has complete access to the defect 
management system. They are able to see not just their defects, 
but also defects filed by others, the complete resolution cycle, 
the history of the issue, past co-relations from other mile-
stones, if any, etc., helping the tester get a 360-degree view 
into defects, the processes, the level of details he needs, and 
any other customized information. However, these are details 
the crowd tester often lacks. In most cases, the crowd may 
not even be able to see bugs filed by others in the same mod-
ule that they may be testing. Bear in mind, while you may 
want to do this to maintain complete confidentiality in the 
process of working with the crowd, this will lead to a lot of 
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overhead (for both the crowd and the triage team) in dealing 
with duplicate and known issues leading to unwanted false 
alarms. This not only increases the team’s overhead, but also 
brings down everyone’s morale, including their confidence on 
the value of a crowdsourced testing effort. So, even if the full 
system is not exposed to the crowd, it makes sense to partially 
expose a relevant section of defects to help the crowd under-
stand the system and its quality better, along with reducing 
the chances of duplicate and other invalid defects.

 4. Lack of crowd’s representation in the triage team: A tri-
age team that reviews defects and resolves them usually has 
representation from across teams, including the test team. 
As a best practice, it is usually recommended to have  testers 
sit in on these triage meetings on a rotational basis so they 
are exposed to the processes, the discussions, and the expec-
tations of the triage team. This not only helps the tester rep-
resent the test team in the triage meeting, but also helps 
him improve his own performance. Getting a chance to sit 
on these triage meetings is a great exposure for everyone, 
including the tester. Since this is a very internal process, the 
crowd does not get to be part of the triage process, unless 
it is a very select crowd (like a private beta) where a sepa-
rate triage could be done for the crowd’s bugs. While we 
want to maintain as much independence as possible in a 
crowd tester’s workflow to bring in as much value as pos-
sible, the internal team has to empathize that they often 
work with very little background on the processes, product, 
and other defects, and that they should help in possible ways 
to empower them to succeed. If this means sharing known 
issues, top issues of the month, high-level expectations of 
the triage team, a quick view into the triage process, etc., via 
a limited dashboard view, they should take the time to do so 
early in the engagement cycle.

 5. Lack of a formal closure on defects filed by the crowd: 
While most teams see the value in getting the crowd’s feed-
back, whether through a formal test cycle or through sur-
veys, they are often not diligent enough to close the loop with 
them on the status of defects. Not doing so puts the crowd at 
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a disadvantage of not getting a full view into the defects they 
filed. More importantly, it puts the core product team at a dis-
advantage of not being disciplined about its defect manage-
ment process and potentially adversely impacting the crowd’s 
morale and involvement too.

While most of these differences pose additional challenges in 
defect management in engaging with the crowd, the creativity it 
brings in, in the defects it files, including the true end user repre-
sentation, is totally worth the additional overhead. All it calls for is a 
slightly different thought process to understand how the crowd works 
and aligning the defect management process to help it succeed rather 
than using the same internal defect management processes. We will 
look at some of these implementation practices in the next couple of 
sections.

What Can Go Wrong If Defect Management Is Not 
Effective Specific to Crowdsourced Testing?

Defect management is an art and science. It is a science to the extent 
that it needs specific processes and protocols to maintain a consistent 
workflow. It is an art to the extent that outside of the core defined pro-
cesses, it needs the entire team’s creativity and smartness in making 
decisions on the fly, to derive value from the core defect management 
workflow to benefit the quality of the product. The team as a whole 
needs to understand this, and when defect management is not effec-
tive (whether from a process, process implementation, or team buy-
in standpoint), the quality of both the product and the team morale 
takes a severe hit. From a crowdsourced test effort angle, since an 
external entity, i.e., the crowd, is involved, if defect management is 
not a planned and thought-out exercise, it may impact the entire team 
and the crowd from the following angles:

 1. More chaos, especially since the crowd’s identity is not very 
visible to everyone on the team

 2. More duplicate issues and false alarms
 3. Increased overhead and iterations, including communication 

challenges
 4. Decreased motivation levels for everyone
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 5. Slips in product timelines and cost elements
 6. A de-motivated crowd that might disintegrate from the test-

ing effort
 7. Complex triage meetings with random discussions

Can I Leverage Best Practices in Defect Management from 
a Formal Testing Effort in My Crowdsourced Testing?

To a large extent, best practices from an internal defect management 
effort can be extended to a crowdsourced test effort too. The point to 
keep in mind is that some customization is needed when compared to 
an internal defect management workflow, and the process cannot be 
leveraged completely as is. As a byline, the mantra should be keep it 
simple. The crowd is often helping out in your test effort because of its 
commitment and brand loyalty, or for fun, or for some small monetary 
gains. Also, given that its members do not have complete visibility 
into your product, do not complicate the process for them. See if you 
can give them a simple dashboard to make their defect management 
workflow more manageable and customized, where they can see the 
bugs they have filed, their statuses, and also a list of known issues and 
existing defects that they can look into before reporting their bugs.

Communicate on an ongoing basis: Communication is the key. 
The person driving the crowd effort should be in touch with 
the crowd members, either 1:1 or on group conference calls, 
especially if they do not have access to the common defect 
database due to confidentiality reasons. Also, since the crowd 
is not part of the defect triage process, ongoing communica-
tion is very important to help its members understand specific 
scenarios where their bugs were not accepted for a fix.

Brief them on the defect management process and triage 
expectations: This is important so that you are not enforcing 
it on them. This, again, may be an additional overhead, but 
will go a long way in setting the right expectations and help 
them understand your internal challenges. Create a shorter 
version (a 1- or 2-page) guideline to help them file defects 
consistently and establish core protocols around defect filing 
and regression.
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Be prompt in following up on the crowd’s bugs: As discussed 
previously, sometimes the team is busy in its core  day-to-day 
activities, and since it does not directly meet the crowd, it 
may not work on its defects on priority. However, we have 
already seen how this might affect the crowd’s motivation 
and also impact product quality adversely. So, as a best prac-
tice, the internal team should set aside time to work on the 
crowd’s defects on a prompt basis, realizing that it is a mutual 
handshake in successfully wading through the defects in 
enhancing product quality, especially when  working with 
the crowd.

Are Defect Tracking and Measurement Important 
in Crowdsourced Testing Too?

“You can’t manage what you don’t measure.”46 This quote very effec-
tively conveys the message of this section. Defect tracking, along 
 specific metrics and measuring the team’s performance based on those 
metrics, is critical to understanding product quality, how the team is 
performing (not just the test team, but across disciplines), and look 
for improvement areas overall. It also gives indicators on which mod-
ules need more testing focus, where additional resources need to be 
dedicated, who are some of the best performers on the team, etc. The 
test management team makes its sign-off call based on measures and 
associated metrics, of which defect management is a core piece. Given 
that defect tracking and measurement are so critical in a formal test 
effort, their importance automatically permeates into a crowdsourced 
test effort too. While we understand that a crowd test effort is not as 
formal as an internal focused test effort, we know that the crowd can 
be an internal crowd, domain experts, testers, or end users. So, while 
not all of the same metrics will be useful, metrics around the fol-
lowing areas are definitely valuable in understanding the value from 
the crowd test effort, who are the crowd users who are faring bet-
ter than the others, and determining what kind of payments need to 
be given to varied crowd users based on performance, what areas to 
leverage crowd testing for, whether the implementation plan is effec-
tive or not, etc. Again, the goal is to subtly and selectively introduce 
whatever internal practices are being followed to the crowd such that 
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the value is reaped without randomizing any of the entities involved. 
The  following metrics are definitely very useful in a crowd test effort 
and are worth sharing selectively with the crowd to help them under-
stand how they are faring:

 1. Bugs per tester versus valid bugs per tester (herein, if the 
crowd is not exposed to the existing defect database, you 
should not account for duplicate bugs as invalid bugs)

 2. Number of valid bugs per tester by priority and severity
 3. A rating around the level of detail and articulation provided 

by the tester since he or she works remotely
 4. Measures around the real end user value brought to the table 

(which is one of the biggest reasons to crowd test your work)
 5. Measures around time taken to manage a defect (from filing 

all the way to closure) to understand both the tester and the 
internal team’s promptness

As a person who drives the crowd test effort, one should keep in 
mind that while tracking defects and measuring them are important 
in crowdsourced testing too, the goals are very different here. You 
are not striving to improve the performance of the tester. Your goal 
is primarily to focus on enhancing product quality, look for process 
improvements, if any, use the results to see if the internal team can 
do better in any way, and understand who among the crowd is faring 
better than the others so you can motivate, recognize, and remunerate 
them (if money is involved in your crowd testing effort) better. As a 
side benefit, when you do these, the crowd tester’s individual perfor-
mance is also often enhanced.

Are There Any Case Studies to Help Understand Crowdsourced 
Testing Defect Management in Real Time?

In the example we discussed in Chapter 5, where we took on an internal 
crowdsourced testing effort of our crowd platform, at QA InfoTech, 
the testing cycle lasted for only 2.5 hours, but the defect manage-
ment process we undertook therein definitely has good practices that 
one can leverage and take back to his or her own work environment. 
As a quick recap, we hosted a crowdsourced test contest inviting 
our employees to register for participating in the  testing effort of a 
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crowdsourcing platform we built. The   registration money was used 
to distribute the prize money among our  employees. We  had over 
200 employees sign up and report over 3000 issues in about 2.5 hours 
time. Some best practices before, during, and after this crowd test 
event, which will be useful to look at, include:

 1. Create a simple document sharing defect logging guidelines, 
access mechanisms, and rules for the crowd testing event.

 2. Communicate regularly with the testers during the event, to 
keep them informed of progress, but not randomizing them 
or overwhelming them with details.

 3. Assemble a small team that is available to answer any ques-
tions from the crowd, on the spot.

 4. Follow the same guidelines regardless of whether the tester is 
an entry-level employee or a CxO in the organization.

 5. Ensure prompt communication soon after the event, on the 
event details, how many bugs were logged, and how many 
participated, along with updates on when to expect results.

 6. Hold immediate triage meetings to sift through the 3000+ 
bugs while the issues are still fresh in the eyes of the internal 
evaluation team.

 7. Define clear criteria up front on how bugs will be ranked.
 8. Maintain transparency with the crowd on defect statistics and 

evaluation criteria.
 9. Announce results within 3–4 days of the event to show 

that the internal team values the crowd’s bugs as well as is 
determined to address them seriously in improving product 
quality.

Since this was a crowdsourced test contest, the team was very 
aggressive and transparent in the above-mentioned activities. If this 
is the level of activity that is required for a 2.5-hour crowd test effort, 
one can only imagine what it would take in an ongoing crowd test 
effort. Understanding that crowdsourced test effort calls for diligent 
planning and implementation in all areas, including defect manage-
ment, and that customization is required rather than sticking to the 
core internal practices will go a long way in ensuring a smooth defect 
life cycle that enhances product quality as well as holding the team’s 
(including the crowd) motivation high.
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Did You Know?D-7

Determining the right crowd size is important from the  standpoints 
of both the diversity of defects you are looking for and defect man-
agement. Adding more crowd testers will most definitely yield a 
greater number of bugs, but will most often also increase the num-
ber of duplicate and invalid defects, unless you have a clear defect 
management strategy to keep the crowd informed on existing 
defects and your defect management protocols keep such counts 
under control. But then again, you want your crowd to be as inde-
pendent as possible from your core internal processes to empower it 
work at its creative best. This is thus a tough call to make in reality, 
which you will master with experience and the right understand-
ing of your crowd’s background. There is one study that analyzed 
this problem and summarized that five testers each with 2 hours of 
testing time reported 71% more defects than one tester testing for 
9.8 hours. The study also showed the high count of duplicate and 
invalid bugs from a group of 130 students that were brought in for 
testing (as seen in Figure 6.2), highlighting the importance of and 
need for a  thought-through defect management strategy in engaging 
with a large crowd.
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Figure 6.2 Relationship of crowd size and defects.
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7
Win Your Team’s 

supporT in implemenTing 
CroWdsourCed TesTing

People who work together will win, whether it be against  complex 
football defences, or the problems of modern society.

—Vince Lombardi20

Nothing can really be achieved without support of and buy-in from 
the team. A stakeholder team is a group that impacts or is impacted by 
the activities of a given project. The core product team is often a part 
of the stakeholder group, but in addition, the senior management, 
executive management, and users may also be part of the stakeholder 
group. Since, for our discussion here, the team is also part of the 
stakeholder community, we will mainly look at winning the team and 
project sponsors’ support. Anytime anything external to the team is 
brought in, there is always resistance. It is important to see this resis-
tance in a healthy spirit, so as to promote discussions around what 
is right for the project and determine implementation practices that 
will best meet the project’s specific needs. Crowdsourced testing is 
no exception to this belief, where organizations have and continue 
to face resistance for bringing in the external crowd at varied levels. 
And unless the team driving the crowdsourced testing effort works 
on understanding where the resistance is originating from, what the 
resistance or concern areas are, it will not be able to work on solutions. 
So, as the first step, start identifying the concerns, do your home-
work on what the solutions need to be, try out a few solutions on 
the ground, ensure you have addressed all concerns, and then meet 
the stakeholders on an ongoing basis to ensure you are in sync with 
them. While at a high level, stakeholder concerns on crowdsourced 
testing are very similar to the challenges of crowdsourced testing that 
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we discussed earlier, it is worth looking at them again at this time to 
ensure our solutions map to the identified concerns.

Even before we look at what their concerns are, let’s look at the 
definition of a stakeholder and see who all fits in this group. As men-
tioned at the start of this chapter, a stakeholder is someone who 
impacts or is impacted by a project’s tasks. He could include:21

 1. Internal entities:
 a. Your core execution team—aka project team
 b. Your project sponsors, including your immediate manage-

ment and senior/executive management
 c. Other groups in your organization that are interested or 

have a vested interest in your project
 2. External entities:
 a. Shareholders
 b. End users
 c. Suppliers
 d. Community at large
 e. Government
 f. Social groups (nonprofit organizations)

Of this set, not all of them might be relevant stakeholders that 
you  need to care about in your current project. Identifying the set 
that you need to care about is important, and once that happens, you 
are not only going to work on winning their support for this project, 
but are mainly going to work on winning their trust for the concept of 
crowdsourced testing as a whole.

Even before we look at winning stakeholder’s support specific to 
crowdsourced testing, at a generic level, how would you go about 
this process, especially in the current-day world where time and 
resources are often limited? Jo Ann Sweeney22 has written a nice 
post on this,  basing her model on Bill Quirke’s theory and book, 
The Communications Escalator (Figure 7.1).

This model talks about working with stakeholders all the way from 
creating awareness to helping them understand the situation at hand, 
winning their support, getting them involved, and reaching the final 
stage of getting their full-fledged commitment for your project. With 
this initial understanding, if you read through the rest of the chapter, 
you will be able to understand why stakeholders might resist to your 
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crowdsourced testing effort, and how you can build a step-by-step 
process to ultimately win their commitment.

At a very broad level, their concerns are around the implemen-
tation aspects (including the overhead and security) and the softer 
aspects of team motivation. More specifically, stakeholder’s concerns 
are around:

 1. The additional value that the crowd is said to bring in—
especially when they have heavily invested in a core team 
internally and possibly an outsourced test team too: This is 
more so the case when the team brings in the crowd just to 
supplement the internal testing team’s bandwidth.

 2. Additional management overhead to be expended on this 
effort: This is a valid concern that we have already discussed 
and also considered how to address, in our earlier section on 
crowdsourced testing challenges and implementation. This is 
an important point to consider in planning a crowdsourced 
test effort, as it is not a “throw over the fence and the work 
will get done” situation. It needs careful planning and imple-
mentation efforts from the internal team.

 3. Product’s intellectual property (IP),  confidentiality, pri-
vacy, and antipiracy requirements: This is typically the 
major cause of concern for stakeholders, as they fear that 
bringing in external entities will impact the product’s privacy 
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Figure 7.1 The communications escalator in working your way up with stakeholders.
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requirements and eat into the confidentiality requirements, 
especially when they have no control over the crowd that tests 
the product. This is especially true in the case of larger crowd 
efforts involving the public at large (public beta), where there 
could even be competitors spying to see what your offerings 
are. We looked at this from an earlier challenge and a solution 
standpoint, but you cannot overlook this when working with 
your stakeholders. Also, they have concerns around piracy. 
What if the crowd takes a commercial license to test the soft-
ware but unethically continues to use it for its needs after the 
testing time frame? Have you thought about activation peri-
ods to ensure licenses are valid only for the required periods 
of time?

 4. Adverse impact on the internal team’s motivation levels: 
If the right level of understanding is not established, one of 
the more serious repercussions of engaging the crowd is a 
de-motivated internal team. This de-motivation stems from 
the insecurity and sense of threat that their roles are in dan-
ger due to the crowd involvement. This could lead not just 
to team de-motivation, but also to team attrition. This is 
enough cause for concern for stakeholders, as they do not 
want to do anything that would impact their core internal 
team and the stability therein. So, even if they know that 
this can be worked around, it takes a lot of convincing to 
show the value of crowd testing that they are willing to take 
the extra effort to engage with the testers and work toward a 
peaceful balance between the internal testing team and the 
crowd testing team.

 5. The guarantee of the quality of test effort? Will crowd test-
ing not randomize the overall test findings and requirements 
of the test strategy? This is yet another concern we already 
talked about earlier. There is truth to this, where, unless 
planned for effectively, the crowd’s test efforts and results can 
randomize the internal test management, leading to more 
chaos than the value they derive. This is a striking concern for 
stakeholders, as they do not want this randomization impact-
ing the product’s overall quality and sign-off schedule. Also, 
the internal team has been carefully trained along the quality 
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requirements of this specific organization. How it can expect 
the same level of quality from an external crowd that it has no 
have control over is one of its core concerns.

You may realize that most of these concerns are ones that we 
already discussed earlier on. And if so, the solutions were also dis-
cussed as part of Chapter 5, when we talked about implementing 
crowdsourced testing. If so, can we not leverage the same in win-
ning the team’s support and the stakeholder’s support? Let’s address 
this from two angles. How do I work on winning my core team’s 
support and then the stakeholders’ (in this case, the project sponsors 
and executive management’s support)? This needs to be a methodical 
process taken up step-by-step, which is what we will discuss in the 
next two sections:

Winning the product team’s support: As a product team, you 
have diverse roles, including the business team, the marketing 
team, the design team, the development team, the test team, 
and the build and operations team, to name some of the core 
ones. The team that is probably impacted the most by getting 
the crowd to test is the test team. It will need to collabo-
rate with the crowd testers in a sense that it does not directly 
talk to them, but will have to see what areas are assigned to 
the two teams to ensure there isn’t duplication (in some areas 
alone, a planned duplication may be accounted for to bring 
in extra test coverage), see how defect management is being 
handled, and help the development with any defects filed by 
the crowd where extra troubleshooting and debugging may be 
needed. So, the test team incurs a lot more overhead in engag-
ing with the crowd than anyone else. They are also the ones 
who are more confused about the delineation in roles between 
theirs and the crowd, creating a sense of insecurity about their 
jobs, now that an external entity is at play. So first, the team 
driving the crowdsourced test effort and the test management 
team will have to very clearly explain to the test team the fol-
lowing points:

 1. Crowdsourced testing is a supplemental effort to the core 
testing effort. It is not a stand-alone effort that will replace 
internal testing.
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 2. There are specific areas, such as the ones we discussed 
earlier on around what not to crowd test, that make it 
clear that such areas are core specializations of the formal 
test team. Areas where the crowd is leveraged to test are 
largely not going to eat into the formal test team’s piece of 
the pie.

 3. The crowd is often brought in for its end user experience 
or domain skills (including specific language skills), and 
sometimes to augment an internal test team’s bandwidth.

  When the test management team takes the time to explain 
these to the formal test team, its sense of insecurity and feel-
ing threatened goes down. Rather, it emerges with a sense 
of empowerment to ensure it extend its support to the crowd 
team in possible ways to help improve the quality of the prod-
uct under test.

  Similarly, while extra overhead from a crowd testing effort 
cannot be avoided, as long as the team understands that addi-
tional bandwidth will be set aside, for specific people to drive 
this effort, and it is made to see the benefits of bringing in the 
crowd, the team’s concerns can be easily alleviated. But as in 
most solutions, this is not a one-time effort. On an ongoing 
basis the team needs to be involved in understanding any new 
concerns, how the model is working out, and determine any 
newer solutions that are needed.

Winning the project sponsors’ support: We already looked 
at the concerns that project sponsors typically have, and 
that a planned step-by-step process is needed in winning 
their support. The flow shown in Figure  7.2 is a good 
approach in winning project sponsors’ support, which can 
then be mildly customized as required to meet an  individual 
team’s needs.

  As we look through each of them, in greater detail:
 1. Identify stakeholders, prioritize them, and engage 

early: Who constitutes the stakeholder group varies 
from one company to another, from one team to another 
within the same company and even between releases in 
the same team. So, as a first step, identify your stake-
holders specific to the project at hand. Clearly winning 
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everyone’s  support may not always be possible. Prioritize 
your stakeholders and determine whose support matters 
the most for your project at this given time so you know 
where to expend your efforts. Also, engaging early on 
is important. At this stage quality goals are still being 
established. This will give you an opportunity to hear 
their concerns early on and address them in your qual-
ity strategy, rather than involving them much later in 
the game when changes are more difficult to make and 
expensive to manage.

 2. Walk through the test strategy and understand their 
concerns: At this stage, do not assume that your project 
sponsors know what crowdsourced testing is. They proba-
bly have a very narrow view and understanding of it, which 
is why there are probably concerned. Explain all manifes-
tations of crowdsourced testing, which one you plan to 
use, and how it will benefit your project. As you do this, 
very carefully observe and make note of what their con-
cerns are specific to crowdsourced testing, which will help 

Identify
stakeholders;

prioritize them;
engage early

Walk through
the test strategy
and understand
their concerns

Communicate
regularly

Explain
solutions

Undertake pilot
if needed 

Figure 7.2 Winning your stakeholders’ support to crowdsource your testing effort.
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you build your solution to address them. Acknowledge the 
concerns they describe and explain to them that this will 
be a supplement to the core testing effort.

 3. Explain solutions: Tell them that you have built this 
as an educated model. You have thought through which 
model of crowdsourced testing will work for your proj-
ect, the what, when, and how of crowdsourced testing, 
along with learnings from past success and failure stories. 
This will give them the confidence that you have done your 
homework, and that you are not jumping into it based on 
the market hype for the model. Present the checks and bal-
ances you have put together to ensure neutrality in adopt-
ing the model, explain that you have carefully analyzed 
all their concerns, and ensure there are mapping solutions 
to alleviate them. Present the one-to-one or one-to-many 
mapping to show that every concern of theirs will be miti-
gated by one or more solutions, which will help them not 
only feel more secure, but also gradually start seeing the 
value of crowdsourced testing.

 4. Undertake a pilot if needed: While it is understandable 
that crowdsourced testing in itself demands extra efforts, 
and that doing a pilot is only going to add more overhead 
up front, the value from it often surpasses the effort put 
in. A pilot very strongly helps in two ways. It is an imple-
mented proof for the stakeholders that this model will 
work for their project, along with seeing how the effort 
will work on a larger scale, and that their concerns have 
been taken care of. Additionally, it is a tremendous dose 
of positive boost for the person or team driving the crowd-
sourced testing, that the model will work on the project 
and that they are taking the right step forward. This will 
give them practical input on what went well, where more 
focus is needed, what can be done better, areas to watch 
for, etc., to keep in mind for a larger effort, helping them 
get into it with more confidence, data, and experience. So, 
agreed it is additional effort up front, but it often goes a 
long way in implementing a successful longer-term crowd-
sourced testing engagement.
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 5. Ongoing communication: Sometimes, teams take care 
of all the due diligence explained above, up front, but 
miss the element of ongoing communication once they 
get busy with their project routines and tasks. They may 
have accounted for ongoing communication but are just so 
preoccupied that they are unable to take care of it. The test 
management team and, again, the person driving  the 
crowdsourced testing effort should definitely watch for 
this and ensure this does not happen. It is important to be 
in touch with the sponsors on a regular basis, stick to the 
predefined communication protocols (yet flexibly making 
changes on the go based on what you see on the ground), 
and keep them informed of the good, bad, and ugly of the 
crowdsourced testing effort. Also, do not assume that your 
stakeholders identified earlier on are still the same set of 
people you need to track. Stakeholders often change, and 
the newer set of people may have a completely different set 
of priorities, concerns, and wants and may not align with 
what you identified early on. This is inevitable in project 
management, and it is in your and your crowdsourced 
testing effort’s best interest for you to stay on top of your 
current set of stakeholders on an ongoing basis.

One may be an expert in project management, including global 
team management of both geographically distributed teams and an 
outsourced team that you are working with. However, a crowdsourced 
test effort is a ball game of its own. You are dealing with an external 
entity with whom you may not have interacted, you do not have any 
formal agreement with, and whose interest levels in your project may 
be short-lived if it is not adequately motivated and challenged. At 
the same time, you have internal challenges to handle, dealing with 
your own product team and stakeholders, as we saw above. One may 
even wonder, given all these complexities at hand, if it is even worth 
taking up a crowdsourced testing effort. As we have seen in several 
of the past chapters, the value of crowdsourced testing is enormous. 
It is a need of the day in most product development efforts. If you 
carefully weigh your returns to the challenges at hand, you will be 
able to determine whether crowdsourced testing makes sense for your 
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project or not. In most cases, the question is not really about whether 
it makes sense—it is more about where and when it does make sense. 
Choose the right person to drive the crowdsourced testing in your 
team, who is able to take on this objective analysis and take back his 
findings to the  decision makers in building a custom crowdsourced 
testing effort that your team will benefit from. This is a person who 
not only understands the product, the technology, and can handle 
the crowd’s product  queries, but more importantly, a   person with 
core traits around successful people management (including working 
through the expectations of various entities at various levels, includ-
ing the executive  management team),  communication, and who can 
instill a positive work culture between the internal team and the 
crowd. Once such a person or a team is  identified, you are well on 
your way to succeeding in your  crowdsourced testing effort, not only 
from a core implementation angle, but also from the team support 
and empowerment angles, to make this project a reality and suc-
cess. This is a person who understands that without the support of 
stakeholders, crowdsourced testing will fail even in areas where it can 
otherwise succeed. Thus, this person assumes the role of a crowd-
sourced testing leader to make this project happen with the support 
of stakeholders and at the end of the day. This is a person who, as 
summarized by Napoleon Bonaparte, is “a Leader who is a Dealer 
in Hope.”47

Did You Know?D-9

We have seen in Chapter 5 when to use crowdsourced testing, where 
to use it, and how to carefully implement it. The same points extend 
to the larger umbrella of crowdsourcing too. While crowdsourcing 
continues to be an educated decision that not all stakeholders imme-
diately buy in to, we are seeing increasing examples of how organiza-
tions are using crowdsourcing for a range of activities that would have 
been very tightly coupled to the internal teams even a few years back. 
Here’s one such example of how General Mills is using crowdsourcing 
for myriad activities:

General Mills has created the General Mills Worldwide Innovation 
Network (G-WIN) to aggressively get innovative and creative ideas 
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from the crowdsourced community across its range of products. 
Such a plan encompasses ideas for:

 1. New products that align with the General Mills brand
 2. Packaging of existing and new products
 3. Enhancements to manufacturing, service, or marketing 

processes
 4. Ingredient recommendations for food products
 5. Technology recommendations for General Mills IT processes
 6. Ideas for improving the organization’s digital efficiencies and 

performance

The G-WIN open call is fairly open in that anyone can get to 
the website and submit their suggestions via the “Submit a Novel 
Proposal” link. If this is the kind of feedback the company is elicit-
ing from the community at large, one can imagine the tremendous 
support it must have from the internal stakeholders in this initiative.
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8
Let’s Understand 

CrowdsoUrCed testing 
HoListiCaLLy

And in the absence of facts, myth rushes in, the kudzu of history.

—Stacy Schiff 23

Cleopatra: A Life24

Myths, which are beliefs or ideas often considered to be false, are 
 omnipresent. They exist in every subject area or discipline; software 
testing and specifically crowdsourced testing are no exceptions. 
Since  external entities are often involved in crowdsourced testing, 
the concept is still new and is in its naïve implementation stages, and 
the industry and the user base at large hold a lot of myths on this 
subject. These will continue to exist until the subject on crowdsourced 
testing gains maturity and gets industry-wide acceptance. To be able 
to reach such a state, ongoing practice and implementation in possible 
ways and forms within projects are important. As someone who has 
read through the last seven chapters of this book, this is an important 
chapter for you from two aspects:

 1. Understand myths related to every chapter from the  standpoint 
of differentiating what is a myth and what is a fact. By now, 
you would be able to do this yourself given the understanding 
of crowdsourced testing you have built. As we do this, we will 
also briefly summarize every chapter in about two to three 
sentences, which will help you refresh the entire book’s read-
ing through these short synopses.

 2. Understand what career options exist for a tester or, for that 
matter, anyone who is a user or a domain expert who wants 
to spend their time and effort in testing a product the crowd-
sourced way.
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Chapter 1: Introducing the Crowd

The core of this chapter was to introduce you to who forms the 
crowd, with the message that the crowd is not a new phenomenon. 
It has existed for a long time, and so has the concept of crowdsourc-
ing. It is just that it has gotten a lot of attention in recent years, 
since it was officially baptized, helping it gain status as an industry-
recognized terminology.

Myth 1: As crowdsourcing is widely used these days even by 
software companies, only people in the software industry can 
be part of the crowd.

Facts: While it is true that people from the software industry can 
also be part of a crowd, it is a complete myth that only they 
can be part of the crowd. The very fact that you engage the 
crowd because of its end user mind-set, questioning nature, 
analytical skills, or subject matter expertise makes anyone 
from the community at large a target candidate to participate 
in crowdsourcing. It is true that in crowdsourced develop-
ment, programming knowledge is often inevitable, but it is 
far from truth that for crowdsourcing at large you need to be 
part of the software industry.

Chapter 2: An Overview into Crowdsourcing

In this chapter, we took a big leap in helping you understand what 
is crowdsourcing, what the various forms of crowdsourcing are, 
what is crowdsourced testing, and where it fits in to the crowd-
sourcing umbrella along with a lot of examples. We talked about 
how crowdsourcing has a very simple meaning, yet is very power-
ful, and that it can span across company types (products, services), 
scales, technologies, domains, and can be done even internal to an 
organization, as long as you understand your crowd’s motivating 
 factors, to be associated with you. One common myth the industry 
holds is that crowdsourcing and outsourcing are one and the same. 
We  looked at this elaborately, covering both areas of similarities 
and  differences, helping you get a full picture of the two. So we will 
look at another  myth here from the standpoint of crowdsourced 
testing’s definition.
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Myth 2: Crowdsourced testing can be done only through formal 
business models and organizations that provide crowdsourced 
testing services.

Facts: The model defined in this myth is also a valid form of 
 crowdsourced testing. Let us take our own case. At QA InfoTech, 
we have a formal practice around crowdsourced testing, and any 
external user can come register with us to take on crowdsourced 
testing. The myth here is around the use of the word only. You 
need to understand that this is not the only form in which 
crowdsourced testing can be implemented. It can be successfully 
arranged by an organization that is inviting end users for crowd 
testing wherein they directly interact with the crowd without 
involving any interim entities. The crowd test team can be inter-
nal to the organization or can be an end user base or a team 
of domain experts, where the organization believes in a simple 
fact that crowdsourced testing is bringing in the community at 
large to test your product and provide feedback. That said, when 
you reach out to organizations that provide crowdsourced test-
ing as a service, especially to connect with the community, the 
process may be simpler, as they already have a platform to take 
on crowdsourced testing and have a database of crowd users that 
they can connect with quickly.

Chapter 3: Why Leverage the Crowd for Software Testing?

In this chapter we started looking closely at software quality  assurance 
and testing, understanding where software quality stands today and 
why we specifically need additional solutions like crowdsourced test-
ing in the current day. We also looked at each and every test area to 
see where crowdsourced testing is more feasible and successful than 
in other areas, helping us understand that crowdsourced testing is not 
applicable for all test areas or types.

Myth 3: Crowdsourcing is possible only in software testing and 
not in software development.

Fact: This is not true. Crowdsourcing is equally possible in soft-
ware development as in software testing. Linux is a living testi-
mony of crowdsourced development. Similarly, topcoder.com 
has several examples of crowdsourced development projects 
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that hit the market periodically. Also, all of the best practices 
we have discussed earlier for implementing a crowdsourced 
testing project are equally applicable for crowdsourced devel-
opment too. That said, it is true that crowdsourcing is easier 
and more valuable for crowdsourced testing than for devel-
opment because the crowd in case of testing need not have 
programming knowledge and is often brought in because 
of this end user representation, domain expertise, or testing 
skills. So, there is a larger pool of people to choose from in 
the case of crowdsourced testing compared to crowdsourced 
development.

Chapter 4: Is Crowdsourced Testing a No-Brainer Solution to 
All Quality Problems?

In this chapter we introduced the ground reality around crowdsourced 
testing. We talked about how although the model has great benefits 
and value to bring to the table, it is not a one-stop solution to all 
quality problems, and that it is not even often a stand-alone testing 
solution. It is a supplemental solution that is to be leveraged along-
side core testing or formal testing techniques. We also talked about 
crowdsourced testing challenges and limitations primarily from secu-
rity, implementation, overhead, and stakeholder buy-in standpoints, 
also touching upon what areas should not be considered for crowd-
sourced testing.

Myth 4: The internal test team’s position is often threatened by 
engaging a crowdsourced testing team.

Fact: Like in the past, when the industry was new to outsourcing, 
a common belief now is that if crowdsourced testers gain entry 
into a testing group, they would slowly penetrate deep enough 
to threaten the positioning of the core internal test team. This 
is a complete myth, and there is no truth to it. In fact, if done 
the right way, the core test team can really be empowered to 
succeed in their roles as well as help the crowd test team suc-
ceed, creating a win-win situation for all entities as well as the 
product under test. The core team needs to understand that 
given the current need where end user feedback and testing 
on real devices, across geographies, Internet bandwidths, etc., 
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are very valuable to the product and these are difficult to get 
done internally, a crowd adds tremendous value to a prod-
uct’s quality. They are only a supplemental team, and there 
are specific core testing areas that cannot be crowdsourced. 
When these are clarified internally, it helps get not only the 
test team’s buy-in, but also the stakeholders’ buy-in, increasing 
the chances of the crowdsourced test effort’s success.

Chapter 5: How to Successfully Implement Crowdsourced Testing

This is a very important chapter in this book. It discusses in detail, 
along with examples, how crowdsourced testing needs to be a 
 formally planned test effort, an educated decision driven by best 
practices around what, when, and how to crowdsource in your test-
ing. It asks you to keep in mind that over and above the set defined 
in this book, customization to one’s own project needs is impor-
tant. We covered examples from various disciplines, domains, and 
 scenarios, helping you understand the practical implementations of 
 crowdsourced testing.

Myth 5: The management overhead in implementing a crowd-
sourced testing effort is quite high.

Facts: This is partially true and partially false. It is a fact that 
there is considerable management overhead in a crowdsourced 
project, not necessarily crowdsourced testing. One   cannot 
throw the project off the fence to a group of crowd testers 
and expect it to be done on time and comprehensively. There 
is a need for an internal person or a team to drive the crowd-
sourced testing effort. However, keep in mind that this is 
true of any global project in the current-day world and is 
not new to crowdsourcing alone. Also, the crowd is a smart 
set of people, usually end users, testers, or domain experts 
who do not want to be handheld or micromanaged. They just 
need core guidelines, beyond which they need the indepen-
dence to bring out their best. Also, the management effort 
may seem chaotic if it has not been planned well. So, keep in 
mind that while crowdsourced testing does need additional 
management cycles internally, it is not prohibitive enough to 
the model itself. The value from crowdsourced testing often 
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exceeds the overhead factor that it is in the team’s best  interest 
to plan the implementation effort well and keep it under con-
trol to maintain the team’s sanity.

Chapter 6: Defect Management in Crowdsourced Testing

Given the importance of defect management in any software project, 
we decided to dedicate one whole chapter to this subject. Herein we 
touched on defect management practices in general, how it applies to 
crowdsourced testing, what best practices from generic defect man-
agement can be leveraged here, and real-life case studies of how defect 
management was handled. We discussed the entire chapter through 
a series of questions with the intent of foreseeing what questions you 
might have and our responses for them.

Myth 6: Since it is ideal to maintain independence in the crowd 
for the team to succeed, defects filed by other crowd testers 
or by the internal team should not be exposed to the crowd.

Facts: This may or may not be a myth because this is totally 
the choice of the team that is driving the crowd test effort. 
Some teams prefer to retain independence among the crowd 
to reduce communication bandwidth as well as maximize 
their creativity, not letting them talk to other crowd testers. 
In such cases they may decide to not show them the list of 
bugs filed by other testers in the spirit of maintaining total 
confidentiality in the crowd’s output. On the other hand, to 
reduce the overall management overhead, resolve queries, 
help the crowd maximize their output, and minimize dupli-
cate bugs, some teams may resort to complete transparency, 
where the crowd gets to see the defects filed by everyone else. 
Some teams may settle halfway in between, releasing a list 
of known issues from time to time, to bring everyone in sync 
on product status; however, they may decide not to divulge 
who filed the defects. There is no right or wrong answer here, 
and it totally depends on the team’s comfort level and product 
needs, to decide which route to take. However, in practice, 
in most public betas the first approach of total independence 
is typically adopted. In private betas where the company 
works with a selected or even an internal crowd, the second 
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approach of total transparency may be adopted. In public 
betas, sometimes the third approach of selective transparency 
(through discussion groups, forums) may also be taken up. 
So, decide what works for you based on your needs, keeping 
in mind your end goal of helping the crowd, your team, and 
your product succeed in finding as many defects as possible 
before the product’s release.

Chapter 7: Win Your Team’s Support in Implementing 
Crowdsourced Testing

Any effort that is undertaken in an organization needs the buy-in of all 
entities involved, whether this means the immediate team working on 
the project or the executive sponsors who are making the case for the 
project’s existence. Specific to crowdsourcing, there is the belief that 
getting stakeholder buy-in is very difficult, if not impossible. While 
there is some truth to this, it is often justified by specific concerns that 
the stakeholders have. If the team working on crowdsourcing assign-
ments does its due diligence to understand stakeholder concerns and 
methodically addresses them, it is not only possible to win their sup-
port, but also maximize the overall chances of the project succeeding. 
With this crux that was discussed in this chaper, let’s look at a myth 
specific to this message.

Myth 7: Even if they buy in, stakeholders are very conservative 
in the areas where they allow crowdsourcing to happen.

Fact 7: Every stakeholder is different. The level to which they 
want to take on crowdsourcing really depends on how con-
servative or open they are, what their risk-taking mind-sets 
are, what their specific markets and user demands are, etc. 
However, this statement is turning out to be more of a myth 
by the day. The kinds of activities for which crowdsourc-
ing is being considered a viable option are making the case 
very strong for a bright future for this discipline. In the 
“Did You Know” section of Chapter 7, we looked at some of 
the diverse areas General Mills is using crowdsourcing for. 
That was just one example. There are many organizations out 
there that are embracing the crowd for a varied set of activi-
ties that a few years back were very closed and internal to 
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the organization. With the due diligence on protecting their 
intellectual property (IP), the creative solutions and appli-
cations from crowdsourcing are reaching never before seen 
heights, and this is just a start to seeing more such solutions 
emerge in the coming years.

Chapter 8: Let’s Understand Crowdsourced Testing Holistically

In the current chapter, as we look at myths and facts on crowdsourced 
testing from across chapters, one other important area that we are also 
going to look at is how one can build a successful career in crowd-
sourced testing. While there will be several of you who are inter-
ested in this topic, there is one myth that is important to understand 
from both a company (crowd seeker) and an individual (crowd tester) 
standpoint:

Myth 8: Putting together a crowd test team is very easy. It can 
be done at the last minute, as and when the need arises.

Fact: There is hardly any truth to this. In fact, selecting the 
right crowd test team is the first step in being able to succeed 
in crowdsourced testing. Since there is no formal agreement 
with the crowd, except for a nondisclosure agreement in 
some cases, bringing in the right crowd and motivating its 
members to sustain them on the project is a very challeng-
ing task. The person driving the crowd testing effort needs 
to be a good people manager to accomplish this. Similarly, 
the crowd tester cannot assume that he can be on-boarded 
into a crowd test project on the fly. In most cases, the orga-
nization may have an informal discussion or interview to 
ensure you are the right crowd candidate it is looking for. 
This process may take some time, and similar to a regular 
job interview, the organization may have a number of reg-
istered crowd testers and may only have a few people that 
it is looking for in each geography, age group, background, 
etc. So, do not assume that the process will be quick and 
you have a sure shot at being selected. Also, not all crowd 
testing initiatives are done effectively and diligently from 
an implementation standpoint. Thus, whether you are a 
crowd tester seeker or a crowd tester, take the time to find 
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the right match and build a database up front so you are 
 prepared when the need actually arises to either work with 
the right crowd pool or work for the right organization.

Additional Myths and Facts

Without elaborating a whole lot, let us look at a few more myths in 
the industry on crowdsourcing. We have covered some of these in our 
discussion above in greater detail.

 1. Quality is in danger when dealing with crowdsourcing 
(more from a crowd development angle). This is a myth to 
the extent that when done in a planned and thought-through 
manner, with solid implementation, crowdsourcing can be 
successful for both development and testing. Also refer to 
myths 3 and 5 for more details.

 2. Crowdsourcing testing brings down the total cost of qual-
ity. This is partially true, as crowdsourced testing helps 
expand the test coverage and user reach before product 
release. However, as discussed throughout the book, the right 
practices need to be in place to leverage the wisdom of the 
crowd, failing which this effort will increase the total project 
cost rather than bring down the total cost of quality.

 3. Too many cooks spoil the broth. We all know this is a very 
commonly used quote. However, does this apply to crowd-
sourcing where we are intentionally bringing in too many 
cooks? We have seen the value of crowdsourcing, whether it is 
development or testing. Keep in mind, with the right checks 
and balances, this quote can be defied even in the culinary 
discipline. So, given the value that crowdsourcing can poten-
tially bring to the table, this is certainly a myth in the field of 
software development, if the right practices are employed.

At the end of this section, let’s understand holistically that the 
value or return on investment from crowdsourcing, specifically crowd-
sourced testing, is tremendous. However, it can take a completely tan-
gential turn if planning and implementation are poor. It thus takes 
the team’s buy-in, commitment, trust, solid planning, and implemen-
tation, all of which together can take the potential of crowdsourced 
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testing to unimaginable heights. With this understanding, let us move 
on the next section on building a solid and viable career in crowd-
sourced testing to help you take back additional actionable items from 
this book.

Is Crowdsourced Testing a Viable Career to Build?

The world is full of willing people; some willing to work, the rest  willing 
to let them.48

—Robert Frost
American poet, 1874–1963

In the last few years a lot of organizations have been reaching out to 
the crowd, be it internal or external, in bringing the value of crowd-
sourced testing to enhance product quality. Crowdsourced testing 
platforms are being built to provide a formal medium through which 
testers can test, making it more viable to reach out to the remote 
crowd. A tester sitting at home in India is now able to test remotely 
for an application that is being built in the United States, without any 
need for an office space, a visa, a formal agreement with the com-
pany, etc. The implementation model of crowdsourced testing has 
thus eliminated several barriers that might exist in leveraging global 
knowledge in testing a product. While the feasibility continues to 
grow over years, the tester also needs to keep in mind that there are 
quite a few differences between building a formal testing career and a 
crowdsourced testing career. At a high level, see Table 8.1.

Who Can Become a Crowdsourced Tester?

In Chapter 1 we touched elaborately upon traits that make a person a 
crowdsourced tester, speaking about end user mind-set, subject  matter 
expertise, and the testing attitude. Essentially, as a crowd tester you 
can add value to a product’s test effort if you are or potentially are the 
product’s end user, have subject matter expertise or domain expertise 
specific to the product under test, or are a software tester who has free 
bandwidth or cycles that you can devote to crowdsourced testing.

So, theoretically, a developer or a designer or a build engineer could 
become a crowd tester as long as he or she has the inclination for it, 
and as a person that has a testing mind-set—more of a questioning 
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Table 8.1 Formal vs. Crowdsourced Testing Career

PARAMETER FORMAL TESTING CAREER CROWDSOURCED TESTING CAREER

Number of 
jobs

Typically one, unless you are 
consulting with multiple 
companies with the consent of 
all companies to work at 
multiple places.

Can be many. You can register to be a crowd 
tester with several groups or organizations 
and there is typically no stopping from a 
conflict of interest standpoint, unless you 
have signed an nondisclosure agreement 
(NDA) that prevents you from working on 
similar applications/products.

Variety in work Variety between projects is 
limited. Typically a tester is tied 
to one project for a given release.

Variety between projects is high. It is up to 
the tester to sign up for as many crowd test 
events as he can manage.

Duration in 
work

Long term in nature and tied to 
the release the tester is 
working on.

Crowd tester is often brought into the project 
only at specific times when the project is ready 
for the crowd’s eyes. So, the overall crowd 
testing duration may only last a few days or 
weeks, unless the crowd is a private crowd 
where its members engage as subject matter 
experts (SMEs) from the start of the project.

Duration 
between 
projects

A core testing team member has 
activities lined up throughout 
the year to ensure there are no 
breaks in his work schedule, as 
the company is paying him a 
regular salary. In case of 
contractors, the assignment 
may end after a project release 
and may commence only at the 
start of the next project.

Since the crowd tester works on projects only 
at specific times when it makes sense to 
bring in a crowd, duration between projects 
is often high. Also, the company engaging 
the crowd is under no financial binding to 
engage the crowd tester through the year. 
However, if the team is a very trusted crowd 
that the company does not want to let go 
of, it may look at assigning interim tasks to 
engage the crowd on an ongoing basis.

Randomization Internal randomization is often 
high due to the agile nature of 
projects and the need for 
cross-collaboration.

External randomization is high, working on 
multiple projects, communicating remotely, 
working with a crowd project liaison who 
the tester has not met.

Kind of testing 
tasks

More variety in testing tasks, 
including challenging and 
strategic ones such as test 
automation, performance 
testing, and metrics 
management, to name some.

Not much variety in testing tasks, although 
variety comes in from multiple projects and 
companies that the crowd tester may be 
engaged with. Tasks are typically centric on 
End to End (E2E), functional, performance, 
compatibility, and localization tests. However, 
the crowd has a high excitement level given 
that it is actually using the product or 
application like how an end user would.

Transparency 
and 
independence 
in work

Full transparency at work with 
visibility into what other testers 
are working on, defects filed on 
the project, and ability to 
communicate with anyone on 
the team to get the work done.

Most often transparency is restricted to the 
level of communication that the crowd 
liaison has with the tester. Companies 
prefer the crowd tester to work in isolation 
to bring out his best, keeping him 
independent of other crowd testers.
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mind-set with good analytical skills and observation, the crowd tester 
can add significant value to the project under test. Similarly, a math 
professor could be a crowd tester of an educational software that is 
being developed. As an online shopper, one could be a crowd tester 
of an e-commerce web application. As an avid mobile user, one could 
be a crowd tester of a mobile application. As a gamer, one could be a 
crowd tester of a new game. As a tester who took a professional break 
for about 5 years, one could look at reentering the industry by becom-
ing a crowd tester. As a student, one could gain some direct project 
experience by signing up to be a crowd tester. The options are really 
limitless, and anyone can become a crowd tester as long as they have 
the end user, subject matter, or test skills and are willing to perform 
a dedicated task to help improve the product’s quality, as well as hone 
their testing skills.

What Should I Do to Prepare and Be Successful 
in Crowdsourced Testing Assignments?

While we discussed in the previous section that anyone with skills 
around being an end user, subject matter expert, or tester can poten-
tially become a crowdsourced tester, not everyone is successful at it. 
Here’s a basic list of what one can do to prepare to become a crowd-
sourced tester and how to pave one’s path to success:

Decide how much time you can dedicate for crowdsourced 
testing: In most cases, crowdsourced testing is taken up by 
people who already have a full-time day job. They may be 
doing this out of their interest, desire to use their testing 
skills or learn something new, loyalty to a certain brand, or 
wanting to get back into their career after a break/potentially 
switch jobs. So, one may not have the luxury of working on 
crowd testing assignments full-time. As a first step, decide 
how much time you can set aside for crowdsourced testing. 
There is no right or wrong number here to be successful. It is 
your call based on your interest, availability, and other priori-
ties at hand.

Research to register at the right places: In recent times, there 
are ample crowdsourced testing platforms. Several companies 
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are attempting to take on crowdsourced testing. Do your 
homework online to identify places that suit your skill set 
and interests.

Pick a couple of trustworthy places that you want to stick 
with: Although one can potentially work with more than one 
crowdsourced testing seeker, it would be very randomizing to 
work with multiple places. So, from your researched list, pick 
a few that best meet your needs and profile. Pick ones where 
there is maximum usage of your skills, because the more you 
can showcase, the better will be your chances of success.

Revisit your devices inventory: One of the reasons companies 
or groups are attempting to connect with crowd testers is to 
leverage the devices they have—especially mobile devices, 
including smartphones, tablets, and e-readers, ranging across 
various operating system (OS) SKUs, device makers, Internet 
bandwidths, locale settings, etc. Some of your old and obso-
lete devices may also be very valuable for them from a back-
ward compatibility angle. So, make sure as you revisit your 
resume specific to crowdsourced testing, you have revisited 
your devices inventory and updated them in your profile.

Practice your language skills: Language skills, especially writ-
ten, are one of the major reasons companies reach out to 
crowdsourced testers. This helps them verify content and also 
get translations done from the experts directly. So, refresh 
your list on the languages you know and also refresh your pro-
ficiency in them, if it has been some time since you used them.

Think through your domain specialties: Domain space is 
a huge real estate to operate within. You may have a back-
ground in sciences, math, arts, computer, and Internet tech-
nology. You may have been a banker in your yester years but 
have now moved out of banking and probably into insurance 
software testing. Think through your current and past domain 
skills and honestly rate yourself on them. Practice and refresh 
your domain skills specific to the project you are considering 
for crowdsourced testing, especially around workflows. This 
is not from a standpoint of preparing for an interview or an 
exam, but to help you do a realistic job, if you decide to take 
this route.
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Build your crowdsourced testing resume showcasing your 
diversity: Building one’s resume is very important to enable 
anyone to understand your potential. This is all the more 
important in crowdsourced testing since the organization, 
person, or group that is engaging you will most often not 
meet you in person. So, what you call out in your resume will 
need to do a lot of the selling for who you are. While you need 
to be genuine in what you say, do not feel shy to quote even 
some seemingly minor details, because crowdsourced testing 
is all about diversity. Mention any past crowdsourced testing 
experience you have, any community project that you have 
worked on, any references you can provide, etc. Remember, 
this resume is going to be different from one that you use for 
a regular testing job. So, think through to ensure you have 
talked about yourself comprehensively, precisely, and profes-
sionally. This will help you go a long way in getting the right 
crowdsourced testing assignment. Look for sample crowd-
sourced testing resumes online, or bring this up in crowd-
sourcing forums to also get live input from others who have 
been involved in this space, in addition to the list we have 
provided above.

Look for some beta testing projects online to practice your 
testing skills: If you want to first try your shot at crowd-
sourced testing to determine your interest and scalability, 
look for any beta testing assignments from products or appli-
cations that you really like and try them out for a few days. 
This will give you the confidence you need and will also serve 
as a reality check on whether you are really cut out for this 
work. Furthermore, this could even be a nice addition on your 
crowdsourced testing resume.

Finalize your motivating factors: Not all crowd testing 
assignments may have money as the reward factor for the 
testers. In some cases, you may want to take part in a beta 
just because you really care for a certain brand and want to 
provide it your feedback. For examples, Gmail was in beta for 
a really long period of time, and people who gave it feedback 
were all crowd testers who did so based on their personal 
choice, not expecting any monetary return  from  Google. 
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So, if money is your main driver, make sure to pick choices 
accordingly. However, if you are not mainly looking at the 
money and are looking to build on your testing expertise 
and showcase this on your resume, then you will have more 
choices to work with. Again, there is no right or wrong 
answer here—pick what aligns with your needs and interests 
with the goal of sticking with it.

Talk to other crowdsourced testers in the community based 
on access: Crowdsourcing is a very community-driven phe-
nomenon. See if you can meet with other crowdsourced testers 
in the community at forums, discussion boards, conferences, 
regular meeting groups, etc., based on people that align with 
your interest areas and domain. This will be a great network-
ing exercise to help you build your crowdsourced testing 
options and expertise.

Maintain continuity in your effort unless you do not align 
with a specific company or group: If you like a certain proj-
ect or a company for which you are a crowd tester, try and 
stick with it. Although you are not bound to stay with anyone 
in this space, the more you stick around, the better are your 
returns on investment, where your rating with the company 
goes up and you gain experience on its working style, product, 
needs, etc. This goes a long way in helping you and the orga-
nization be successful in the crowd testing assignment and 
shows well on your resume. So, arrive at the right balance of 
longevity versus variety to help you build a successful career 
in crowdsourced testing.

Obtain consent of your current organization, if required: 
If  you are already a software tester, be sure to check with 
your current organization if it is OK to work as a crowd-
sourced  tester. Since this is a freelance assignment of your 
own choice, it may be a conflict of interest to your current 
full-time job, and this is something you definitely need to 
check and ensure up front, to avoid any issues down the line. 
Sometimes this may even call for getting explicit written 
permissions from your organization, allowing you to par-
take in such crowdsourced testing assignments, and may also 
require you to periodically get such permissions for every 
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new project you undertake. So, be sure to check with your 
organization to understand and clear constraints, if any.

Be on top on industry news: Outside of all the groundwork 
you have done in preparation to become a crowd tester, your 
dedication on the job, your socializing in the community, and 
staying current on industry news items are all very helpful in 
building a successful crowd testing career. Pick a couple of 
feeds that you want to read regularly for industry news to help 
you be up to date on events in the marketplace, competitor 
space, etc., that you can bring back into your testing effort. 
Crowdsourced testing is largely about end user representation. 
While you are an end user in most cases to start with, hone 
your end user representation even more by being  current with 
what is happening in the community—this will go a long way 
in helping you succeed as a crowd tester.

Be dedicated in your task at hand: With all of the above 
groundwork you do, you also need to prove on the ground. 
Once you pick specific assignments to work on, give your 
best. Be responsive, define best practices around communica-
tion and work protocols for yourself, think out of box to find 
real end user issues, be creative in the work you do, and most 
importantly, be prompt. Develop your own discipline on the 
project and this will go a long way in building trust for yourself 
and help you increase your tester rating. Most crowdsourced 
tester seekers use weighted payment models, where they pay 
testers based on their ratings. Ratings are based on the work 
you do, your work ethics, longevity with the company, and 
several other factors that we discussed above. So if you like 
the work you do as a crowd tester for a certain company, be 
dedicated in your task to help you establish a successful stint 
in crowdsourced testing.

Although not a very formal practice as of yet, there are seri-
ous crowdsourced testers in the marketplace who make a living just 
through this activity. The potential is huge, as you have read through 
the chapters of this book so far. By now you should have been able to 
decide if crowdsourced testing will meet your needs, whether you are 
a company seeking crowd testers or an individual hoping to become 
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a crowd tester. In the last 7–8 years, crowdsourcing is a trend that 
the information technology industry has been predicting and closely 
watching, whereas now is the time to delve deeper to look at crowd-
sourcing and crowdsourced testing trends in greater detail to see what 
it has in store over the next 3–5 years. This is precisely what we will 
look at over the two concluding chapters of this book.

Did You Know?D-11,D-12

Let’s take a quick look back at some interesting events in the life cycle 
of crowdsourcing since its name was coined in 2006:

2006: The term crowdsourcing, a combination of crowd and 
outsourcing, was coined by Jeff Howe in a June 2006 article, 
“The Rise of Crowdsourcing.”

2007: Dell initiated a website called IdeaStorm to generate ideas 
from the crowd. It has so far generated about 17,000 ideas and 
has implemented about 500 of them.

2008: Starbucks launched a similar site, MyStarbucksIdea.com, 
that has so far generated about 130,000 product ideas, includ-
ing customer experience comments.

2009: Netflix announced a crowd contest to seek a solution for 
its recommendation engine algorithm and handed out a fat 
$1  million prize to the winners (a group of seven people). AdAge 
ran a crowd survey in which 61% surveyed commented that 
crowdsourcing was a threat to agencies and that crowdsourcing 
would fade out in a year. Given the growing use and popularity 
of crowdsourcing, it looks like the crowd can be wrong at times, 
after all, especially when it comes to predicting outcomes.

2010: Crowdsourcing was leveraged to address the Gulf of 
Mexico oil spill, where from over the 116,500 suggestions and 
engineering innovations that were received, 300 were consid-
ered for field testing and deployment; 20 of them were tested 
and immediately considered for implementation.

2011: The word crowdsourcing was included in the Merriam 
Webster Collegiate Dictionary.

2012: A report released in 2012 stated that in 2011 alone, 
$300 million was mobilized through crowdsourcing.
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2013: If we look at some of the best global brands (across 
 industries), they used crowdsourcing only six times in 2006. 
This number had gone up to 131 in 2013.

2014: As of February 2014, the word crowdsourcing had 2,450,000 
references on Google.

Figures 8.1 and 8.2 consist of interesting graphs showing what ways 
companies have used crowdsourcing the most and which  companies 
have been using it the most since 2006.
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9
Future oF 

CrowdsourCed testing

A journey of a thousand miles, begins with a single step.49

—Lao Tzu,
Chinese philosopher

The future of crowdsourcing is very promising, and its potential 
scope and reach are huge. However, to experience crowdsourcing 
and crowdsourced testing in one’s own area of operations, you need 
to start small and take the first step. The content we have discussed 
over the course of this book will help you confidently take that first 
step toward successful crowdsourced testing. While understanding 
that concept and implementation specifics forms one major piece 
of the pie, it is equally important to keep track of the trends in 
a given discipline to be able to build an edge and better prepare 
for the upcoming requirements. At the time of writing this book, 
crowdsourcing and crowdsourced testing are upcoming areas that 
the information technology field is largely  leveraging, and these 
are themselves trends as of today that the industry is closely watch
ing. Over the course of this chapter, we will look at the current 
 market size of the crowdsourcing industry, backed with some 
numbers, along  with trends to watch for in crowdsourcing and 
crowdsourced testing.

Sizing the Crowdsourcing Industry

We discussed in earlier chapters how crowdsourcing has actually 
existed for centuries now; however, it got its official name and a lot 
more public visibility and recognition only after Jeff Howe called it 
as such, in 2006. So obviously, until then, although crowdsourcing 
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was happening in pockets under various names, not much was done 
in terms of sizing the industry or predicting its future. Analysts have 
started tracking crowdsourcing in its various forms in these last few 
years, and the numbers they have released show a lot of promise for 
this industry.

Crowdsourcing, when taken up by organizations, referred to as 
enterprise crowdsourcing, has been showing amazing results in 
terms of revenue and number of crowdsourced workers. In 2009, the 
global market revenue was $140.8 million USD, which grew 52.5% 
to $214.9 million USD in 2010 and then to $375.7 million USD in 
2011, booking a 74.7% growth over the previous year.

In terms of workers, the growth has been crossing the 100% mark 
year over year (YoY) from 1.34 million in 2009 to 3.10 million in 
2010 to 6.29 million crowdsource workers in 2011.25

Massolution’s report in 2012 has given quite some insight into how 
the crowdsourced industry is shaping up, including details such as:26

 1. Crowdsourced worker count is increasing at more than 
100% YoY.

 2. Large enterprises with revenues upward of $1 billion USD are 
some of the early adopters of crowdsourced testing.

 3. Crowdsourced workers work on crowd activities at least once 
a month, with more than half of them working on them at 
least once a day.

 4. About 60% of crowd workers live in Europe or North 
America, and about 50% of them at least have a bachelor’s 
degree, indicating that the awareness of crowdsourced test
ing is still restricted to the more literate and in developed 
nations.

 5. More than 75% of the crowdsourced workers have another 
primary job on hand. This could mean that they are working 
on crowdsourced assignments for the following reasons:

 a. Some additional income
 b. Brand association for the organization they work for
 c. To build additional experience in newer areas and stren

gthen their overall profile/resume

Another set of interesting numbers/data points that  showcase the 
power, potential, reach, and magnitude of crowdsourcing, especially 
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in  recent years, discusses the following, about the boom of crowd
sourcing in Asia:27

 1. A Chinese crowdsourcing site is the biggest employer in 
the world. This company, Zhubajie, is into language crowd
sourcing and is said to have 7.6 million workers.

 2. Indian’s crowdsourcing power users are said to earn 40 
times more than that of an average American. There are 
claims that these power users are actually entities and not 
individuals; however, they are said to earn more than $1 mil
lion USD per annum.

 3. Crowdsourcing in Asia is believed to have quadrupled. 
Three of the five largest Englishspeaking populations 
 globally are in Asia (India, Pakistan, and the Philippines). 
As factors that promote crowdsourcing, such as Internet pen
etration, go up in these nations, the reach of crowdsourcing 
will be even more in these geographies where people are look
ing for additional jobs and income.

 4. Enterprises are leveraging global talent by empower-
ing global access. U.S. crowdsourcing sites are launching 
local versions, such as Shutterstock and iStockPhoto, which 
recently launched Japanese, Chinese, and Korean versions of 
their sites. Similarly, Zhubajie has launched Witmart.com, an 
English version of its site, to allow U.S. enterprises access its 
7.6 million Chinese workers.

These numbers clearly show the astounding growth of the crowd
sourcing industry, and additional numbers show even greater poten
tial in specific areas of crowdsourcing, such as crowd funding, where 
in 2012 this market grew at 81%, raising $2.7 billion USD funding 
more than 1 million campaigns.28

Future of Crowdsourced Testing

Looking at the above numbers and the growth rates of crowdsourcing as 
a whole, the future is certainly bright. However, the growth will be cau
tiously optimistic, where it will not take over or replace existing sourc
ing methods. Rather, crowdsourcing and, in particular, crowdsourced 
testing will become a very strong supplemental option to the traditional 
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sourcing methods for software testing. So let us understand some of the 
core trends we will witness from a crowdsourced testing angle. For ease 
of understanding, and to help with the holistic view, we will discuss 
the trends from four angles: market trends, end user trends, technology 
trends, and business trends of crowdsourced testing (see Table 9.1).

Market trends: Herein we will discuss trends around the crowd
sourcing test market, primarily involving the crowd testers 
and what changes they will see and experience in the next 
few years.

Business trends: Herein we will talk about the business, 
engagement models, and implementation process level trends 
in crowdsourced testing over the next few years.

Technology trends: In technology trends, we will look at what 
technology level impacts are in store for crowdsourced test
ing and what are the aiding technologies that will help grow 
this space.

Table 9.1 Trends in Crowdsourced Testing

MARKET TRENDS BUSINESS TRENDS
TECHNOLOGY 

TRENDS END USER TRENDS

• Number of crowd 
testers will 
continue to rise

• Concept of a 
trusted and 
differentiated crowd 
will emerge — 
Expert sourcing

• Better employment 
opportunities will 
shape up

• Special interest 
groups will be 
formed

• Newer groups, e.g., 
goverment will 
show interest in 
leveraging the 
crowd

• Crowd testing will 
be valuable to 
strenthen student 
resumes

• Service level 
agreements at a 
soft level will be 
used

• Internal buy in for 
crowdsourced 
testing will go up

• Crowdsourced 
management team 
like vendor 
management 
teams will be built

• Newer payment 
models will 
emerge

• Crowdsourced 
testing will become 
a platform to find 
good full-time 
employees

• Lot more legal 
scrutiny will be 
done

• Scope and 
reach of 
crowdsourced 
testing will 
increase 
manifold due to:
• Enhanced 

Internet 
penetration

• Growth in 
mobile 
technologies

• Growth in 
social 
computing

• Growth in 
cloud 
computing

• Crowdsourced 
testing will beef up 
end user product 
confidence and 
serve as a 
neutralizing agent 
in achieving 
desired quality

• It will become an 
added certification 
on the product’s 
richness and 
quality-enhancing 
market acceptance

• End users will 
become more vocal 
to share their 
feedback (both 
positive and areas 
of improvement) 
with the product 
company
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End user trends: This deals with trends around the end users 
of the product under development and how they will be 
impacted by crowdsourced testing.

Let’s look at these trends in greater detail:

Market Trends

 1. The number of crowdsourced testers will increase. There is 
increased awareness for crowdsourced testing both among the 
community (whether end users, testers, or domain experts) 
and among organizations that take on crowdsourced testing. 
This awareness is from various angles, including comfort, 
understanding, and implementation processes. This leads to 
more people in the community coming forward to perform 
crowdsourced testing, and this will only continue to go up in 
the coming years, helping the community better partake in 
the quality of products released.

 2. A concept of a trusted and differentiated crowd will emerge. 
What we call expert sourcing is on the horizon. One limitation 
of the model we discussed in the earlier chapters was around 
the amateur crowd joining in along with the seasoned crowd, 
creating unwanted chaos among both the crowd community 
and the crowd management team. This pattern will change 
as organizations leverage the community for more and more 
crowdsourced testing projects where they would soon build a 
trusted crowd for themselves with whom they will be able to 
employ expert sourcing techniques.

 3. Better employment opportunities will shape up. 
Crowdsourced testing will help generate better and increased 
employment opportunities, in terms of both quantity and 
quality. Organizations will reach out to the community 
not just for numbers, but more importantly, the skills they 
bring to the table, again going by the previous point where 
a trusted and differentiated crowd will emerge.

 4. Special interest groups will be formed. Various social net
works, especially the more popular ones like LinkedIn, already 
support special interest groups, helping connect people of similar 
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interests and skills. Such focused groups already help various 
professional activities, including finding people in the com
munity with the right skills. This will continue to strengthen, 
with additional focus groups solely focusing on crowdsourced 
testing.

 5. Newer groups such as the government will show interest in 
crowdsourced testing. Disciplines such as the government 
are usually very closed from a standpoint of information secu
rity, although they want to promote transparency among the 
community at large. As crowdsourced testing becomes more 
popular and the practices mature, alleviating some existing 
concerns around security, IP, etc., groups such as the govern
ment will also start using the crowd for testing. For example, 
at a crowdsourcing level, the government of India has already 
showcased recently how it could leverage the crowd. It invited 
the community to help design its symbol for the Indian 
 currency—the Indian rupee—in 2010. The contest was won 
by an IIT Bombay postgraduate student, Udaya  Kumar, 
showing the power of leveraging the crowd in various forms, 
in this case, crowd creation (Figure 9.1).

 6. Crowd testing will help students strengthen their resumes. 
Crowd testing will become synonymous with selfinitiated 
internships and projects, for students showcasing their proac
tiveness and additional skills, compared to others who do not 
take this route. This will help them strengthen their resumes, 
whether for future education or for employment opportunities.

Figure 9.1 Crowdsourcing competition organized by government of India.50

 

http://www.crcnetbase.com/action/showImage?doi=10.1201/b17483-10&iName=master.img-000.jpg&w=227&h=138
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Business Trends

 1. Service level agreements (SLAs) at a soft level will be 
used. It is very tricky to implement service level agree
ments in full rigor in crowdsourcing assignments because 
the crowd is engaged with you and your brand out of its 
own will and discretion. There is no formal binding for it 
to continue with you for a specific period of time. At the 
same time, organizations implementing crowdsourced test
ing will want to look for ways to introduce some discipline 
in the overall process to ensure they are able to get a regu
lar flow of consistent input from the crowd. So, the service 
level agreements will have to be customized to be applied 
at a soft level, helping create the required level of disci
pline to differentiate the trusted crowd from the rest. These 
will largely be requirements around communication and 
response time, the level of detail in the reported bugs, the 
kind of bugs, etc.

 2. Internal buy-in for crowdsourced testing will go up. As 
crowdsourced testing becomes more mature with increased 
use, process optimizations, and case studies to demonstrate 
value, successes, and learnings, there will be an increased 
internal buyin for using this method more actively for soft
ware testing and quality assurance. The concerns and chal
lenges that we discussed earlier on, including resistance from 
shareholders, will automatically give way to newer crowd
sourced testing projects.

 3. Crowdsourced management teams, like vendor manage-
ment teams, will be built. As of today, most organizations, 
especially the larger ones that deal with external vendors, have 
vendor management teams to handle the management effort, 
including contracts, payments, invoices, etc. This is a formal 
discipline of its own. However, crowdsourced testing is not of 
a scale that necessitates a management team of its own from 
an administration standpoint. However, as the numbers here 
go up, this will in the future warrant a team of its own to 
 handle crowd nondisclosure agreements (NDAs), possible 
crowd background checks, crowd tester payments, etc.
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 4. Newer payment models will emerge. As of today, the most 
popular payment model, if paid crowdsourced testing proj
ects are undertaken, is pay per bug or pay per valid bug, so 
it becomes a straightforward valuebased remuneration for 
the crowd tester. In some sense, this is a soft SLA in itself. 
However, as a trusted crowd team emerges where enough 
confidence is built in their work, although they are not closely 
monitored or colocated with the rest of the team, newer pay
ment models around pay per hour or pay per fixed project may 
also emerge. This will make the payment processing relatively 
easier and will be able to attract more crowd testers; however, 
this cannot be done for everyone. This can only be done for 
the trusted crowd with whom the organization has adequately 
worked with in the past and there is some mutual agreement 
in place, although it may not be a written and signed docu
ment, unlike in regular employment opportunities.

 5. Crowdsourced testing will become a platform to find good 
full-time employees. Like what we said earlier, that students 
will be able to strengthen their profiles with crowd testing 
assignments, crowdsourced testing will be a good platform 
for employers to find good fulltime employees, making it a 
winwin for both the organization and the crowd tester. The 
crowd platform will become a live interview playing field for 
organizations to gauge their testers and see which ones are 
really good to offer jobs to. Companies such as Amazon and 
Google have already been doing this to some extent, and this 
will become even more popular and commonly used in the 
coming years.

 6. There will be a lot more legal scrutiny in place. As more 
 paymentbased crowdsourced testing projects take shape, inter
nal audits and legal scrutiny around them will be necessitated to 
ensure the right use of the organization’s funds. As mentioned 
earlier, this will also become part of the crowdsourced admin
istration management team working with the legal department 
to ensure the required compliances have been taken care of and 
the required financial checks and balances have been imple
mented, including handling international payments for crowd 
testers that are located in different geographies.
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Technology Trends

One of the major reasons for crowdsourced testing’s growth in recent 
years, compared to in, say, the late 1990s or early 2000s, is directly 
linked to technology advancements. Specific technology trends and 
advancements have made newer techniques such as crowdsourced 
testing more feasible in connecting with the crowd. In the absence of 
these advancements, the concept would have been more of a theory 
than a practical implementation or, at the most, a limited form of 
implementation in the shape of beta testing.

The major technology drivers that have tremendously helped 
crowdsourced testing grow include:

 1. Global Internet penetration: This is one major driver for 
crowdsourced testing. While a large percentage of the global 
population still lacks Internet access, its proliferation in the 
last decade is mindboggling. Despite this mindboggling 
growth, the number still stands only at 34%, which leaves 
a huge potential of another 66% that the Internet reach can 
possibly expand into.29 Product companies and service pro
viders are exploring newer and more powerful ways to expand 
Internet speeds as well as reach. As of this writing, Google 
is exploring its balloon services, Project Loon, to allow for 
Internet access in the remotest areas of the world to help 
expand global Internet penetration.30

 2. Growth in mobile computing: As of 2013, there were 
6.8 billion mobile subscriptions globally.31 Mobile comput
ing is an interesting phenomenon. It has been a reason why 
more crowdsourced testing has been necessitated, as not all 
testing can be done inhouse. At the same time, it is also the 
device that the crowd uses that has enabled a better connec
tion network between the crowd seeker (organization) and 
the community. So, it has been a significant trigger in cre
ating the demand as well as meeting the supply for crowd
sourced testing

 3. Growth in social computing: Similar to mobile computing, 
social computing is also yet another major trigger that has 
fueled both the demand and supply for crowdsourced testing. 
Applications going social need the community to test them 
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from a diverse background, creating the demand for crowd
sourced testing. At the same time, they, as well as the other 
product and service companies, are able to better reach the 
masses to let them know about themselves and invite them 
to test using social platforms, helping address the demand 
and bring in the supply of crowdsourced testers. For example, 
Facebook is a major platform that several organizations use to 
conduct polls, surveys, ask for crowd votes, etc. The linkage 
between Internet penetration, mobile usage, social computing, 
and the end community is so strong that this bond will only 
further enhance crowdsourced testing in the years to come.

 4. Growth in cloud computing: This is another prime reason 
attributing to the growth of crowdsourced testing, and it 
will continue to prove a trend in the coming years. Due to 
the deeper penetration of cloud computing and the growth 
in sophisticated feature sets, organizations are able to bet
ter share their builds and products to reach the community 
at large and also mitigate concerns around security by using 
concepts such as virtual private cloud. This helps them not just 
reach the masses, but reach them in a more safe and secure 
manner, enhancing the community’s and the organization’s 
trust in the crowdsourced testing model.

End User Trends

 1. Crowdsourced testing will beef up end user confidence in 
the product and serve as a neutralizing agent in product 
quality. As more crowdsourced testing is adopted by organi
zations and end users see the results of it through a product 
of better quality, their confidence in the product and resultant 
market acceptance will go up. This is a great facelift for prod
uct companies in helping expand their user base, along with 
an element of fear that if they do not do well, the crowd itself 
will spread the message, affecting not only their potential user 
base, but also the existing base. Thus, the crowd will serve as 
a neutralizing body of people to spread not just the good, but 
also the bad and the ugly, forcing organizations to increasingly 
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focus on quality. A crowd’s test results that have been incor
porated in the product will be an added certification to the 
end user base that someone from its own community (of end 
users) has represented them, tested the product, and provided 
the feedback. This will further enhance the product’s accep
tance in the marketplace.

 2. End users will become more vocal in sharing their feed-
back with the product organization. As crowdsourced 
testing becomes more widely used, end users who are not 
necessarily part of the crowdsourced test team will all of a 
sudden become more vocal in sharing their feedback (both 
positive and areas where the product can improve), because 
they now have increased confidence that the organization 
really values community feedback. This is the ideal state for 
an organization to reach, where a group of end users, not 
tagging themselves as crowd testers, voluntarily share their 
feedback on the product. Such feedback coming in, which 
may traditionally be reviewed by a support group, can now 
include a crowdsourced test management team member too, 
to make the triage more effective, helping channel such feed
back points into the crowdsourced testing feedback pipeline.

Crowdsourced testing definitely has a lot of interesting impending 
growth areas (aka trends), as we looked at from various viewpoints. 
That said, it is also important to reiterate that while this growth will be 
significant, it will not or cannot gobble the traditional software test
ing models, including the core internal team and any outsourced or a 
contracted team’s testing efforts. As crowdsourced testing matures in 
the coming years, organizations will become more seasoned in lever
aging it and customizing it to their needs and will be able to draw 
the right balance between all these various engagement models in 
releasing a product or exceptional quality to the end users. After all, 
crowdsourced testing is “by the people, for the people, and of the 
people,” so the people element will continue to be held high in taking 
their input and giving back to them in the form of a better product 
with enhanced quality.

So, what next at this time? You may say, “I have now understood 
crowdsourced testing in all its glory, including its strengths and 
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weaknesses, how to apply it in a live project, how to build a career in 
crowdsourced testing, and what the future looks like.” Well, there is 
one more piece to this pie that we want to leave you with—a piece 
that may take shape in the coming years, which if it does, will be a 
great facelift to crowdsourced testing as a whole. This is the piece of 
building an ecosystem around crowdsourced testing, where we need 
to understand what is an ecosystem, why do we need it, and how 
it is relevant to crowdsourced testing. For more details on this, see 
Chapter 10, the concluding chapter of this book. This is a trend that 
will cut across all four areas we discussed above—market, business, 
technology, and end user—and tie them together. This will be that 
one trend that will altogether be able to take crowdsourced testing 
into a completely new level of acceptance and implementation; to 
read our take on how this trend will shape up, let’s move on to the 
next chapter.

Did You Know?D-8

Gartner’s prediction is that by 2017 over 50% of consumer goods pro
ducers will get 75% of innovation and R&D through crowdsourced 
solutions. While we looked at trends specific to crowdsourced testing 
over the next few years, do you know what the predictions for crowd
sourcing are specific to 2014? Here’s a bulleted list of those predictions:

• Managers will need crowdsourcing on resumes.
• Crowdsourcing will boost bottom lines.
• The crowdsourcing ecosystem will blossom (our take on this, 

specific to the testing discipline, is detailed in Chapter 10).
• The crowdsourcing industry will consolidate.
• Crowdsourcing will change real people’s lives.
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10
Building an EcosystEm 
around crowdsourcEd 

tEsting

We have the crowd.
We are aware of crowdsourcing.
We are seeing an increase in crowd testing assignments.
But where is the ecosystem?

What is an ecosystem? Defined in layman terms, it is a complex and 
diverse set of interactions that happen between multiple entities, both 
living and nonliving, in an environment. Despite all the attention, 
research, and application that has gone into crowdsourcing in recent 
years, there are some compelling questions that we are faced with at 
the end of the day:

• How easy is it for someone new to apply crowdsourced testing 
to address his or her needs?

• How easy is it for anyone out there to find an assignment in 
crowdsourced testing?

Having read this book so far, you should now understand the 
 various angles of crowdsourcing, including its practical applica-
tion in a project. However, given the bright future this discipline 
holds, what we need to additionally look at is how we can build an 
 ecosystem to tie together the various disparate crowdsourced testing 
solutions and resources as of today. We live in a time where technol-
ogy has eased communication significantly and has brought the world 
together. As players in a crowdsourced testing space, wouldn’t it be 
nice if we start thinking about how to build and contribute to an 
ecosystem on crowdsourced testing that would help everyone involved 
get better returns on their investment? We want to close this book 
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with this thought, that we can get everyone involved in not just using 
crowdsourced  testing, but thinking about such an ecosystem, which 
will hopefully be a reality in a few years time. If you were to ask if 
such an ecosystem is completely lacking as of today, we would say 
no. There are portions of it out there in the market, but they are all 
so disparate, addressing the needs of just a few organizations, and 
not  necessarily globally visible. We will take our own case here. In 
Chapter 5, we talked about a crowdsourced testing platform that we 
have built at QA InfoTech that helps us connect with the crowd as 
well as with our clients. This may be one small step toward building 
such a larger ecosystem. Before we go into the individual pieces in 
greater detail, let’s understand what a crowdsourced testing ecosystem 
is and what questions it can help address.

A crowdsourced testing ecosystem will connect disparate  solutions 
that exist today and in the future toward building an interactive, 
informed, and accessible set of resources toward the successful com-
pletion of crowdsourced testing assignments. This could include 
resources such as:

• Crowd testers
• Crowd seekers
• A platform (potentially open source) that the crowd and the 

crowd seekers leverage
• Best practices (aka a common knowledge repository on 

crowdsourced testing), including legal considerations and 
engagement models

• Crowdsourced testing tools, including strongly looking at the 
option of the crowd’s BYOD (bring your own device)

You may ask: Why do we need an ecosystem? Is this how other 
 concepts such as outsourcing grew? The fact is that the reach of crowd-
sourcing is much larger than the reach of any other testing concept. It is 
growing virally and has the power to connect to remote global corners. 
Also, the value of crowdsourced testing will grow only through such 
enhanced connections. Given these inherent characteristics of crowd-
sourced testing, the need for an ecosystem is much more here. Such an 
ecosystem will help this concept further mature into a valuable practice 
aiding software testing, as opposed to a limited application with pock-
ets of success in the absence of such as ecosystem.
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Let’s now look at each of these components in greater detail to see 
why and how they will play an important part of the crowdsourced 
testing ecosystem.

Crowd Testers

These people are the heart line of crowdsourced testing. Crowdsourced 
testing has become so popular primarily because of the crowd and the 
valuable feedback it provides on the products under test. First, is crowd 
tester the right name to refer to such a person, because most often the 
individual is not a tester? He may be a tester, but more importantly, he 
is an actual or a potential user or domain expert of the product, which 
is why he is sought after by the crowd employers. However, since in 
some shape or form he is executing a testing activity, whether or not 
he is a professionally trained tester, we will call him a crowd tester. 
Crowd testers are rising in number by the day and are made up of 
people of varying skills and backgrounds. If we look at some of the 
core questions that crowd testers have, they are largely around:

 1. How do I find who needs crowdsourced testing help?
 2. How do I find the right crowd employer that aligns with my 

needs and goals—for example, my working hours, my areas of 
work interest, and my intent to do this assignment with a goal 
of winning a testing gig?

 3. If this is not like formal employment, what kind of negotiation 
should I do with an organization before I start crowd testing?

 4. Are there people similar to me in the market that I can con-
nect and interact with?

 5. Will I be given any resources to work with or should I be 
using my own devices?

Wouldn’t having and being a part of an ecosystem be nice to 
take care of these questions and help you be involved with the 
crowdsourced testing community?

Crowd Seekers

Just as the crowd tester forms the heart line of crowdsourced test-
ing, the crowd employer is also a critical piece of the pie. Without 
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this group of people, even if we had a bunch of several interested 
crowd testers, nothing would be accomplished. We are seeing more 
and more employers understand the value of crowdsourced testing 
and beginning to use it, but this number is still constrained due to 
various reasons. A few of those compelling reasons are:

 1. How do I find the right crowd for my needs?
 2. More importantly, how do I find, build, and retain a trusted 

crowd that is not spying on my product but has the right 
intention to help improve my product quality? Are there any 
background checks that need to be done on crowd testers?

 3. What kind of a platform exists or should I build to carry on 
crowdsourced testing that will integrate seamlessly with my 
internal development platform?

 4. What kinds of access should I be giving my crowd testers to 
encourage transparency, yet having a hold on my privacy?

Yet again, wouldn’t having and being a part of an ecosystem be 
nice to take care of these questions and help you be involved with the 
crowdsourced testing community?

The Platform

Software testing is a mature discipline in the software  development 
world. It has the right platforms that organizations have been 
using—be they commercial, open source, or homegrown in nature. 
Software testing is an important component of the application life 
cycle management (ALM) suites, giving testers the right platform to 
understand product requirements, design tests, log execution results, 
and file defects, and to stay connected with the rest of the team, 
whether local or remote. Such a platform for crowdsourced testing 
is lacking as of today. You may ask, why not leverage the same plat-
form as that of core software testing? It is not impossible; however, it 
cannot be leveraged as is, since the core platform has a lot of internal 
dependencies and secure information that cannot be shared with an 
external crowd. Taking cues from such existing platforms, a new 
platform for crowdsourced testing has to evolve. Ideally, this needs 
to be an open-source platform that will provide an opportunity for 
the crowd and crowd seekers to customize and improvise to align 
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with their needs. This is a platform that will  provide the crowd and 
crowd seekers access to the following:

 1. A dashboard for crowd seekers to come post their crowd 
 testing projects.

 2. A provision for the crowd to register to specific projects.
 3. A discussion room for the crowd seekers and crowd to com-

municate (especially when they are remote) to ensure there is 
alignment, especially in projects where you need a selected 
and trusted crowd to work with. This could be a group discus-
sion room or a 1:1 discussion room, depending on the needs of 
the crowd testing assignment.

 4. A platform that gives you specific input and requirements that 
will help you understand the product and testing requirements 
for the required levels, once you are within a specific project.

 5. A defect management system, not as elaborate as in a core 
testing effort, but with the basic defect parameters (such as 
title, description, actual and expected results, steps to repro-
duce, and test configuration used). This is a system that the 
crowd seeker will use to triage and resolve defects and send 
them back to the crowd if it needs to regress them. If the 
crowd is not tasked with regression, this is a platform to at 
least keep it posted on the status of the defect, promoting 
overall transparency in the testing process.

 6. A system that has hooks with the required communication 
systems, for example, Wiki and Skype, to talk to the crowd as 
needed over the course of the testing effort.

 7. A dashboard to keep the crowd in a project informed on what 
areas to focus on, if any, how other crowd members are faring, 
what kind of defects are coming in, what effect these have on 
product quality, etc.

 8. A dashboard to explain how an individual crowd tester has 
performed, what remuneration is due to him, if any, details 
around payment, etc.

We don’t have such a universal platform as of today, but individual 
organizations are creating them to address their own needs. For exam-
ple, in Chapter 5 we presented the crowdsourced testing platform we 
built at QA InfoTech to address our needs. Such a solution needs to 
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scale to address the needs of the crowdsourced testing community at 
large, and preferably be open source to create a standardized execu-
tional workflow. Such a platform will alleviate a lot of the overhead 
for both the crowd seeker and the employer, making them focus on 
the core of this task, which is to get valuable product feedback from 
the crowd, rather than focusing on the operational logistics.

The thing to keep in mind is that the questions above can be solved 
in isolation. There are several for-profit organizations that have been 
carrying out crowdsourced testing for some years now, and there are 
valuable lessons we can learn from their experience. We must indeed 
commend them for having helped bootstrap crowdsourced testing, 
giving it the initial global attention it deserves. However, as newer 
players start getting into this mix, wouldn’t it be nice to have an open-
source kind of a community or a forum that houses this ecosystem, 
making crowdsourced testing a true “by the people, for the people, 
and of the people” relationship? That is the idea we are trying to incul-
cate in your mind at the end of this book, to see how each of us as 
good Samaritans of the crowdsourced testing community can help 
this practice mature and benefit everyone involved.

Common Knowledge Repository on Crowdsourced Testing

While there is some information available on the Internet on what 
crowdsourced testing is and how it works, it is not detailed enough 
to guide a team that is new to this practice. That was one of the main 
reasons we wanted to write this book, to share our experiences with 
you and give you go-to material on implementing a crowdsourced 
testing project end to end. While it is nice to retain the free-flow 
style of execution in crowdsourced testing because that unleashes 
the crowd’s creativity at its best, it is important to understand how 
this whole model works. It is important to know what the model’s 
strengths and limitations are, when to apply it, how and where to 
apply it, what legalities are involved in executing a crowd testing proj-
ect, what are the various engagement models in which you can work 
with the crowd on, etc. Such a repository could also be a forum for 
the crowd to share its experiences, case studies, learnings, and ask 
questions, if any. This could be a database of its own, residing in the 
platform we talked about in the previous section.
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Tools to Help with the Crowdsourced Testing Effort

We already talked about communication tools and how they could 
form part of the crowdsourced testing platform. Typically, you do 
not want to handhold the crowd with tools that you would provide 
your internal team—for example, tool to use up the device memory, 
tool to generate test credit cards, tools to generate test accounts, etc., 
because herein you want this test effort to be as realistic as possible 
to how the end user would be using your product after release. After 
all, most of these are real end users, so you want to allow them to use 
the product in all its true grandeur without any interruptions from 
the product team side. However, the crowd would benefit from some 
productivity tools, such as screen video capture tools, a tool that can 
quickly scan the device it is using to collect details you may need, 
etc. At QA InfoTech we are currently working on an automated lab 
on a cloud framework that will down the line help us add end user 
devices to our cloud pool to maximize device usage. Such solutions 
could also be built upon in the future in these crowdsourced testing 
assignments. For example, the crowd seeker needs an application 
tested from the Africa geography on an Android device. It has found 
a crowd tester in Africa, but that person does not have an Android 
device, whereas a crowd tester in India does. If he is able to connect 
his device to the cloud and allow the tester in Africa to use it, it 
solves everyone’s needs, and the device owner may herein be given 
some rental remuneration.

All of the above are great things to have, to ease the overall crowd-
sourced test execution process. However, these are easier said than 
done. These are right now just at the envisioning stage and have sev-
eral considerations around security, performance, connectivity, etc., 
to be addressed before they become a reality. However, how can we 
reach the treetop if we don’t aim for the stars? That is the whole goal 
of this chapter, to think big to empower a bright future for crowd-
sourced testing and provide cues on what might provide the spring-
board for the crowdsourced testing community a few years from now.

Let us look at this pictorially to get a better understanding of what 
this ecosystem will look like (see Figure 10.1).

Once such an ecosystem is built, it will be a self-correcting 
 system that does not need a lot of maintenance by a given individual 
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or a group. Everyone involved will take care of their interactions 
with the other entities in the group, stay updated as far as their 
profiles go, and help other entities stay updated (for example, make 
updates to the knowledge repository periodically), making it a true 
ecosystem and helping crowdsourced testing reach new heights in 
the years to come.

Who Is Responsible for Building This Ecosystem?

This is not an easy question to answer. There is no straightforward 
answer. There is no one single organization or individual who will 
be responsible for building the ecosystem. It needs to be a collective 
effort with the community coming together to promote this. What 
is heartening to see is that crowdsourcing and crowdsourced testing 
are becoming important topics of discussion in conferences in recent 
years. Specific conferences that solely focus on crowdsourcing are 
being arranged globally. Hopefully the initiative will be taken in such 
places to help this ecosystem see the light of the day. The goal to 
introduce this in the concluding chapter in this book is to introduce 
you to this idea and get you thinking on how you, as an enthusiastic 
participant of the crowdsourced testing community, can contribute to 
the shaping of this ecosystem.

Crowd
Testers

Crowd
Seekers

Crowd
Platform

Knowledge
Repository

Crowd
Testing Tools

Figure 10.1 Envisioning an ecosystem for crowdsourced testing.
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What to Watch for as We Let the Ecosystem Develop

While we harp on the need for a crowdsourced testing ecosystem, there 
are cons of bringing in too much formality into this whole process. 
Crowdsourced testing gets most of its value and charm from the free-
flow style of test execution and realistic end user experience that the 
users bring to the table. The ecosystem should only be an aid in bring-
ing out the crowd’s best by pointing it to the right resources, helping it 
with the needed tools, helping connect the crowd testers with crowd 
seekers, etc. It should at no point become mandating on how and what 
the crowd should do. If such a situation arises, the trust that all entities 
have in the ecosystem will fall apart, and the system itself will begin to 
disintegrate. To avoid such a scenario, we will need arbitrators or mod-
erators to control how this ecosystem takes shape, helping drive back 
the value to the crowd testers and seekers. Again, all of these are still 
probably a few years out, but now is the time for us to start discussing 
such an ecosystem and explicitly using crowdsourced testing in possible 
ways to benefit the community at large. We truly hope this book has 
given you the required ammunition to dive into crowdsourced testing, 
whether you are a crowd seeker or a tester. We are very excited for what 
is in store for crowdsourced testing and are sure so are you. Let’s be a 
change agent in helping crowdsourced testing mature and bloom into a 
practice that is here to stay for many more years to come.

Did You Know?D-10

We talked earlier about how an ecosystem around crowdsourcing 
will start taking shape in 2014. More specifically, in this chapter we 
talked about an ecosystem around crowdsourced testing. Speaking of 
the industry at large, there are isolated efforts that are under way to 
build such ecosystems at a crowdsourcing level. For example, did you 
know that KPMG has a crowdsourcing platform that it has built to 
work across domains and to provide its own consulting services on top 
of it? It is called Crowd Connection, and is said to be more powerful 
than standard market research methods that have been traditionally 
adopted. It will be exciting to see more such platforms evolve, not 
just commercially, but also the open-source way, and then integrate 
together into an ecosystem with the required tools, processes, and 
human element (i.e., the crowd users themselves).
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